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THE
EDITOR'S CORNER

."

WEDITORIAL POLICY.
The masthead of this magazine bears
the usual legend: "Opinions expressed or implied by contributors
do not necessarily reflect the views of
the e<ijtors... ," This is no less true
when contributor and editor happen
to be the same person. On those
(one hopes rare) occasions when he
appears as contributor in the magazine he edits, he ought to be as free
as he wishes from the usual burden
of editorial objectivity.
This may make the editorial life
sound s<.hizophrenic. Not necessarily
so, if the editor in question happens
to combine strong personal preferences with equally strong convictions
about the advantages of an eclectic
policyfor a university Review.
Eclecticism is the necessary basis
of a sound university, which deals in
the critical appraisal and presentation of. the truths of many viewpoints, rather than in the propagation of one. \Vhat is true of the university ought to be true, within its
field, of the Review which reOects it.
For the editor of such a Review,
not personal agreement but quality
judgment must constitute his major
concern-and his only arbitrariness.
Propagating a personal belief is not
his privilege, since the magazine he
edits is not his own, is in fact no
one's. It comes into being, and stays

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol22/iss1/1

there, only through the sum of continuing efforts of hundreds of people
both inside and outside the university. Many of these pedple the editor
does not know; he is usually unaware
of the larger part of their efforts. But
the knowledge of their existence
makes it ridiculous for him to think
of the magazine he edits as a medium
for purely personal expression. Perhaps this is why he should appear in
it as contributor from time to time:
to say in those pages "I am," The
rest of the time all he can sa y is, "I
edit,"

'l' POE TRY

INN M Q. The
statement above is occasioned by the
appearance in this issue of an article
on contemporary American poetry
under the signature of the editor. As
it happens, this article was solicited
by a previous editor of the Quarterly,
not commissioned by the present
one. Therefore in every sense it is
the opinion of a contributor, and has
no reference whatsoever to editorial
policy. In any case, Edwin Honig is
Poetry Editor of the Quarterly
(which is our good fortune); anyannouncement of change in NMQ's
policy toward poetry would come
from him. The Summer issue of this
magazine will carry an omnibus review of contemporary poetry by Byron Vazakas; with luck, it will present an approach substantially different from that of the article in this
issue.

'l' CON
-HENRY

F.

~

~

T RIB U TOR S.
has a B.S. in physcontinued on page 125

ALLARD

6
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Stanley T. Williams

SPANISH INFLUENCES IN AMERICAN
..
FICTION: MELVILLE AND OTHERS
.

I

N T H

..

.

~ ~cceler.iting developmen~ after the eighteen-thir~ies

of Amencan 'belles-Iettres, SpanIsh culture became a VItal
force. Travel books, akin to essays and romances, reported on
Spain; the magazines included innumerable tales' on Spanish
themes; and in their gilded accounts of the ancient peoples and
folklore o.f Spanish America, some histories were not unlike
novels. Spanish subjects, beckoning to our poets, found varied expression, from trivial verses on Columbus to the scholarly Longfellow's adaptations of Don Jorge Manrique,
with( their echoes of
.
Spanish prosody. Spanish idioms brought back by travellers in
the Southwest or by soldiers in Mexico became current in our
newspapers; ~ese were to reappear in the fiction of Bret. Harte
an~:l \Villa Cather, and even in the verse of James Russell Lowell.
In\the drama, too, though here the imprint was registered more
slowly, Spanish subjects and even Spanish plays themselves, from
Lope de Vega to Benavente, entered vigorously into olir literary
consciousness. Yet nowhere was this Spanish coloring more vivid
in ideas, moods, and forms than in the novel. A.mong other writers of fiction Spain laid its hand at various times upon James Fenimore Cooper, William Gilmore Simms, Edgar Allan Poe, Herman Melville, and Willa Cather. This brief essay begins with a
glance at a few novelists, once illustrious but now in limbo, who
were sensitive to the magic of Spain, and ends with the importance of this influence to that impressionable genius, Herman
Melville. Perhaps even in these few pages I may hint at the depth
and splendor of this pattern in the literature of the United States.
As the sponsors of novels on Spanish themes, two writers were
supreme: for the Peninsula, \Vashington Irving, and for Spanish

-

5
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America, \Villiam HiCkling Prescott. These were the middlemen
(though neither was a novelist) for the romantic tales, whether
of Castile or of Durango. Long after the date which is the terminal of this essay (Benito Ce.reno, 1855) there still appeared novels whose backdrop was the ha~ls of Montezuma and the fragrant
lakes on the plateau of 1\.fexico, and whose hero was Quetzelcoatl,
the \Vhite God. Most of these ,vere born of Prescott's Conquest
of Afexico. Earlier Irving had used a Spanish formula in story
after stOry until "Alhambraism" became a fashion not merely in
architecture but in literature. Half essay, half tale, lacking in precision and depth, these bagatelles exhaled a peculiar quality
which imitators sought to recaptur~:
As I stood there that night [wrote one of these aspiring writers concerning the palace] my thoughts reverted to the time when, with childish eagerness, I pored over the fascinating pages of Irving.... Then
arose the remembrance of the weird tales of the Gate of Justice; of the
tower whence the Princesses descended into the arms of their expectant lovers; of magic scrolls read by the light of tapers compounded
with a hundred charms in the secret cave of the astrologer; of subterranean cliambers, where lines of grim warriors mounted, armed, and
motionless as statues, awaited in mysterious silence the bre~king of
some potent spell.

,

j

t·,
I

,t.
ri
(

r

;.

I

This "potent spell," .difficult for us to u~derstand today, elicited
from Bryant his "Moriscan Romances," of a Spain which he had
not visited; from Cooper the tedious, high-Bown tale of Columbus, Alercedes of Castile; and &om Hawthorne illuminating suggestions concerning his delight in Cervantes' "profound, pathetic
humor" and "Sancho Panza's dip out of Camacho's caldron." \Ve
are tempted to pause over Poe who studied Spanish at the University of Virginia and quoted Cervantes with surprising &equency,
besides being aware of Lope de Vega, Quevedo, and Calderon.
\Vas his use 'of Spanish themes solely for decor, or was there some
deeper affinity, as in the mysterious connection of "William \Vil·
son" with Calderon's lost play El Embozado?
I find these provocative questions, but just now tangential to

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol22/iss1/1
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the main question: What was the character of Spanish influence
on our fiction during the first half of the nineteenth century as
evidenced by the work of three or four forgotten novelists and an
immortal one. Timothy Flint's elaborate Francis Berrian or the
Mexican Patriot (1826) was probably the pioneer novel written
in English with a setting in Mexico and New Mexico. A graduate
.of Harvard, an editor, an~ for ten years a missionary in the Mississippi Valley, Flint crossed the frontier in 1825 and lived for a
time in the typical Spanish village of Adayes. Knowing nothing
at first hand f Mexico, he tol~ his story, at once realistic and ro.
mantic, of-wan
'ngs in quest of a new Eden. In his pages are
Spanish names and Spanish characters against the backgrounds
of Santa Fe, San Antonio, Durango, VeraCruz, and Mexico City,
In this naIve novel, narrative power is not altogether lacking, but
!!Je mixture of truth and fancy makes it a ridiculous hybrid; its
sighificance is altogether historical. Yet Francis Berrian could
boast of a second printing in a second ~dition, and it anticipated
the local color novels of half a century later.
Other romancers were more lighthearted and more experimental than the grandiose Flint. Robert C. Sands, a minor Knickerbocker poet, had already compteted a history of Cones for
translation into Spanish and also a blank verse poem on Papantzin, the famed sister of Montezuma, before he turned to fiction
with Spanish themes. The history, which included letters edited,
according to Sands, by "an old fool of an archbishop of Mexico,"
had a vast circulation in South America~ and the preposterous
"Dream of the Princess Papantzin" was apparently popular.
Naturally enough, then, the volatile Sands next regaled his puB-.
lie with Boyuca (1832), a lurid version of the frayed legend of
the fountain of youth, which is apparently an immortal subjectwitness The Fountain by Eugene O'Neill. Boyuca offers. the utmost in melodrama; the dying heroine m,urmurs, after fantastic
adventures, "I see Bimini"!
In his enthusiasm for Mexico and South America (twice he re-

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1952
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luctantly abandoned journeys to these regions) Roben Montgomery Bird had similar visions. In his introduction to Calavar;
or the Knight of the Conquest: a Romance of Mexico (1834), he
announced that Mexico, rather than Europe, was "the proper
field for romantic musings." In reply to this introduction and to
the pretentious novel itself, Bird's friend, John Lawson, reminded him that the "novel-reading world" was not yet ready for fiction on this "semi-civilized portion of our hemisphere." The
ensuing debate is amusing: Bird inclines to agree and denounces
his public as "Johnny Raws," "who know and care as little about
Mexico as they do about the moon."
Yet this was 'by no means true even in 1834, and Bird knew it;
in the same letter he remarked enviously on the success of William Gilmore Simms with Spanish themes. Actually, Calavar was
not entirely a failure, with its mysterious knight bearing this lofty
name, with its young Don Amador, with Cortes himself, and with
its thrilling scenes in battle. Behind Calavar lay Bird's solid
knowledge of the Spanish language, his tireless reading, and his
passionate delight in everything connected with the Conquest:
Escucha, pues, un rato, y dire cosas
Estraiias y espantosas, poco a poco.

So runs the motto from Garcilaso de la Vega. The novel is too
proliferated, too ostentatiously learned, and too melodramatic.
Yet parts of it, particularly the scenes of warfare, are alive; Prescott paid it a tribute in his classic history; and it was translated
into the German. Finally there remains the powerful word of the
hypercritical Poe that Calavar was "certainly the very best American novel, excepting perhaps one or two of ~fr. Cooper's, which
we have ever read." Nor was Bird himself really frightened away
from his beloved Spanish subjects; in the very next year appeared
The Infidel, or The Fall of Alexico. The final episode of the earlier novel had been the battle of Otumba; this other relates, as
the subtitle reveals, the events following the return of Cortes.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol22/iss1/1
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Here is the renowned soldier-historian himself, Bernal Dfaz del
Castillo, not to mention the extraordinary dog who answers to thename of "Befo"I
Although, in general, as a far superior novelist to either Sands
or Bird (with whom he may have been in communication concerning Spanish themes) , Simms was infe~ of these in
his re-creations of the Spanish civilization in America~ He resembled Cooper, whom he may have hoped to excel in the treatment of foreign subjects, in his bold appropriation of Spanish
history for the sake of a romantic story. He knew no Spanish; he
apparently never contemplated a visit to a Spanish-speaking
country; and he di;splayed no sensitivity whatever to Spanish literature or to Spanish ideas. Yet by temperament he was drawn to
the stories of Spain. Inspired at the age of seventeen by the tale of
Roderick the Goth, he wrote a juvenile play on the subject. Later
he rediscovered this among his papers, and having been stirred by
seeing in Mississippi a rude cross marking the grave of some soldier of De Soto, he composed rapidly his long novel, Pelay,o
(1838), and portions of its sequel, Count Julian (1845). ~oth
are synthetic narratives with lay figures as characters and with<
conventional dialogue. Yet Simms's participation in this Spanish
revival of the thirties and forties is interesting. In the same year
he issued The Damsel of Darien, still another tale "of the perils
and p~ivations of early discovery"-so read the Dedication"of its bold adventures, wondrous triumphs, and inadequate
rewards."
Poe proclaimed this to be the author's worst novel, but he
failed to dampen Simms's enthusiasm. In 1854 he published Vasconselos, which he himself described without excessive modesty
as dealing with "one of the most magnificent of episodes in the
history of progress and discovery in the western world." Of this
novel the hero is the fabulous De Soto, indomitable in battle and
tournament. Unlike Simms's fairy tales on Spain itself, Vasconselos reflects events of which the historically-minded southerner
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knew much; he had studied the Spanish settlements in his native
South Carolina. Thus he seems to have been the first to write
skillfully in fiction about Spain in relation to the struggling
American republic. In his long series of novels he was to becom-e
a distinguished interpreter of the southern phases of United
States history. Evidently in his development as an historical novelist the Spanish influence played a not inconsiderable part.
As we look back over these novelists of limited abilities, the
function of the Spanish influence was that of furnishing an absorbing and exotic story. Thus in all these novelists is evident
that literary adolescence, that flaccid romanticism, not uncharacteristic of the American novel before Hawthorne and Melville.
Such naivete-for this it was-in the interpretation of Spain in
fiction could not last, since after mid-century the travellers and
the historians augmented our knowledge of Spallish America,
and the teachers, scholars, and translators revealed to us a literature in Spain beyond the unique masterpiece, Don Quz'xote. Like
the art of the novel in America-like, indeed, America itself-the
storytellers' management of Spanish and Spanish-American
themes became gradually more sophisticated" persisting into the
twentieth century when they received still subtler explorations
in the work of Hemingway or Dos Passos. Although the shallow
tale of Aragon or of Peru would ne;ver really cease to appear, and
although stylized Spanish characters would continue to weaken
even such superior writing as Bret Harte's, the concepts of Spain
and the Spaniard were also to be manipulated with delicate
meanings and philosophic enlargement, as in Herman Melville's
Afoby Dick and in'his Benito Cereno, a story which we may study
briefly as an illustration of the Spanish influence upon a novelist
of genius.
x, on August I, 1851. while reading the newspapers,
Hawthorne saw approaching "a cavalier on horseback:' The cavalier. he says. "saluted me in Spanish; to which I replied by touch1 N LEN 0
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ing my hat and went on with the newspaper. But the cavalier
renewing his salutation, I regarded him more attentively, and
saw that it was Herman Melvildel" No one would submit this incident or the fact that Melville marked passages in Calderon's
Spanish texts
. as proof of his mastery of the language. Yet on his
voyages he must have known Spanish-speaking sailors; the odds
are in favor of both his conversational and reading knowledge.
The shore leaves in Lima and other South American ports hint
at the former, and his det'otion to uDon Quixote, the sagest sage
that ever lived," predicate the latter. Melville's purchase of the
Jarvis edition in 1855 appears to date not the beginning but the
maturing of his interest in Spanish literature. He had bought
Guzman de Alfarache in 1849 and in the following year he had
borrowed Lazarillo de T ormes.
Aside from the question of his exact knowledge of the language
and literature, it is plain that Melville was 'a victim, like so many
of his contemporaries, of a provocative mystery in everything
Spanish: "Spain/' he so quoted Burke in Moby Dick~ "a great
whale stranded on the shores of Europe"; and in some very early
writing he alluded to the "dark-glancing daughters" of Spain. Or
he muses: "the very word Spaniard has a curious, conspirator,
Guy-Fawkish twang." But more than the conventional mood of
romance, we sense his perception of meanings for particular use
in his fiction. In Moby Dick Eli jab warns Ishmael not to speak of
"Captain Ahab's deadly scrimmage with the Spaniard afore'the
altar in Santa." This incident was one of Ahab's secrets and also
one of Melville's, but the allusion is understandable, as we shall
see in a moment in our study of Benito Cereno.
To Cervantes, whose Don Quixote he so often mentions, Melville was perhaps in debt for the quasi-picaresque fonn ofMoby
Dick or for its talk of knight-errantry. Markings in Melville's own
copy of Don Qui;xote~ though acquired five years after the publication of Moby Di~k~ reveal his fascinated interest in the ,knight's
"monomania," in the latter's need of a kind of heroinelor ideal,
,
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and in Cervantes' comments on the "intrinsic worth" of knighterrantry:
That you may see, Sancho ... how fair a prospect its meanest retainers
have of speedily gaining the respect and esteem of the world, I will
that you sit here by my side, in company with these good folks, and
that you be one and the same thing with me, who am your master and
natural lord; that )OU eat from off my plate, and drink of the same
cup in which I drink; (or the same may be said of knight errant[r]y,
which is said of love, that it makes all things equa1. 1

.

Other alleged obligations seem to me nebulous. The coexistence
of romance and realism in Melville's writings can hardly be
translated into a strong dependence upon the famous models of
the Knight and his Squire. In his vivid presentation of "heavenly
time" and "Greenwich time" (Pierre) or in his contrasts of the
"monomania" of Ahab with the "reason" of Starbuck, Melville
receives, so far as we can tell, only confirmatory sustenance from
Cervantes.
It might, indeed, be argued that the Spanish influence upon
the poetic, philosophic Melville was exerted less through Cervantes than through a special concept of the Spaniard fonned in his
mind both by his reading and by his association with SpanishAmerican countries. This is evident in certain sketches in "The
Encantadas" and in Benito Cereno. There is, for instance, a curious emotional insistency in his aLlusions to everything connected
with Lima. He refers to the harbor of Lima, to the walls of Lima,
to the women of Lima. The melancholy Spanish captain, Benito
Cereno, treads the deck of the San Dominick, once graced by the
princesses of Lima. l\felville's peculiar concept of the Spanish
civilization as corrupt or decadent is emphasized by this eloquent
passage in Atoby Dick on the horror of white and waterless Lima:
Nor is it, altogether, the remembrance of her cathedral.toppling earthquakes; nor the stampedoes of her frantic seas; nor the tearlessness of
From Melville's copy of Don Quixote in the Houghton Library,. Hanard
l'nhenilY.

'1
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arid skies that never rain; nor the sight of her wide field of leaning
spires. wrenched coPe-stones. and crosses all adroop (like canted
yards of anchored Beets); and her suburban avenues of house-wills
lying over upon each other. as a tossed pack of cardS;-i~is not these
things alone which make tearless Lima the strangest, saddest city
thou can'st see. For Lima has taken the white veil; and there is a
higher horror in this whiteness of her woe. Old as PizaIlfo. this whiteness keeps her ruins forever new; admits not the cheerful greenness of
complete decay; spreads over her broken ramparts the rigid pallor of
an apoplexy that fixes itS own distortions.

Through books and through his experience on the sea. "Spaniard" had come to mean to hi~. as he said. something unique.
The hean of his concept was both religious and social. In Melville's mind the Spaniard stood both for an illustrious. if decadent. civilization and also for a form of Christianity for which he
felt alternately attraction and repulsion. In Mardi he had already revealed this ambivalence toward ancient European civilizations and toward this ancient Catholic faith. Benito Cereno,
unable to face life, takes refuge in a monastery. In contemplating
his hero Melville is, I think, both contemptuous and a little wistful. For some the Church still offered sanCtuary.
It is also apparent that his meditati~ns on the Spanish civilization (there was a copy of Prescott's Ferdinand and Isabella in the
library of the frigate, The United States)' and on Spanish Catholicism produced concrete characters or objects for his beautiful,
fluid symbolism, so real yet so unconfinable within precise limits.
Captain Benito Cereno, "so Spanishly poetic,"· represents this
proud but crippled civilization of Spain. He wears an empty
scabbard, and when he is shaved by the conquering, primitive
man Babo. this "servant" uses as a towel the royal, bright colored'
flag of Castile and Aragon. There are, so to speak, three "civilizations" represented on the San Dominick: the l'legro, the Spaniard, and in almost comic contrast to Benito, the practical, philosophically immature Captain Amasa Delano, symbol of our
m\Tll brash republic. Melville's sense of the glory and decadence
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of the Spanish empire becomes a factor in his symbolism and in
his thinking concerning contemporary civilizations.
Even more are his symbolism and his thought affected by the
story of Catholicism in Spain. In this masterpiece, whose backdrop is Lima and the Chilean coast, the broken sea captain is associated in Melville's mind with the decline of the Catholic
chu~h. The name of the ship; its likeness at a distance to a whitish, -mouldering convent; the ironical resembl~ce of the blacks
to m6nks; the missal, crucifix, and friars' girdles in the ship's
cuddy; and finally, the death of Benito Cereno in the :Mount
Agonia convent-through all such images and incidents Melville
is telliJ?g us in his connotative language what he believes concerning one of man's oldest institutions, the Catholic Church, He
admires a splendor (so he implies) that is no more, a sublime
faith that is now impossible. Babo, implacable even after death,
looks out from the market place toward the monastery where
Benito Cereno lived and died. Captain Ahab, the free and rebel~
lious mind-such is the meaning of this earlier incident-joined
in deadly combat with a Spanish believer even before the high
altar. For these magical moments in the writings of Herman
Melville the Spanish influence is a subtle and indispensable
constituent.
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was covered with a clean white cloth. and by
each setting was a glass of wine. of a deep red color. The
candlelight flickered dimly across the cloth and shone
from the polished silvenvare and the china. Noone said ~ word.
David Wolfe sat at the head of the table. his hands folded over
his middle. Through his half-shut eyes he perceived the seder
table and the figures seated around it. He rose slowly.and deliberately with the glass of wine in his hand; and slowly he intoned the
kiddush: "Boruch atoh adonoy elohaynu melech h'olom, boray
pree hagolen."
"Omen," they mumbled.
"Boruch. atoh adonoy ..." David's eyes remained half shut.
and his hands rested lightly on the edge of the table as he swayed
back and forth to the rhythm of his chant. His face was solemn.
When it was over he took a sip of wine and sat down. His brother
Sam. who sat with hjs wife on David's right. was next. Sam was a
short_. thin fellow with a long nose and shifty. frightened eyes. He
glanced apologetically at the company as he scrambled nervously
to his feet and began the kiddush in a thin. nasal voice. David
nodded with the chant and mouthed the words to himself. mentally giving them the resonance Sam was unable to impart. He
felt a secret pleasure at Sam's inability. It was good. he thought•
. that God should give even His meanest creatures the right to
\
speak the mighty words to Him.
Sudd~nly the spirit of God entered the room and settled upon
the seder table; and th~ souls inside the faces that brooded over
the table lost their individual i~entity and came ~ogether amidst
the wine and the baskets of matz.oh. David swayed softly with the
chant and watched the candlelight flicker across the table.
Sam sat down, and then it was jonathon's tum. David did not
ETA B L E
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want to look at his son, but through the comer of his eye he saw
the young man push back his chair and get to'his feet. He was sur~
prised and a little alarmed t;hat Jonathon was so tall. Jonathon
had the large nose and the great brown eyes of his father. The
mouth and chin were strong, and the dark hair grew abundantly
and fell over his forehead. His beard was dark and heavy, and you
suspected" (incorrectly) that he had shaved long before putting
on that immaculate white shirt with the too-stiff collar. To David
he looked overgrown, like a potato that had fed on too much
water.
Jonathon, smiling pleasantly, began the chant. His bass voice
was strong and sonorous, but his range was small, and he whined
the high notes. David's lips came tight together; he did not mouth
the words now, but listened very carefully. He knew his son was
smiling, though he did not look at him. Jonathon stumbled over
'a word, repeated it uncertainly, and paused. "Daml" he said. "I
guess I've forgotten it."
"Z'man cherusaynu/' Sam prompted.
"That's right," Jonathon said. "Thanks. Z'man cherusaynu .. ."
"Jonathon'" David cut in. They alllooked.at him. He tried to
keep the anger out of his voice. "Please begin"again. And use the
book if you have to." Their eyes met, and David thought he saw
his son's brows rise slightly and a hint of a smile play across his
mouth. But Jonathon withered under his stare; he glanced away,
the blood rising to his cheeks. He picked up the book and read
the kiddush quickly, with competence and indifference. David
sat stiHly, his hands folded over his middle.
It was Saturday morning, and Jonathon sat in the synagogue
between his mama and papa. The chason would sing his part,
and then, where it said "Cong." in the prayer book, all the people
would pray. Jonathon tried to do the "Cong." parts, but he could
never finish them before the chason staned again. He suspected
that the other people weren·t reading out of the book at all; they
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mumbled so that you couldn't understand them, and they finished.so quickly. Jonathon gave up trying to read the prayer. He'
, stretched his legs and tried to make them reach the Boor, like
papa's. He gripped the edge of the bench, slid his tushe forward
and strained his toes downward, but still he couldn't reach the
floor. His head was bent so far back he could see mama's face, upside down. She was saying the prayer, and she looked so funny
upside down, with her big, dark nostrils, that he giggled. Mama's.
~pside-down face came toward him.
"Sit up and be still, Jonathon," she whispered. "Here, your
cap is off. Put it on."
Jonathon .felt for Ills cap on the bench behind him, sat up, and
put it on quickly. He was a little frightened; he wondered what
happened to you if your cap came off during prayers. The people
were praying now, so he looked at the boola and pretended to
read with them, but in reality he mumbled, "Excuse me~ God, it
was an accident."
, Nothing happened to him, so he stopped worrying. He looked
~t papa, who sat next to him but seemed very far away because his.
eyes were half shut and he was praying so hard. Papa swayed back
and forth when he prayed; he began very loud and slowly, and
then his voice became a low mumble like the others. Sometimes.
papa wou~d still be praying when the others had stopped, and the
chason would wait until he, too, was finjshed. Jonathon felt
strangely prOUd, when this happened. Now he looked ~t papa's.
shiny-silk white tallis. It was so nice, the way the sun shone
through the white tassels on the edge. Jonathon half shut his eyes~
like papa, and to his delight the sun shone through his eyelids just
like it had through the tassels. Wonderingly he fingered the edge
of the tallis, careful not to pull it and annoy papa.
At last services were over, and mama went home to cook dinner. Papa and Jonathon went to talk to the rabbi. He was a tall,
heavy man with glasses and a deep, deep voice, almost like the
voice of God. Whenever Jonathon tried to imagine God, He al-
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ways looked something like the rabbi (except that God was bigger, like a cloud) . Jonathon was a little frightened of the rabbi,
even though he patted him on the head with his big hand and
said, "How are you, young man?"
''I'm fine, thank you," Jonathon said.
The rabbi began to talk to papa, and Jonathon held papa's
hand and looked up at their faces. He was proud of the way papa
spoke to the rabbi and called him"Abe"; no one else called him
that.
They left the synagogue and began to walk home. It was chilly
that Novembe.r morning, and J4nathon wanted to skip down the
street. Some boys were playing ii\the gutter.
"Do you like to skip, papa?" he said.
"To what?"
"Skip. Look, I'll show you." Jonathon disengaged his hand
from papa's and skipped a short way along the sidewalk. Then
he turned, a bit remorseful at the success of his ruse, and waited
shyly for papa to come up to him. Papa was smiling.
"You're a silly young man," he said, taking hini by the hand.
"Papa, why aren't those boys dressed up for Shabos?"
"They aren't Jewish," papa said. "They don't go to synagogue
today. Their Shabos is Sunday."
"How can Shabos be Sunday?"
Papa laughed. "You've got something there, Jonathon," he
said
Jonathon looked wonderingly at the strange, dirty boys whose
Shabos was Sunday. ''I'm glad we're Jewish," he said.
Papa looked at him gravely and nodded. "Yes, my boy," he
said. "You should be." Jonathon knew that papa was pleased
with him when he looked at him that way and called him "my
boy." He felt very happy. They walked on without saying anything. There was a sharp cold w~nd~ and Jonathon said to himself
that winter would come soon, and then spring, and then summer.
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He made up a song in his head. Autumn, winter,. spring, summer ...
Suddenly a noise came from papa, a horribly familiar, snap'
ping noise. jonathon glanced shyly at his father, but papa looked
as though nothing had happened, so he thought he had been mistaken. But again the noise came, and now there could be no
doubt. Papa was hiccoughingl jonathon stared at his feet. He
tried not to listen, but he couldn't help it. With terrible fascination he heard papa take ~ deep breath, heard the air whistle faintly in his nostrils as he inhaled. There was a silence. Jonathon felt
his heart beating excitedly. Then papa hiccoughed again, and
jonathon shuddered.
"'\That's the matter?" papa said, looking at him angrily.
Jonathon could not speak. He shook his head. He hoped papa
would not say anything about the hiccoughing, so that maybe he
was imagining it, maybe it was all a dream. Papa kept hiccoughing all the way home, and it seemed to jonathon they would never
get there; but at last they did. Jonathon stood guiltily in the dark
hallway and watched papa go to the kitchen for a drink of water.
jonathon dried himself with a towel, slowly and carefully, and
combed his hair. He looked at his face in the mirror, saw it frown·
critically in qualified approval. Then he looked hard at his own
eyes; what is there? he wondered. They were big, wide-open,
brown set in white like the white of an egg, through which ran
thin lines of red. But the eyes were shallow; nothing was there.
jonathon turned his head, still looking at the image in the mirror, and his heart sank as he beheld the profile of his la~e, Je'wish
nose. He strained his eyes into the comers of their sockets and
turned his head as far as he could without losing sight of it in the
mirror. The nose was big, all right: but he couldn't tell how it
looked. And the longer he stared, the less could he tell.
He went to his room and dressed, slowly, choosing each garI
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ment with care. ij:e hesitated some time before the tie rack, and
took at last one of blue and yellow, which he knotted carefully
before the mirror. Taking a last glimpse of himself and patting
his hair into place, he went downstairs and opened the hall closet
for his overcoat. His father was writing at his desk in the living
room.
"\Vhere are you going, Jonathon?" he said.
"Out."
David looked at his son. "Yes, I thought so. Do you have a
date?"
"Yes." Jonathon had put on his overcoat and stood waiting
near the front door with his hands in his pockets.
"May I ask with whom?" David 'said.
"You don't know her, dad."
"What's her name?"
"Louise."
"Louise who?"
"Kennedy."
David looked blankly at his .son for a moment; then he pursed
his lips smilingly and nodded his head. "Very nice," he said.
"Very nice name."
"Good night," Jonathon said, and he went through the door
and slammed it shut behind him. "Goddamn, damn, damn," he
said aloud, clenching his fists. A cold wind roared down the street,
nipping his ears almost at once, and stars shone brightly in the
winter sky. Jonathon walked swiftly through the dark streets, his
hands thrust deep in his coat POCkets, the collar lifted against the
wind. He rang the bell at Louise's house, and she herself, reeking
of perfume, answered the door.
"Hello, Jonny," she said, smiling at him. "Wait a minute, I'll
be right back."
Jonathon waited while Louise went to the kitchen to say goodnight to her mother. She returned with a high-heeled clatter, and
they went out. Jonathon took her gloved hand.
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"Where're we goin'?" she said.
"Why, I don't know, Louise. I haven't thought about it."
"There's a good picture playin'."
Jonathon smiled. "I'm afraid I don't like the movies. Don't ..
you think they're silly?"
Louise tossed her head like a proud young ho:rse. "Sure, I suppose they're silly, but still they're nice 'n' relaxing."
"All right," Jonathon said. "We'll go to the movies."
So they walked to the theater ~n the Avenue, and Jonathon
bought tickets to the loge. He helped her off with her coat when
they sat down and kept his arm on the back of her chair; but as
though she sensed instinctively that the arm was behind her, she
leaned forward in the seat. Jonathon watched the screen and
wondered what to do with his arm. He wanted to take her shoulder and draw her, ever so gently, toward him; but if she were to
resist it would be horribly awkward. He reached for a cigarette
and lit it with his freehand. Half-heartedly he tried to figure out
what was happening on the screen, but he couldn't keep his mind
on it. At last he forced his arm forward and rested his hand lightly
on her shoulder. She did/not move. He tapped her shoulder with
his finger, as though unconsciously, and then she shifted and put
her head against his shoulder. His heart swelled with the smell
of her perfumed hair, and he held her against him. He dropped
his cigarette and stepped on it, careful not to move the left shoulder on which her head was resting. "What's the picture about?"
'
he whispered happily in her eat.
After the show Jonathon suggested that they have coffee, but
Louise said it was late, she had to get.home. They walked along in
silence. Jonathon realized desperately that it was almost over. His
throat ached becau~e of the many cigarettes he had smoked, and
. he could think of hothing to say. "You know, Louise," he said at
last, "there's something sad, and ... well, beautiful about the
movies, the way they hold out to you a promise that can't be fulfilled. I'm not saying it very well, but do you know what I mean?"

\
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Louise thought a moment. "Yes, I think I do," she said
reassuringly.
"There's so much I want to say," Jonathon said, looking at her
eagerly. "It's all in here"-he put his hand on his chest-"but, like
Keats says, the dull brain perplexes and retards. Do you ever feel
that way?"
"\VeIl, not exactly, but I know what you mean all right." Something about the way she said it was not quite right, and Jonathon
wondered if he had made a fool of himself. Suddenly they were
at Louise's door. She opened it with the key and turned to him.
"Good night, Jonny," she said. "I had a swell time."
Jonathon had a moment of indecision, but then he leaned forward and kissed her on the mouth. It was all right, she was kissing
him back. She smelled of cucumbers.
"Good night, Louise," he said. She went through the door and
was gone. Jonathon turned and walked toward his home. Suddenly he broke into a run. He felt so gloriously free and strong I
Through the dark street he ran, into the biting wind that
numbed his face and made tears flow down his cheeks. "Oh, darling Louise, darling Louise, darling Louise," he said aloud. Joyously he recalled the face of the shikse: her face close to his in the
dark theater; the sweetness of her perfume, and the tenderness of
their good-night kiss. \Vhen he got home he was exhausted; he
undressed slowly, in pleasant weariness, and got into bed.
\Vhen he went downstairs next morning his father was drinking coffee at the kitchen table. David wore a clean white shirt,
and his coat was on the back of his chair.
"Good morning. dad," Jonathon said. "\\'here's mother?"
David raised his brows and looked at his son. "Out," he said.
"Oh? I guess I'll have to make my own breakfast then." Jonathon took a frying pan and broke two eggs into it. He avoided
looking at his father.
"Did you have a good time last night?"
"Vh-huh."
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"\Vhat time did you get home?"
"Four-thirty." It was out before he knew it.
"\Vhat time did you say?"
"Four-thirty." Jonathon tried to say it with the voice of innocence but it came out too tense and high-pitched.
David sat drinking his coffee in silence while Jonathon cooked
the eggs. "Come into the living room when you've finished breakfast," David said, and went out of the kitchen. Jonathon ate the
eggs slowly, looking dreamily out the window. The sky was of
leaden gray. His hands were cold, also the tip of his nose. He
drank a cup of coffee and then he went into the living room.
David was writing at his desk, and Jonathon sat in the armchair
behind him, lit a cigarette, and waited. At last David lay down
the pen and turned his chair about. He put his hand on the glass
.
top of the desk and looked at his son.
"Let's get right to the point," he said. "As long as you live in
this house, you will abide by the rules which I set down. You're
not yet in a position to be independent, and regardless of how
distasteful it may be to you, you will have to do as I say. Is that
clear?"
Jonathon crossed his legs. "Yes, it's clear," he said. He tapped
his cigarette above the ash tray, and a few gray wisps of ash floated
down.
David continued. "You know you're not to be home later than
two o'clock. Perhaps you see no reason for' this rule, but nevertheless you will have to abide by it. I don't ask you what you do
with your time or pry into your affairs. All I ask is that you be
home at a reasonable hour. Now I don't intend to punish you .
this time, but see to it that such a thing is not repeated. Is that
clear?"
"Yes. Is there anything else?"
David blinked. His hand on the desk fumbled for his pen; he
found it and fingered it nervously. "Is there anything else!" he
burst out. "Is there anything else! Yes, there is something else!
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What the devil do you mean by coming home four-thirty? What
the hell were you doing until then? Yes, that's the only langlJage
you understand, you stinking kidl "That the hell were you
doing?"
jonathon gripped the arm of the chair. "If you really want to
know," he said. "I was making love to Louise."
"Yes, I thought so," David shouted. His fingers writhed about
the pen. "A jewish boy, making love to a shikse! Until four-thiny.
Why didn't you stay there all night? You stinking kidl"
jonathon was looking at his father's eyes: big, wide-open,
brown set in white like the white of an egg. David fell silent and
looked back at his son. They were both breathing hard.
"Why do you sit there and say nothing?" David said at last. His
voice was hoarse. "Why are you a stranger to me, jonathon?"
jonathan looked away and shook his head. He could not speak.
David went to his son and put his hands on his shoulders. The
father's lower lip was trembling into a smile. "My dear son:' he
said gently. "You want to cry. Don't be "ashamed in front of me."
jonathon pushed aside his father's arms and ran to his room.
After the seder David and Sarah said good-bye to their guests,
and then they drove jonathon to the airpon. He had to catch the
midnight plane back to college. 'Vhen they arrived jonathon
kissed his mother and shook his father's hand. ~'Well, good-bye:'
he said. "I'm awfully glad I could make it."
"Good-bye," they called. "Good-bye." And he \\Talked off
swiftly toward the row of planes. David started the car and drove
out onto the parkway. Something was lying heavy on his stomach,
and the saliva was thick on the roof of his mouth. He cleared his
throat and spat into his handkerchief.
"'Vhat's the matter?" Sarah said.
"Nothing, nothing. My stomach is a bit uncomfortable."
Sarah looked at him with concern. "'Vhat could it be? The
soup, maybe?"
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"I don't know. Perhaps it was too spicy."
"Too spicy! No. David, that soup was not too spicy."
David sighed. "My dear Sarah," he said. "I added no salt or
pepper, but still it was~too spicy. Why argue about it? And I think
it was too heavy, too."
"Heavyl" she exclaimed, unbelievingly. "How could it be
heavy? I made it the same as always. And what are you sighing
for?"
David sighed. "All right," he said. "Let's not argue about it."
Suddenly he noticed that the car ahead of him was standing still,
and he pushed hard on the brake. "That damn fool!" he swore.
"He stops to make a turn and doesn't even stick out his hand."
Sarah looked angrily at the guilty car. "Achl" she said. "They
should take away his license."
"The road is full of people like that," David said. "You're taking your life in your hands every time you drive a car." He set his
lips and looked bitterly at the dark road before him.
When they got home Sarah went upstairs to bed and David
went to his desk. But he could not write. He went to the kitchen
for a glass of milk. The seder. table in the dining room had been
cleared, but upon it stood the burnt-out remains of the candles,
the wax thick about their holders. David stood in the doorway,
looking at the room while he drained the ~lass of milk. He felt
better now; he rubbed his belly gently with his hand.
On the wall there was a picture, a photograph of the family. '
David's mother and father sat stifBy in high-backed chairs; behind them were David and Sarah, and in front, on the floor, sat
little Jonathon, dressed in his sailor suit. "Three generations,"
.David had written at the bottom.
David stood at attention before the photograph. "Good-bye,
my son," he said, but softly, lest Sarah should hear him. Little
Jonathon IQoked back blankly from the photograph. "Good-bye,
my son," David repeated. Suddenly he had an uncomfortable
feeling, and he looked behind him, but no one was watching. He
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went to the window, and opening it he looked out at his garden.
The night \vas warm and very still; the new leaves were silent on .
their branches. A cricket chirped near the window. Soon, David
thought, there would be the smell of honeysuckle, and then the
roses would bloom. He gazed into the darkness and remembered,
for the first time in many years, the day the picture was taken:
how his mother had sat waiting in her best dress and fretted and
worried because the photographer was late, and how Jonathon
had been frightened at the man and tried to run away ... David
laughed to himself. A sudden breeze went through the leaves, and
there was a soft, soft sigh. David went to the desk and opened his
journal.
.. In a certain land" (he wrote) "there is a house that stands in
the middle of a wonderful garden, filled with roses, and honey~
suckle, and lilacs. and all the loveliest flowers of creation, whereof
the fragrance mounts up and covers all the earth. But the people
of the house have never seen the garden, for they hang brilliantly
colored drapery upon the windows; nor have they ever known its
fragrance, for the windows and doors are shut tight. and the
chinks stopped with bits of paper.
"The people of the house live together in love, but because it
is such a small house they are ever treading'upon one another's
toes. They pass the time in parading back and forth, from one
end of the house to the other, holding aloft skillfully wrought
banners, and singing songs. At other times they dance, round and
round and round. There are also certain exercises which they
perform for the improvement of their bodies. They roll upon
the floor, and ,wave their arms-for hours on end they do these
things.
"But outside, beneath the vast dome of heaven, the garden is
forever in bloom."
David dosed his journal and turned, off the light. In the dark
room he was smiling.
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"MEANING" AND MODERN OPERAa science as well as an art. Both as an art and
as a science it is essentially abstract. Energy and time
. are the raw materials of music. Music begins with the
musical tone, which is energy in the form of sound waves organized scientifically or instinctively in accordanc~ with certain
norms of pitch, intensity, duration, and timbre. Musical tone
cannot be claimed as a creation of man, for nature and the birds
and beasts have created some musical tones. And nature has provided it with a mathematical basis. But man has taken musical
tone and with it created music. Although music\is both science
and art, it existed long before the scientific method.
Any single musical tone is a form of energy capable of creating
a sensation in the listener. It may evoke a wide range of psychological or emotional reactions. The same tone articulated in the
middle range of the human voice will, for instance, produce a
very different impression from that received when it is sounded
at a very high or low pitch beyond the range of the human voice.
In the former case the impression is unexciting. In the latter it
may become awe-inspiring. Similarly, alterafions of the timbre of
the same tone will create different psychological impressions.
\Vhen that tone is followed by a second and different tone, a
new element, time, is introduced and! we have the rudiments of
melody before us. The most primitive-melodies were puilt upon
two tones strung together in sequence, and any student of primitive music familiar with these melodies will testify to their stark,
barbaric power. The grouping of tones together into clusters
known as figures, the grouping of these figures into phrases and
the phrases into periods and the periods into rounded musical
forms, and these, in turn, into complete compositions, have
through many centuries added to the powers of music to commu-
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nicate emotion in more and more elaborate and differentiated
combinations. Starting from simple beginnings, music has become a complex, expressive, emotional language. It is already
capable of evoking an extremely large range of moods. And the
point is that it is still developing.
The Greeks wrote at length of the Ethos or emotional qualities
of the various Greek modes or scales (there were seven of them).
"What, then, are the dirge-like harmonies? Tell me. for you are a
musician." "The Mixolydian," he said. "and the intense Lydian, and
others similar to them." "These, then," said I, "we must do away with.
For they are useless even to women who are to make the best of themselves, let alone to men." "Assuredly." "But again, drunkenness is a
thing most unbefitting guardians, and so is softness and sloth." "Yes."
"What, then, are the soft convivial harmonies?" "There ate certain
Ionian and also Lydian ones that are called relaxed." "Will you make
any use of them for warriors?" "None at all," he said; "but it would
seem that you have left the Dorian and the Phrygian." "I don't know
the harmonies," I said, "but leave us that harmony that would fittingly imitate the utterances and accents of a brave man who is engaged in
warfare or in any enforced business, and who, when he has failed,
either meeting wounds or death or having fallen into some other mishap, in all these conditions confronts fortune with steadfast endurance
and repels her strokes."l
'
In our day, to take merely one familiar example, emotional
connotations have been attached to the major and minor scales,
most people recognizing the major scale as more cheerful in nature and the minor as expressive of sadness.
Despite the fact that each advance in expressiveness is accompanied by its own technical and intellectual ideology, the emotionallanguage of music cannot be seized with intellectual tools
alone. Like love or any other great emotion, it cannot merelY be
learned. It is not a thing to be proved. It must be felt. A man is
sensitive or insensitive to music. He may become more sensitive
1 From the Republic of Plato, quoted in Source Readings in Mwic History, ed.
Strunk (:'-Jew York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1950) • p. 4.
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by listening with an open heart. He who has no sensitivity to the
language of music is to that extent emotionally impoverished. No
man who would be a whole man should be less ashamed of in/
sensitiveness than of ignorance.

,

;

~

ago an important philosophical book was published. It escaped wide notice possibly because Chandler Heniiitt,
the author, was not a philosopher by profession. In'this book,
Meaning and the Western Way; Bennitt formulates a very old
problem in sharp and crisp terms. He sets forth the proposition
that reality has two components: actuality and meaning. Meaning is 'not a mere attribute but an independent concept. The
word "meaning," though a noun, has customarily been used in
an adjectival sense. We have been accustomed to refer to the
meaning of a remark, of a movement in human affairs, or of a
play, thus treating meaning as merely a property of something
else. But to Bennitt, meaning is an element of reality itself and
fully as important as the complementary element which he terms
actuality. And reality is the fusion in stable equilibrium of actualityand meaning. In a groping sort of way humanity has for centuries made this distinction, as we do every time that we speak of
body and soul. Bennitt explored it exhaustively as a clear-cut intellectual distinction.
The way had been prepared by the scientific discoveries of
Freud, Jung, and others who focused atte~tion on'the subconscious mind. The distinction between the conscious and the subcons'cious, emphasized as a medical discovery, coincides with Bennitt's categories. The subconscious mind is the domain of meaning; the conscious mind, that of actuality. There is, furthermore,
a correlation between the concepts of actuality and meaning on
the one hand and reason and emotion ot\. the other.
Science has explored the domain ,of ~ actual far beyond the
reach of human sight. It has measured the macrocosm and the
microcosm through astronomy and atomic physics. Since these
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remote extensions are invisible to the human eye, this has been
possible only by the aid of machinery such as the telescope and
electronic instruments. These discoveries have necessitated new
theories, new abstract thinking, such as the theory of relativity
and the quantum theory which are comprehensible only to those
who have had special scientific training or those who have undergone the severe mental discipline required for their understanding. To the average man they are incomprehensible-abstractions
of actuality. A similar exploration has been going on into the domain of meaning and in this search the arts have made their contribution. It is not surprising that this search too has necessitated
a new sensitivity and a new kind of emotional response which are
to the average man equally incomprehensible-abstrattions of
~ meaning.
Only as a man reconciles in his experience the two concepts by
comprehending and feeling the meaning of actuality and the ac~
tuality of meaning does either acquire reality for him. If the
realm of thinking is the realm of actuality and the realm of feeling is the realm of meaning, then the realm of experience (in
which t~o are combined) is the realm of reality. From these
elements man manufactures reality. If there is such a thing as
l\feaning with a capital l\f, as Bennitt maintains, it is obviously
not usually to be found unmixed with Actuality, to employ his
correlative term. any more than pure chemical elements are to be
found in nature. It must be isolated, so to speak, in a test tube.
Meaning. however. does predominate in the dream state; whereas
actuality dominates the waking state. The language of dreams is
the symbol.
Meaning. as Bennitt defines it. is ~ mysterious thing. It seems
to be the vital juice. the source of all energy and ambition. It does
not obey the laws of logic. It is present when there is no apparent
reason. It is absent when there is every apparent reason for its
presence. It can motivate the noblest as well as the basest actions.
\Vithout it we become human vegetables or find ourselves the
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victims of nerves or dementia praecox. It is obviously important
to mankind. It can be a malevolent force or a seemingly divine
inspiration. In religion, philosophy, literature, and the arts, mankind has found a means of coming in contact with meaning as an
ennobling power capable of inspiring man to his best and most
disinterested achievements.

A

of music represent almost pure meaning.
Intrinsically, however, the power to express specific ideas is lacking. Here lve must take account of certain e~traI!lusical factors.
Music has not developed in a laboratory but in the midst of life.
Music is a social art. Man recognizes meaning in music and attempts to harness its power to the institutions of social life. He
makes it the motive power of the dance. He makes it an adjunct of
his love-making, of his religion, of his warfare. And here music
ceases to be a vehicle of pure -meaning but begins to acquire not
merely the power of evoking emotional states but the power to
expr.ess specific ideas, first by reason of its marriage with words
and second by the process of association of ideas. Musicians have
a word for this sort of music. They call it "program music" as
opposed to "absolute music," the latter1?eing, theoretically at
least, music uninfluenced by extramusical ideas-.
I do not have the space to discuss the twenty-five hundred years
during which music has been accumulating these powers. There
is, however, little doubt that the nineteenth century marked the
climax of specific expressiveness in music. In that century all the
accumulated resources of music were appJ!ied to create musical
counterparts of the individualistic literary realism which marked
that century. This was no doubt appropria~e to a period in which
the individual, in the western world at least, reached the highest
point of liberty and independence in modern times.
This expressiveness in music resulted to a large extent from
the use of musical devices which conveyed specific ideas only by
repetition. For instance, the horn or trumpet call Came to. sug-
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gest hunting and warfare, not primarily because of any direct and
intrinsic relationship but chiefly by the roundabout process of
association of ideas. RePetitive use of such a device makes it a
cliche, and cliches are not felt as a true expression of meaning. A
reaction, therefore, became inevitable. Composers returned to
the quest for new ways to find meaning. This led to the search for
new techniques of expression.
Although musical realism (which we may characterize as a
fusion of meaning and actuality) did not reach its culminating
point until the closing decade of the century, the reaction toward
meaning had set in some fifty years earlier. I shall therefore submit to chronology and refer to th~ beginnings of that reaction
before I mention the culminating point of musical realism.
I think that it is not an oversimplification to say that dramatic
music during the last hundred years (and I speak of a parallel
movement of music and text) has been passing from emphasis on
actuality to emphasis on meaning. It has been passing away from
the cool, intellectual classicism, through the phases of romanticism and symbolism until eventually its attack on meaning
reaches an extreme of expression in a phase in which credibility
and reasonableness go by the board. The older concept of meaning as an attribute of something actual is first blurred, then symbolized, and at last spiritually abandoned when the words attempt
to follow the music into the world of pure meaning.
I shall attempt to interpret some of the seemingly.incomprehensible recent developments in the arts in terms of the search
for-meaning. I hav~ chosen the contemporary movement in oPera
to illustrate my thesis. I think that I can trace these very stages in
the operatic history of the past century. Let me mention a few
developments which to my mind bear out this proposition
and throw light on the nature and purpose of this swing of the
pendulum.
Into the realistic world comes the challenge..Qf _Richard Wagner. He descends into the realm of the legendary and the dream-
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like. His music becomes a mosaic of symbols, known technically
as leitmotiv. One who knows his \Vagner can trace the development of the story merely by listening to the appearance and
changing combinations' of these musical IQotives, without seeing
the stage action or hearing the words. Tristan and Isolde each
have a motive. \Vhen these two blend in counterpoint, we have a
symbolic portrait: of their love. But they are not merely a man and
woman whdse love sweeps aside all restraint. Their love 'is awakened by the love potion which they unwittingly drink, and the
love potion symbolizes the removal of inhibitions which occurs
in the dream state.2
The last phase of the realistic movement in opera, known as
Italian Verism (or naturalism) is the antithesis of symbolism.
The characters of Pagliacci, for instance, are not the remote, symbolic figures of Wagner who move against a tapestry of endless
melody, woven of threads 9f themes, endlessly modulating from
key to key. They are plain men and women of their day (as a matter of fact, Leoncavallo wrote the libretto ~n the basis of the report of a murder trial in Sicily) and the music follows the clear
and rational patterns of the eighteenth and early nineteenthcenturies with some liberties and a good deal of rich musical coloring.
There is no love potion here. There is real sin and vengeance and
murder and the pathos of uncontrollable jealousy.
'There is a principle or law of physics that every action begets
an opposite art'd equal reaction. But every large action or reaction
is composed of a host of component actions and reactions. If you
have ever seen a photographic reproducti6n of a musical sound
track (there are some in Sir James Jeans's book Science and
Music), you will see visually that this is true. A man on_ one end
of a teeter-totter and a child on the other cannot balance if they
sit at equal distances from the fulcrum, or balancing point.

-'

complete scores and recordings of the o~ras referred to in this essay are all
published and commercially available except The Trial of Lucullus, of which both
the score and a complete recording ,exist but h.'ave not been published.

2 The

~--
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If we apply this analogy to musical history ~ it may help to explain why the French composer Debussy, though in revolt against
the symbolism of Wagnerian leitmotiv, chose the symbolist drama Pelleas and Melisande of Maeterlinck for the libretto of his
only opera (which he called a lyrical drama) , or why in setting a
symbolist play to music, he chose an impressionistic rather than
a symbolist technique of composition. Although Debussy was acquainted with symbolism and with the symbolist poet, Mallarme,
his musk is actually not primarily symbolic. It is rather influenced by the impressionist painters. He used symbolic texts
but his technique and his effects are impressionistic.
In Pelleas and Melisande he was content to let the symbolism
reside in the words and confined his music to the domain of atmosphere. Shimmering light and deep shadows of the music almost usurp the field of stage lighting. In Pelleas and Melisande
we have symbolism on the stage and impressionism in the orchestra. No more than in Wagnerian music drama are the people on
the stage actual people. Not only they,. but what they do, yes, even
the stage properties are symbols, and when the wedding ring of
Melisande falls into the spring and sinks through the water, its
descent symbolizes the death of Melisande's love for Golaud. Perhaps we can grant that Debussy has occasionally used the atmosphere, which he made the province of his orchestra, symbolically,
in that its phases of light and shadow, clarity and mistiness, are
themselves symbolic. But this is a far cry from the specific symbolic significance of the leitmotiv. Debussy created in music a
dream world in which the symbols would be at home. He did this
by repudiating clear, dynamic rhythms in favor of a drifting
dreamlike rhythmic movement, by eliminating the logic of su5.ct
form; by the use of the ambiguous whole tone scale in which every
interval is equal to every other in the relationship of a maj~r second; by abandoning the logical and traditional resolutions of
chords in favor of parallel chord progressions, thus blurring the
feeling of key or tonality; by restatement of the same melody in
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several different scale~ or mod~s, ~ajor.and minOr,\WhOle ,tone,
and modal. thus blurnng the outlInes of melody.
.
The flight from the real world continued and the nfluence of
the dream reasserted itself in another impressionistic opera by
Debussy's coptemporary, Maurice RaveL I refer toRavel's opera
L'Enfant et les Sortileges. The story has to do with a bad lit-tle..
boy who in an outburst of perversity refuses to do his lessons,
tears to pieces his book of fairy stories, breaks up the furniture of
the parlor, gashes the unoffending trees of the garden with a
hatchet, and abuses the household animals. Suddenly the atmosphere becomes that of a bad dream. The gods of the household
and garden revenge themselves. The boy's first love, the princess
of the fairy story, appears only to say a last, sad goodbye. The furniture and the persecuted cats come to life and menace the little
-boy. They drive him into the garden, irised by moonlight and the
song of the nightingales, where the wounded trees and the martyred squirrels and insects come to accuse their now thoroughly
frightened torturer. But he has onte taken pity on a wounded
squirrel who now comes to his rescue, and when the child's anguished cry of "Mama" pierces the heart of the inhuman night,
the beasts are filled with awe, take pity on the little boy and restore him to his mother.
The distinguished French critic Roland Manuel comments
that Ravel, who had never cured himself of his infancy, here relaxes and delivers himself up to the pleasures of a world relieved
of the weight of human affairs on a stage where the scale of sentimental values as well as the laws of linear ~rspectiveare reversed
-where teapots have the stature of a man and squirrels speak of
redemption.
_But the impressionism of Debussy and Ravel created its own
re~ction. A~er all, impressionism as its name implies is a manner
of recording impressions received from the outer world. Its successor, expressionism, which in music likewise took its ideology
froJ! painting, aimed to create music from something within a
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man, and specifically from the realm of the subconscious. The
term expressionism has been objected to by some but nevertheless seems to have become the accepted label. It is almost certainly
no mere coincidence that expressionism was born in Vienna
where Sigmund Freud deVeloped his theory of the subconscious
as an explanation of the mental and emotional aberrations of
mankind. Thus, if we are to seek a musical counterpart of surrealism with its melted watches and nonrational images, we
should, I think, seek it in the music of the expressionists and in
particular in the works of Arnold Schoenberg and his pupil Alban
Berg. Certainly those who .point to the supposed objectivity of
"modem" music would admit that Arnold Schoenberg was a
modernist. Yet Schoenberg has emphatically proclaimed himself
a romantic.
There is an interesting parallel between the technique of the
impressionists and the expressionists. \Vhereas Debussy contributed to break down the established heirarchy of the musical
tones withfn the scale by employing the whole10ne scale in which
only six equal whole tones were employed in distinction to the
seven tones of the theretofore accepted (unequalized and therefore differentiated diatonic scale-five whole tones and two half
tones), Schoenberg made the chromatic scale consisting of
twelve equal semi-tones the foundation of his musical idiom. His
theory of the row of tones or the twelve-tone technique is simply
this: each of the twelve tones of the chromatic scale must be employed once before any of them can be repeated. Here again we
can observe the tendency toward vagueness and the obliteration
of distinctions evidenced in Debussy's compositions, for the
avowed purpose of Schoenberg in adopting this method was to
create what is now called "atonality." For if equal weight is given
to each tone, none can become the foundation of a central tonali·
ty. \\'hether this has, in fact, been achieved in musical composition has been debated by Paull-tindemith in his Craft of l\.fusical
....-Il.

Composition.
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Causations, categories, generalizations, rational organization
flourish in the conscious world, the world of the intellect and actuality. Independent images and entities are the substance of the
world of meaning and dreams however unrelated by rational
'causations: ungrouped in categories, uncontrolled by generalizations-even those of morality. Vague emotional drives, nightmarish horror, morbidity, and ecstasy (associated sometimes with
images which in waking life are regarded as shameful or sinful) ,
and even abnormality take the place of the reasoned heirarchy of
values. Such was primarily the nature of the subject matter
chosen by Schoenberg for his Pierrot Lunaire and Verkliirte
Nacht, and 'his technical metltods were appropriate. I do not
mean to imply that the products of the expressionist movement
are not sometimes of a high order of art, or that they are intrinsically immoral. In some instances, in fact, they are placed at the
service of a deeply felt morality.
This is the case with the opera Wozzeck by Alban Berg. This
opera, first produced in 1925, is based upon a play by George
Buechner who died in 1836, while still in his twenties, and whose
work embodies in a very extrem~ form the .disillusionment and
fatalism and the dreary horror which followed in Germany the
Napoleonic era. It is a son of wakipg nightmare. Wozzeck is a
pitiable underdog, a private soldier, kicked around by everyone,
whose only joy is the slatternly mistre~s Mark by whom he has a
child. Even s~e is ~en from him humiliatingly by his superior,
the drum major, who physically beats him. Wozzeck in desperation murders Marie and drowns himself at night in the pond into
which he has thrown his bloody knife.
\
The shon final scene shows the child the next mom~g rocking
on a hobby horse ignorant of the double tragedy. Oilier children
play around him singing "Ringel Ringel, Rosenkranz" (Ring
around the Rosy) . Some of the children tellnim that his mother is
dead. He does not comprehend but continues riding his hobby
horse singing "Hopp, Hopp, Hopp:' As the cunain falls he rides
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off after the other children who have gone to see his mother's
dead booy. Like life, the play is not finished. The opera is animated by a bitter irony or hatred toward the powerful and burning compassion for the humble and the oppressed,
It was left to an American composer, Roger Sessions of the University of California, to attempt to probe with his music the domain of death itself. Since one cannot experience death and ordinarily live to tell the tale, death to the living is a dream. Indeed
those who have been resuscitated describe it as a dream. In his
opera. The Trial of Lucullus, Sessions employs the atonal (sometimes polytonal) idiom as the language of death. Few will deny
that harmonically at least with its bitter dissonances it is more
deathlike than anything that could have been expressed in the
musical language of any other century. The Roman general Lucullus is dead. His cortege passes down the Appian \V-ay to the
tomb. There he steps across the portals to the undenvorld where
he expects to receive the honors accorded to him on earth. Instead
he finds himself pleading his case before the infernal judges in an
attempt to save himself from the horrors of purgatory.
Now let me refer to a relatively recent opera, also by an American, which had its' first performance in 1934 and which to my
mind illustrates the almost ultimate limit to which a libretto can
go. short of nonsense syllables, in substituting words as vehicles
of meaning. This involves a paradox. for th~ average person is
inclined to say the words have no meaning' (that is to say, no
logic) . There are few. if any. articulated sentences in this opera.
The words are vehicles or symbols of pure meaning. To a musician this is not too strange, for we have contemporary musical
analogies in the simultaneous or successive use of unrelated
chords or keys and musical sentences which do not need to parse.
The opera to which I refer is Four Saints in Three Acts. the libretto by Gertrude Stein and the music by Virgil Thomson.
'In the libretto of Four Saints in Three A.cts I would be hard put
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to it to find even a single, coherent sentence. Here are the words
of the opening chorus:
.
To know to know to love her so,
Four saints prepare for saints.
I t makes well fish.
Four saints it makes well fish.
Four saints prepare for saints it
makes well fish it makes well
fish prepare for saints.
What is the explanation? Let us charitably assume that Gertrude Stein was not merely trying to put a lot of gibberish over
on the public and thereby create a sensation at any cost. Painters
are inspired nowadays to use color and fonn, and poets to use
words, as musicians use notes in an abstract way, not to convey
ideas but rather to convey emotions. Let us concede to Miss Stein
the right to try to do the same. Mr. Thomson has, in fact, explained what he and Miss Stein had in mind. He say~ "Please do
not try to construe the words of this opera literally or to seek in
it any abstruse symbolism. If by means of the poet's liberties with
logic and the composers constant use of the si~plest elements in
our musical vernacular, something here is invoked of the childlike gaiety and mystical strength of lives devoted in common to a
non-materialistic end, the authors will consider their message to
have been communicated."
Virgil Thomson thus explains the use of musical cliches which
most composers have not dared to employ for a hundred years.
Take for example the slow passage in F major in triple meter with
which the opera opens and which is sung to the words "To know
to know to love her so... .o' and which consists of the following
harmonies, one to a bar: I, V" I, V" etc. Or consider the organ
passage which follows shortly thereafter. In a period exhausted by
the search for _originality the most daring thing to do was not to
try further and more fantastic experiments but to do the most
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obvious thing. It is not alone in this work but in others, for instance, his £tudes, that Thomson has done the same thing. Judging from the favorable criticisms which the work received, he
succeeded. Taking him at his own word, it is music to which one
can relax and listen without strain, but its simplicity is often more
apparent than real. Consider for instance the melodic phrases in
I
the first chorus ending on the tonic or first degree of the scale
while the orchestra is playing a dominant triad. Or consider the
great crescendo culminating with a crash of CYmbals with which
the opera opens and which, instead of leading into an impressive
overture as one would expect, breaks at once into an incongruously simple little waltz. One can hardly keep from laughing and,
judging from Mr. Thomson's remarks quoted above, this is the
sort of thing he wants you to do. For after all laughter is pleasant
and childlike. At any rate there is here a very strange mixture of
sophisticated literary texture and music of a simplicity which few
composers have dared to put pen to since Verdi wrote his famous
aria, "La Donna e l\fobile." It took something like courage even
for Verdi to write that melody almost a hundred years ago.
Our centur)l is groping for meaning. Secretly we are searching
our souls-striving to find the meaning of life-the meaning of
man dominated though he be by organization, science, technolo.
gy, pressure groups, political parties, national sovereignties,
capital and labor. The artists' labors are a part of the search for
meaning which will prevent life from being overwhelmed by
astronomy, physics, speed, and the rest of our awful knowledge.
Actuality isall about us. Meaning is within us and we need help
to tap its unseen reservoir of power. The artist is one of those who
helps us to do this.
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would come back to you faintly, lost in the
damp darkness of the well. Even the muffied tones, if
above a whisper, stirred the silences there. If you looked
down into the deep void and said, "Hey, there," you could close
your lips and relax with a slow smile, if you cared to, and then the
echo would come up to you softly, I'he:y, there," like a sad bird
call.
Ebenzer had often done it. He would stop his plowing, tie up
his team at the fence, cross the abandoned, weed-grown yard, go
round the decaying house with its caved-in roof, and cautiously
approach the well, careful not to trip over the scattered boards
that once had been the wellhead, or over the thick tangle of
weeds and vines, and would call down, "It's me-Ebenzer,"
The always soft response seemed to ease his care-worn mind.
The strange voice that accosted him, lilt's me-EbenzeT,1" lent a
strength of nostalgic courage to his being, and his tired face
would crease into a smile, and his otherwise lustreless eyes would
take on a quiet sparkle.
Sometimes he would say, "You're a great man, Ebenzer," and
the faithful echo would bolster his weary spine. Sometimes he
would go back to his labors whistling.
Today, however, he paused only briefly: at the furrow's end,
gazed longingly towards the w,ild growth of weeds that concealed
the well, and with a curt "Giddup" followed his plow back down
the length of the long field, back and forth all day long in the hot
sun.
He still smarted under the sting of Adam Glover's words that
day, a week ago now, when he had last been to the well. Glover
had come up behind him, and had listened. The voice from th,e
well had just replied to him, "Ebenzer, you're a noble man," and
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Glover had humiliated him with his uncontrollable burst of
laughter, and had shouted, "'Vhy you silly old bastard, you're
talking to yourself."
Since that day the. folks in town had looked at him queerly,
some had snickered, and Maggie had upbraided him scathingly.
So now he felt more tired, and hotter, and didn't give a damn
about the plowing, the crops, or anything else.
But the plowing had to be done, so he continued his work. Besides, if he couldn't listen to that life-sustaining voice, if he
couldn't breathe deeply, swell out his chest with his heart beating
strongly, his blood coursing wildly, then at least he might enjoy
the consolation of being near the well; it was like being near his
soul, even if he couldn't reach down into the depths of it, if he
couldn't hear it.
It had been a hot day and all day long he hadn't seen anybody.
He had kept his eyes open, too. Adam Glover's farm was over the
ridge and he hadn't seen him, either. And the well, the tumbled·
down old house, and the cluster of weeds lay straight ahead of
him at the moment; he could see where the well lay hidden, right
over Daisy's head, sometimes right between her twitching ears as
she bobbed her head up and down, straining at the traces, steam·
ing sweat. Old Bill, too, was tired, heaving and drenched with
sweat. They needed a breather. They needed to cool off.
Coming to the fence, he gee'd them under the withered oak,
glanced quickly to left and right as he tied them in the shade. He
then lay down to rest, and to listen. He stayed there several minutes and heard nothing, and then got up. Resolved, and with no
more ado, he crossed the yard and went to the well.
"It's me-Ebenzer," he called. The echo stroked him gently,
"it's me-Eber!1.er," He smiled, and before he spoke again, heard,
"Is that you, Ebenzer?" He jumped to his feet and swung around,
but no one was there, He ran to the emptv house and peered
, through the paneless windows, through each one, walking around
the decrepit building. Only silence, nothing moved.
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"It's the sun," he muttered. "I been out in it too long."
He went back to the well and hardly had settled himself when
he heard, "Hey, EbenzeT, are you there?" It came from the well,
all right. He lay there and considered the phenomenon. It was
strange, surely. "No," he answered. But even before his echo returned, he heard, "Yes:'
It was another voice, it was not his own-he knew, now; it was
Adam Glover's voice that came from the well. His heart palpitated, so great was his agitation. "Help me out 01 here" came to
him faintly, brokenly. it seemed to him, as he scrambled to his
feet and ran to his team and" his plow.
He untied the horses, swung them back into the next row and
followed them down the length of the field. He plowed a straight
furrow, the horses plodding wearily before him, and at the other
end he unhitched them from the plow and, squinting at the low·
ering sun, climbed upon Daisy's back and, leading Old Bill, went
home.
The next day he didn't plow; as a matter of fact, he didn't plow
for a number of days. He mended fence, instead, around the bam
yard. He repaired the chicken house, and hauled out the manure.
He went to towil, bought odds and ends like tobacco, shoelaces,
and some groceries; and he heard that Adam Glover had left
home, run off and left his wife for sure.
Then one warm day he plowed. The day became hot, increasingly hot, and the sweat streamed off Old Bill and Daisy. The salt
of his own labor stung his eye~~ streaked his face with dirt and
caked his dried lips.
He stopped only at sundown, hitched the horses to the fence
and went over to the well. He leaned over and said, softly, exultantly, "It's me-Ebenzer," and waited. An odor filled his nostri~s,
a suffocating stench, but true and clear the words came out of the
well, "it's me-Ebenur."

~

'-
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Harold Norse

"
ru

freely declare Harold Norse's instinct for
the rhetoric of magnificence. At best this instinct is seen
feeling its way through language to create objects for celebration, often aside from the poetry's more explicit intentions,
as in the fifth stanza of "Revelation" and the third stanza of "God
Is a Circle." There the poet's good sense keeps him from being
misled by language from the real objects that often suffocate or
nullify experience unless they are grasped and held up in their
original rough shapes, when somehow they become the truth, the
richness of any experience whatever. But rhetoric has a way of
spending itself on imprecise emotion, exteriorized but not specified in objects too large to contain them. Thus Mr. Norse has his
sea and air, his forces, fevers, spirals, and other wishfully baited
terms that fail to become realities because they are not as real to
the poet as he pretends. \Vhere there "are no signposts ... no
blazing pharos," in death and darkness, the poet still insists on his
"feather, flowing." But elsewhere, in "Vulture" and "Most Often
in the Night," there is a full coming into the clearing of thingsas-they-are. This clearing is in the world of felt reality-removed
from the game and the exuberance of feeling oneself playing the
game. And so it almost strikes one that the pulse of the lifeblood
of objects is being taken for the first time. How clear and warmly
welcome are even these few reborn poetic facts after the deafening, objectless metaphysics in so much recent poetryl-E. H.
ESE POE M S

·14
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'MOST OFTEN IN THE NIGHT .. .'
Most often in the night, when you lie sleeping
close beside me, and the air is harsh
with all the damp, cold sighs of a city's weeping
anc the sharp, drunken cries stinging like blows,
I go to the window, which in the dark seems distant,
and heavy-limbed and -lidded peer through space
parcelled with concrete structures, tall and vacant,
and there perhaps lean further than mere distance
-deep as this wakefulness will shuttle mel
Is it, then, something deeper than night's sleep
that owes me rest, moving in caves of want
like rank, raw hollows, iced with memory?
The window cools; the light begins to creep
out of the sky, returning to the scene
of crime with outlawed stealth. Is it tOO far
we reach when leaning back to what-has-been?

JOURNEY TO THE E,ND
T he dead are free from pain.
-King Oedipus, translated by W. B. Yeats

At the end of this road always the wind screams
.wildly. Here are no signposts. No blazing pharos
. on sea-bitten rock beckons. The familiar numbers
blur. Features are missing. There is nothing warm.
Only the frozen darkness in which your hand
plunges like a fish-and disappears I
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Imagine this action, walker, as unbegun.
These are the paths you had missed: delicate veins
that never flooded, filled YO\l, warm with rushing
fire, the red-gold anger, the dilection....
Listen! the pluck of the sea, the roar
of the breaking fjord boiling with its final
music! This is the whirlpool you had missed,
the darkness plunging after light, the sea
gathered, sharp, to a helix foam, a spiral
surf. 0 air is a burning rod, an axle
on which the sea turns, the danger of the sea
turns! This you had missed. This ice ... this darkness....
- Lord, w~ were not prepared for the burning city,
death by memory, death by despair. \\Tho wished
this flaming air, this force and fever? Now
all's fever, fear-and the axle of air
turns all the burning earth on its fiery rod
on which even the sea bums, dying!
And where the great cool birds
wheel overhead, the sky with cloud-wrack
like gray rock rolls-and you fare for the cliff,
where the cliff knows and expects you,
as you approach in a dream, like a feather, flowing.

REVELATION
In a dream of innocence, he travels
a foreign world of faces, sober
glass and stone; dreams (in a hard light
hostility has drained of understanding)
banks of purring grass and sibilant sun,
sunlight labial on the singeing skin.
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Picks up the Holy Bible on the table.
lumbers through Revelation, fingers doom
as the thump thump rhythm, in the adjacent cell,
warns: Emptiness to come, the senseless blood.
His senses laid out in the lap of gloom,
the well-worn bible trapping disbelief,
his is a need he cannot spell: the page
rings out, clanging from John and faith,
that second death more terrible than the first
-the two-sword word out of the holy mouth
will slay with everlasting thirst
the lukewarm traveler, nor hot nor cold.
But angels are far away; voices from heaven
farther than stars: what's near is not vision
of hell, a lake of ~re, a great sign
-the woman clad with the sun; but dashing boys
in afternoon, the common ball in their hands,
and tedium of halls and slippered feet.
And trains and burr of drawls in dialects, .
stations sour in the dawn, ,
the porter dragging his baggage like a limp:
the rest-room cubicles reveal Pompeiis
of carved grafiti, the fornicator's dream.
And dirty newsprint on the floor is another
\/

kind of despair, telling of organized ruin
stepped up to scare. -NonsenseI There is no travel
but the one described in the Apocalypse.
The ways lead down and out, not home despite
the whizzing trees and cornfields. John was right
to hate the lukewarm, as The Spirit said.
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GOD I SAC IRe L E (for Howard Griffin)
whose centre is everywhere
-who sees the poet's home within
the Serpent's mouth. There also lies
the tail, where evil eats itself. I bear
recurring cycles, repetition of
passion and decay; and so like him
dwell not in the centre where all's still,
the saint's home, but upon the outer ring
where each living thing
buds, flo\yers, and returns to shriveling.
The nun I see before the black-bound book
sits in a circle of her devotion;
skirting the periphery of change
and motion, telling her...still rosary,
she fonns a circle of her spotless clothes
-the whole vast world between
the range of black and white. The white folds drape
below the table in the library,
the black hood bent on
contemplation of her highest One;
but I regard the passion of the book
toward which I lean: the way the dying light
falls on the mahogany, the lamps,
from winter's day; how readers.I~
out of their studies, boredom, lust or fear
in dumbshow,-frozen in these attitudes;
and how the old sit cramped as a cross-legged tailor
(stitch understanding slowly through the sleep
that warps the woof of sense) .
I feel the pulse ofthe circumference....
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Then when my eye wanders, falling upon
some likely-leaving form that snaps it up,
an emblem of delight (the body caught
in splendor of limbs, the ranting sexual heat
hoarse with its rabble-rousipg in the vein) ,
I feel all the fangs sink in my bones,
the '!enom of that home wherein I dwell
eat through me-and I gaze-at such calm nuns,·
fixed as in a frieze
and loathe and envy them their central ease.
(

,

CHANGE OF HEART
(for Sally and John Nerber)
Snow falling in his winter wood
Excites the scurvy eye
That made of an urban mood
\\'here tensions barked like wolves a joy
Beholding deer tracks and the lumbering bear's
Broad paws, a rookery, moss-grown rock.
Dozens of lichened green-gray rock
'Valls zig-zag on the land; the old
Colonial homestead spreads its roof
To welcome, city-bred, the manger heart.
So this green juniper and silky pine,
Stretch gabled welcome from the snow.
Responsive acres, dazzling, spur
hches in the clerk
Whose office lies behind-doldrums
Of paper clips and carbons, files:
Break into song, 0 winter birds, for him!
The rariging clerk, dug deeper now!
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VULTURES
\Vhen we came to a place in the road
that moved-or seemed to movewe slowed down till, like ropes
of smoke, languid and limp,
in long, uncertain coils
the vultures took the air.
In the comfort of the car
quick hair rose on my neck;
water flowed in my limbs.
In a bare tree like a stick
they took a peevish roost
-and I felt the brain grow sickas the car rolled heavily
on the spot they stooped to watch.

SERENADE
\Vhat do you wait for in those provinces
under the fells of rumor, the round hills?
\Vhat do you hear on the porch so still
of a foaming whisper, as you rock and your hands
weave, and drum, drum, and weave on the air?
Along the ridge of the hills like a pale streamer!
of gauze (winding in dusk) the freight's gray wail
twines up the wall of dark. The bells of leaves,
delicate and thin, tilt in the prod
of the wasp wind; and the coral
...
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reefs of color in the shoals of the sky
in colonies travel down the undersea mountain.
Is the world buried, will this Atlantis mirror
of our provincial continent be washed away?
The cicadas are chirring in the purple wash of waters
that move on us, the brackish waters that browse
over the dozing bantams and grandmas;
the waters that you wait for who sit as the world
pops richly like a heartburst, or mildly like the last
purr of a continent tilting underseas.
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CRAZY LIKE A FOX:
A WAR SKETCH
it now, my first meeting with John Bull
.
seems more like a skirmish than an encounter. The opening shot of our private war was fired in the summer of
1944, about two months before the invasion of Normandy and
soon after I had been assigned to a rifle platoon of the 104th Infantry Division. John Bull, soldier extraordinary, was one of the
eleven men in the squad to which I was eventually tranSferred.
Although I knew most of them by name, Staff Sergeant J ersyk
introduced me to every man under his leadership, outlining the
position and duties of each one and explaining how the twelve
of us would train together as a highly disciplined fighting unit.
He said that we should cooperate fully in the best interests of the
war, and he adde~.,..with a sharp glance at me, the newcomer, that'
we should all try to be good friends.
I remember there were a few jokes at my expense. Somebody
said that if I was coming into the third squad, he was going
A\VOL; and somebody else said that I should go AWOL, too, because they'd much rather have an old woman than me. I shook
hands with everybody and tried to counter the rather obvious
humor with some of my own.
Arriving at the next-to-Iast bed in the row, Jersyk pointed out
someone who apparently had been overlooked. "That's John
Bull," he explained. "He carnes the BAR ammunition."
"Hello, John," I said holding out my hand.
John turned and fixed me coldly with beady black eyes. He ignored the hand. He said nothing.
Jersyk waited in amusement. "John doesn't speak much English."
"\\'hat do you mean, he doesn't speak much English?" I said.

A

"t

IRE CAL L
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"John's a Navaho Indian," Jersyk replied. "He can't speak~
read, or write English. He can't read or write Navaho. All he can
do is speak Navaho."
I was astonished. While making my bed, I cast a few sidelong
glances at this strange creature-the illiterate with whom I was
supposed to cooperate and be friendly. Joh~ still hadn't made a
sound-not even a grunt or an ugh. The expression on his scowling face reminded me of a gemmologist estimating the possible
cleavage angles of aJarge, uncut diamond: he was surveying me,
I was sure, with the intention of splitting my skull some night
with his tomahawk. I stared back ferociously.
He certainly looked like an Indian. His skin was dark and cop'
pery; 4is hair was intensely blue-black; and his nose, aquiline and
high~b'ridged, might have. belonged to the chief on the buffalo
nickel. I watched him as he .thumbed through a magazine. Was he
going to read it, I wondered? His lips did not move, even.laboriously in the manner of someone whose education has been rudimentary, and his ey~s, furthermore, did not flick downward and
to the left at the end of a line but wandered aimlessly across the
page. Under the pretext of smoothing out the blankets I sauntered to the foot of the bed where I could look over his shoulder.
A party that Life attended had held his attention for more than
five minutes, yet ~yone else c<:»uld have assimilated the short
paragraph in thirty seconds. Jersyk was right about one thing:
John Bull couldn't read English. When the lights went out, he
tossed the magazine to the floor. I was alreapy in bed.
"Good night, John," I said. There was no answer. I fell asleep
trying to imagine how anthropologists break down the reserve of
a primi~ive people.
In the~omingSergeant J ersyk awoke us with a vulgar rhyme
about socks and, running down the aisle, stopped at each bed to
yell, "Morales, if you don't move, I'll turn that bunk over!" "Allgeyer, let's 'wiggle out of th'erel" "New Man, are you up yet?"
It "O}ay, you crazy Indian, get out of that sack!" No one was anx-
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ious to rise: a five-mile march was scheduled for nine o'clock. In
the Army short marches are usually conducted at a fiery pace that
makes breathing through the mouth a necessity. This one was no
exception. Immediately ahead of me the five-foot-six-inch John
Bull was laboring so hard under the double handicap of a full
field pack and a limp that during the first break I asked Jersyk
whether he would have any difficulty in finishing.
"No," he answered, '~John never falls out on a hike." He turned
to the Indian, who was lying limp and tired by the side of the
road, and said, "Fall out soon, Lukeechukee?"
John smiled and said, "Nahhl"
After the march when the platoon leaders dismissed their men
to the barracks, the third squad noticed with great interest a visitor sitting on John's bed. The friend was Jacob Tsinnajinnie, a
Navaho boy who lived near John'S home town of Lukachukai,
Arizona.
"Hi, Jake," I said, removing my dusty shoes.
"Hi, Harvard," answered Jake. "Got a word for me today?"
The radio was playing Sleepy Lagoon. 1'\Vhat about lagoon?"
I said.
"Easy. A body of water."
The radio played on. "Lugubrious, l-u-g-u-b-r-i-o-u-s," I suggested.
He took a small dictionary from his hip pocket and thumbed
swiftly to the middle. " 'Mournful, sorrowful,' .. he read.
"Good work, Jake. You get the gold-plated foot locker."
As I undressed to take a shower, John and Jake began a breathy,
sibilant conversation in Navaho, which sounded to my alien ears
like nothing more than a high, narrow waterfall heard from a
distance. In the middle of the lively but muted discussion John
handed his friend a letter and listened intently while Jake translated it from English to their native tongue.
When I returned from the washroom, the visiting Indian had
departed and Jersyk was pretending to catch John in an omission
t
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of discipline. "Hey, John Bull," he was saying" ~~is your weapon
clean?"
John blinked. "Nahhl" he said.
"By God," cried Jersyk, "if it isn't. you'll be scrubbing floorsl"
He stl'ode over to the rack, snatched up the nearest riffe, and
clicked open the bolt. "It's ruSty! One month K.P and no furloughs to Lukachukai, you crazy Indian."
"You crazy." said John, grinning. "You crazy." He pointed to
his own rifle standing by the window.
"Bravo, John," I said. I might as well have addressed the can
of shoe polish I held in my hand.
That afternoon as most of us were preparing to spend the weekend off the post. John squatted quietly on his bed, making no effort to join the crowd that was bound for Colorado Springs and
Denver. His dark eyes were alert and interested. Then Jersyk
raced up the stairs and waved some white slips at us-our reward}
for a successful march.
"Hey there. Sitting Bull," he shouted. "You wanta pass?"
"Pass?" said John.
"Come on. We'll go into town together. Ice cream, John.':
"Ice cream?" said John, a shade more warmth in his voice.
Roy Allgeyer, who was accompanying Jersyk. joined the conversation. "You like beer, John?"
The smile on John's face left no doubt that he liked beer even
better than he liked ice cream.
j
"Oh, oh," they chorused, "John likes beer."
"Get drunk tonight, John?"
"Nahhl"
"You're full of baloney, you don't get drunkl"
" You fulla baloney."
"We get a couple of girls tonight, John?"
"God damn I"
Shortly after midnight a drunken soldier entered the barracks
with all the fervor of a fanatic assaulting a pillbox. His two es-
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corts tried to put a hasty stop to most of the uproar, but they
couldn'~ silence the superb and uninterrupted monologue of profanity. As the obstreperous person charged up the stairs, I realized with a start that he sounded very much like a certain squad
mate of mine who was, as a rule, exasperatingly mute, and when
he stopped by the adjacent bed, I sat up and stared at him in the
dark. There, fumbling with his clothes, stood John Bull; he was
still cursing. The volume was now gentle, the tone cheery, but
the content was dreadful.
In the morning I asked Jersyk about John's surprising, though
limited, vocabulary.
,
"He drank too much beer and rem~mbered all the wrong
words," Jersyk said. "Do you hear that, John Bull?'" he called
across the room. "N 0 more firewater for young warriors like you."
John wasn't feeling well and didn't answer.
"That crazy papoose has been to the Anny language school,"
continued Jersyk with an angry toss of his head, "so he isn't as
stupid as he looks. When he doesn't want to speak or understand
English, you can't make him. You say, 'John, I want you to dig a
latrine,' and he'll just stand there looking at you. You say, 'Chow,
John,' and that little cigar-store Indian is halfway to the mess hall.
I don't know how we're going to use him in combat."
For two weeks my taciturn neighbor gave not the faintest sign
that I occupied the next bed. Since he clearly did not approve of
an outlander entering a world whose limits had alreadybeen established, for my part I continued to be casual, neither ignoring
him as he did me, nor forcing his hand. This policy was the best
in the long run. Members of other squads who took certain liberties with him, all the usual vulgarities among men, found themselves baffled by a devastating aloofness that denied their very existence. In my opinion the stonning of the ivory wigwam re- '
quired time, patience, and the right opportunity.
The right opportunity came finally in the fonn of a package.
from home. My mother had sent me a birthday present consisting
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of a roll of color film, a 1r of tan silk socks, and a tin of her special cookies. Spu .ng the inedibles for a moment, I offered the
cookies first to the card players across the aisle, then to the letter
writers at the far end of the row, and lastly, as an afterthought, to
John, whose hungry stare had been fixed onme all the time. Not
a muscle moved in his face as he reached inside the tin, but when
he had taken a bite, he cocked his head at me and said simply, "Is
good." We were friends. Evidently he had accepted me as he accepted the tumbleweeds that blew past his hogan on the reservation.
Hopefully and with little progres~ I tried to interest John in
the world about him-the white man's world, to be sure, but very
real and very different from his own. When I thought he would
explode either from gas or boredom if he spent another night
drinking near-beer at the PX, I would coax him to Colorado
Springs or across the street to the theatre. The camp movies were
an entertainment I couldn't resist: the admission was only twenty
cents and the program was changed three times a week. But John
could. Perhaps the required sex films had disillusioned him, or
perhaps the benches were too hard; at any rate, he offered so much
initial resistance to the technicolored dreams of Hollywood that
I had to campaign energetically for his company.
"What do you say, John?" I began. "Let's go to the movies."
"Nahh."
f
"Come on. You need a change of scenery."
"Nahh."
"Free English lessons!"
A slight shake of the head.
"Academy Award performance!"
Complete withdrawal.
I tried a different approach. "Betty Grable, Betty Grable." I
pointed to a photograph of her in a tight white bathing suit. He
was interested now.
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"Plenty sexy," I tempted, outlining her figure in the air with
my hands.
John got his cap. In the theatre he sat impassively throughout
the performance, grinning whenever I nudged him at a bosomy
moment. Although obviously not at all impressed (neither was
I) ,- he accompanied me to other musicals starring Betty Grable
simply at the mention of her name. There was at least one, it
seemed, about every other week.
John regarded mail with the same tranquillity as movies. The
second letter he ever received brought forth a great cheering from
us when his name was bellowed out just before retreat, and of
course afterward no one missed the opport1;1nity of chaffing him.
"Lukeechukee's got a great big letter," said Jersyk.
"I bet it's a love letter," said Allgeyer.
John ignored the taunts beautifully and held up the prize in
my direction. We were now buddies, and he was wondrous at the
amount of mail that showered me. On the envelope in red ink was
written the name, John Bull Chee.
"John," I said, "what does the Chee mean?"
"Chee?" he repeated.
.. Is your name Chee?"
He nodded. He never said yes.
"No, it isn't. It's Bull. What's your name,John?"
"John Bull." He started to giggle.
"Look-is your name John Bull or John Bull Chee?"
John found this question hilarious.
"You're crazy, Lukeechukee," I said at last, somewhat a~oyed
at being so easily thwarted.
"You crazy."
"Yeah, John's a crazy Indian," said Jersyk. "Crazy like a fox."
"You crazy Indian," said John, enjoying the mystery he was
causing as well as the attention he was getting from his friends.
"Nobody's crazy," said Rudy Morales, the New Mexican boy
for whom John carried the BAR ammunition. He explained that
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the Navahos sometime~ have two names, and that Chee. as is the
practice in Spanish countries, was possibly the maiden name of
John's mother.
As far as I could tell. John never received, another letter. He
seemed to care very little; in fact. the lack ofmail didn't bother
him even after we sailed directly from New York to Cherbourg..,.. -,
a damp, chilly place thousands of miles from Lukachukai. While
the regiment was being held in reserve for the battle of northern
France. our company was allowed a freedom so generous in time
and so modest in space that we had difficulty at first in finding
amusement. In a few days, however. my frieids and I conquered
boredom by playing rounds of chess on a pocket board. taking
photographs. and trading scraggly copies of paper-bound books.
John Bull kept busy, too. He occupied his spare time by weaving
small, intricate objects from string. thread. or horse9air. Although the watch fobs and bracelets were handsomely fashioned,
what I coveted most were some of his ~urious gewgaws. which
might well have been made in the Stone Age.
Late one~ afternoon I noticed him hard at work with the air of "':>
someone who is creating a masterpiece. He was sitting cross-Ieg. ged in the entrance of the tent that he .shared with Sergeant
J ersyk, oblivious to. the noisy ball players who had established
third base dangerously close to his front tent peg.
"Hi there, Sitting Bull. little brown horn~d toad of the desert,
how about letting me see the latest artifact?" I said.
"Nahhl"
"Aw. we're buddies, aren't we?"
A shrug meaning either that the latest artifact wasn't finished
or that he didn't care whether or notiwe were buddies. John's
shrugs required interpretation.
"To hell with you, John Bull. Vou know what you can do with
your old peace pipe."
A wall of complet~"indifference.
But just before dark he caught my attention with a low hiss and
~

)
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showed me the mysterious object on which he had been working
for such a long time: it was a shiny black. rosary woven entirely
from horsehair. I was somewhat surprised. Until that time I had
never doubted that John's religious training was in the hands of
anyone except a witch doctor. Praising his craftsmanshiphighly,
I tried to return the rosary, but with a wave of the hand he signified that I should keep it.
"Thank you very much, John," I said, fingering the little crucifix in admiration. "Where did you get the horsehair?"
Intercepting the light of a candle he had just lit, John made a
shadow picture of a horse on the wall of the tent. He was articulate
in pantomime.
"You crazy John Bull, of course you got it from a horse'"
He nodded, a mischievous glint in his eyes.
"Arizona?" I said doubtfully.
John pointed in the direction of a nearby fannhouse, pulled a
hair from my head, and whinnied. We both laughed.
Then I asked him a question that I knew beforehand would
bring no satisfactory answer. "Are you a Christian, John?"
He seemed puzzled.
"You go to church in Lukachukai?" I made a church and steeple with my hands. "Ding dong, ding dong:'
He nodded a halfhearted yes.
"Are you a Catholic?" I made the sign of the cross.
He shook his head.
Dangling the rosary in front of him, I attacked the problem
from a different-and perhaps more practical-angle. "You go to
mass with Roy and me next Sunday?" I asked. I thought the service in the flamboyantly decorated village church would appeal
to him more than the plain services that the various chaplains
held in the open air.
He merely shrugged his shoulders.
The following Sunday, however, he played the heathen Indian,
neither budging from his tent nor speaking. I attended mass in
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the village without'him, and while the parish priest was exhorting,
in rapid French, I 'wondered whether John had understood the
orientation lectures as imperfectly as I was understanding the
sermon. In Colorado he had alept soundly in the darkened theatres at the showing of the documentary film "Why \Ve Fight,"
probably beca~e of the language barrier, although the combination of post-ealisthenics fatigue and summer heat might have
made anyone drowsy. I resolved again, as a relief from my own
boredom, to undertake in earnest the education of John Bull.
Monday afternoon I borrowed an atlas from a friend in Special
Services, sat down beside John's lent, and turned to a map of the
southwestern United States.
"What's this, John?" I said, pointing to a state in the center of
the page.
He gestured that he didn't know.
I wasn't a bit discouraged. "Yes, you do. It's Arizona."
"Lukachukai?"
"That's right, your home town. Now where's Camp Carson?
"Colorado?"
"Good workl You're getting to be a smart Indian, like Jake."
I riffled a few pages until I came to a large map of eastern United
States, the Atlantic Ocean, and western Europe. "Where are we
now, John?" I traced a finger slowly across the ocean.
He formed the word with his mouth but tpade no sound.
"We're ~n France, right here." I pointed to the ground and to
the map.
John said, "France."
"Do you know why we're in France?" I held my breath. "Why"
questions were hard for him.
John made a face indicating that he didn't understand the question, and that if he did, he wouldn't be able to answer it by saying,
"Nahh."
"We've got to kill the Germans, isn't that right?"
i John was delighted. He reached inside the tent and pulled out
I
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an extra bayonet that he had sharpened patiently to dagger size
and razor sharpness. "God damn Germans," he said.
"You're crazy like a fox, John Bull. You don't need any orientation."
"You crazy," said John.
In October the entire division was ordered from France to
Belgium and then in November from Holland to Germany. We
resumed fighting at Aachen. After a month of combat two members of the third squad were dead, five were hospitalized, and I
was to be next on the casualty list. The day before I was wounded
the company was caught in an intense bombardment from both
German and Allied artillery. The fact that the American heavy
weapons were the most accurate and the most abundantly supplied was of little comfort to John and me, who were hiding
beneath a steel door in a burning saw mill. He looked forlorn and
out of place-like a jellyfish washed up on the sand. The new men
who replaced our dead and injured considered him an anchor to
the squad, since he was rarely sent on a reconnoiter, but he was
crafty and battle-wise, despite his obvious shortcomings, and as
comforting to have close by as soap in the tub. I didn't regret
lying beside him.
A mortar shell burst a short distance away and made us both
cringe. "Fourth of Julyl" I shouted.
John indicated that the noise was too loud for his ears. At the
next lull in the firing he nudged me, and dragging his rifle around
in front of us so that I could examine it carefully in the bright
moonlight, he pointed to twelve small, neat notches cut in the
underside of the butt. Each not~represented a German he had
personally killed. I suppose I was to be blamed for that grisly
method of bookkeeping, because during our departure from
France I had proposed jokingly that he take scalps. John was always too receptive to uncivilized suggestions. I made a second
count.
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"What happened to that prisoner yesterday?" I asked suspiciously.
The line that John drew across his throat was as broad as his
smile.
"Why, you bloodthirsty little Gila monster'"
'Vhen the bombardment began without warning the next day,
I could find neither a steel door nor a foxhole for protection
against shell fragments. Later, as the medics bore me on a stretcher to the ambulance, I waved a cheery goodby to my squad mates.
John watched me silently with bright, eloquent eyes.
In an English hospital I heard via the grapevine that my crazy
Indian friend was safe, and at the end of the war I learned not
only that he was still unharmed but that he would return home
with the division and be discharged in California. I could imagine
the clerk at the separation center questioning him, for example,
on his "last name, first name. and middle initial," "ID:ilitary occupational assignments," and "service schools attended." Stoicism,
I believe, must have triumphed stunningly over bureaucracy.
After my own discharge I mailed the photographs that I took
in Normandy to the members of the third squad who were alive.
To my delight I received a prompt letter written in red ink and
bearing the return address ofa Mr. John Bull, Lukachukai, Arizona. The letter began "Dearest Pal Henry"; it told of his wife,
the house he was building, the "corps" he had planted, the "winding" weather, and the sister who knew how tQ write; it closed with
a comment upon international affairs: "Will see you soon when
the war start again."
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THE AIR IS SHARP
The air is sharp; its shadows knife like polished steel.
It is difficult to think of age. dispassionate and overripe.
A kiss draws blood with little teeth
From the breathing of my hean.
A cry in the lane. and laughter.
Father brings the lambs in from the new snow.
Their long legs dangle over his man arms.
The tame goat stomps up the shingles of the house
His hooves like thunder-rain to the woman. my mother.
In the kitchen.
I shall go far into the cities but I shall not forget these things,
Nor the hot tears frozen round in the morning.
The woman my mother has many bowls and spoons in the
kitchen
And at her feet the cat arches and falls. sniffing langorously.
She moves slowly, my mother. and the smoke from her stoves
Crawls up the chimney into the winter air.
Placed between two hillocks, a trap is sprung
And there is red blood on the snow.
The babies tumble, whine and whimper
About their mother sharp-toothed with pain.
The tracks on the snow are light and indistinct.
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I shall go far into the world but I will not forget these things
The red and the white drawn with the sharp knife shadows
Of the air upon my heart.

It is difficult to think of age, dispassionate and overripe.
LOIS DONER

A BIRD OF NIGHT
All that she wants of him is peace.
All that he wants of her is war.
So, if her breast must be to him a resting place,
She would have his hand upon her like a dove,
Calm fingers under shadow of her face
That never strike her hean for just release
Of joy deep hidden in dead love,
That leave her truces as they are.

;

.\

But he must rush upon her.
In violence of darkness come
To world of flesh that does not stir
And loose his anger and her doom
As though he would see death disheveled,
As though he would not think her dead.
He strikes her-first. the terror andithe pain.
Then the dove in him comes settling down again
And lies at rest in shadow made
By fingers in the darkness pressed
On the torpor of her breast.
And she must wait for night to fade.
Nor knows if whiteness of her great abuse
Should let the dove of darkness loose.
CHARLES
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DEPARTURE AND RETURN
In the room that walls the world nobody saw
His slow-stepped passage through the dark door,
On which habitually all backs are turned.
Nobody knew when he was there no more.
And indeed, to him it seemed stark perilous,
Seemed that he moved by inches, if at all;
But he did go, the distance being less
Than that divides the body from the soul.
And when he came again into that room,
Though no one asked to know where he had gone,
He was not to himself nor they to him
Still self-estranged, but one and one and one.
J. s. 1\1 00 DEY

OLD MAN'S LAMENT
Dark head behind the window curtain
Red shutters beneath a sloping roof
Speechless tiles, awkward turrets
Tonight you are the loose soil of my lifeless coast.
Tonight you engulf with darkness
The knotted tree trunks of my gloomy roads.
Tonight you turn in my mind without respite
And glow in my blood like heated coals.

o delicate-faced gypsy
Noble willow of my marshy roads
Forever standing immune and innocent
In the blue and white doonvays of my thoughts.
Forever standing there.
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How forthright is our uneasy silence
Pure skinned the voice in our throats
When I lift your face to mine
And endow you with the bounty of my song.

.

\Vhat is it then we are awaiting
Awake but bewildered by the indigo of our moss
It is long since our words had any meaning ~
Our flesh felt the cry and hue of touch
It is long since you have come outdoors
\Valking intently across our broken roads.
J U D A H M. T

U R KAT

ORO U T D 0 0 R S - I N (for William Goyen)
Behind the church de los Santos de los Ultimos Dias
rusts the old chassis ot a Chrysler truck
that slumps there massively
its licenseplate E N C HAN T MEN T
39. -Moments of simple oddness, now,
occur lighting a cigarette
wondering why the April afternoon
seems suddenly quite blue and ... still
my eye upon the match. Terrific change
of cloud. -Slowly
1
the twilight stains the mountain
with dark blood; the moon
.clears Taos Peak
and casts its light upon the power-lines.
I hear the harpstrung wires-they sing
of tricky voices fused with space. The stars
gleam down. Placita Tavern
starts its wheel
and blue smoke shows from all the chimney-stubs.
HOWARD
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J UN G LE
Let loose in her jungle. I search her for orchids.
lifting dark leaves aside. hot sands hunting
luminous blossoms in ruinous forests
and reaching beyond into tangles of wanting.
Neither her swamps of quicksand can suck me
down into darkness. nor her loops of anger
dangle me dead. nor a panther trick me
by treacherous tracks into deeper danger.
Once in her web-hung and haunted wilderness
I made little marks. I dropped little rocks
in perilous pathways and so departed
for regions of sunlight where women are wax.
but come here again to follow those stones
searching for orchids over some men's bones.
HAROLD v. WITT

HUNTING PARTY
The sentinel frogs, they hop the higher over
Lily-pads that we are reed-men creeping
As sly as sound of nature, and not men,
Who bring, they know, French nets and iove leg dinners
Ripple and splash; and seven duck-eoys, sleeping
Like painted wood. ride in the water-pen.
I crouch, the frogs are fooled: this is familiar.
But hunt I duck, or dinosaur? Unquiet
Butterflies as always flutter by
In asymmetric vaultings-but what weapon
Dangles beside me? did I make, or buy it?
This is familiar: I am hungry, sly.
PETER
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SOD OM AND GOMORRAH FELL
Sodom and Gomorrah fell
but their inhabitants had
fled, and lived on air
which did not stir,
where the torches did not flicker
above the faces of the dead.
There in the element of their
beleaguered city, unp~cking the one
belonging they had brought,
the world was still a heart of flame,
a love which could not speak. its name.
Then Troy burned too, and Rome.
BOBB DAVIS

TROPICAL PLANT
If not from root, why then from leaf,
if I am fruitless, stems will spread me;

cut me, my sap runs, but I live,
and if you tread me
headfirst into hot sand, the grains
are seed bed to me, sweet for feed/jng,
stunted and wedged I green again
unbled through bleeding.
My brood and I in time will own
the acre where you built and quarried,
tenderly shroud you lying prone,
then use you, buried.
INGEBORG KAYK.O
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Roderick Mead

By A l bert Reese
in his weekly column "Speaking of Books," J.
Donald Adams, the perspicacious and always interesting
critic of the New York Times} observed of the Southwest
that it "has until now outstripped its northern neighbors; not
only in fiction, but in poetry as well, it has produced more outstanding work." Perhaps the same comment may be applied with
equal justice to the art of the Southwest. \Vhen one considers the
men and women who have established their reputations in this
area one has little hesitation in saying that they have not only succeeded in putting the Southwest on the artistic map, but in painting as well as in the graphic media have elevated a regional art
into one of national importance.
One of the printmakers who has been instrumental in bringing this about is Roderick Mead. Mead is a painter too, but it is
his work as an engraver that concerns us here. Like most of his
colleagues (with the exception of Peter Hurd) -notably Howard
Cook. Barbara Latham. Gene Kloss. Agnes Tait, Ira Moskowitz,
and now Adja Yunkers-Mead is not a native of the Southwest; he

C
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was born in South Orange, New Jersey. But he had the sense or

good fortune to follow his s~r-or shall we say the sun?-to Carlsbad, New Mexico, the Pecos Valley region where in former and
more hectic days Billy the Kid shot his way to dubious fame. The
Kid and his sa\llgu~nary companions of the six-shooter have
passed into legend, bout the sky, the desert, and the sagebrush remain, and it is for these eternal elements that Mead has shown a
natural~affinity. We must not suppose, however, that Mead is a
literal or regional artist in the sense, for example, that Benton,
Curry and Wood are. For those who insist on a descriptive delineation of the landscape and the contours of hills and valleys,
Mead is not the man. But he has something far more important:
the imagination to visualize new concepts; the analytical power
to abstract the bare facts of reality and unify them into a new, a
creative work of art; in short, the ability to perceive things not as
they appear to the layman b~t as only the artist worthy of the
name can see them. It is this which, in the last analysis, is the artist's supreme justification for being.
Let us take, for instance, "The Wave and the Cliff," truly a
superb example of wood engraving in which the means employed
are expreSsive of the theme-the tumultous sea and the resistant
rock, a struggle as eternal and as old as earpt itself. Think of how
most artists would interpret this concept, and then see what
Mead has done with it-the forms simplified and abstracted,\but
intense and dramatic in their emotional appeal. It is a clash' of
opposing forces that gains new power and momentum when seen
with an artist's eye. To know what to choose, what to accentuate,
what to rearrange-since nature is seldom selective-and then to .
have the genius to integrate the component parts into a cohesive
whole: it is this which spells the difference between the artist and
the skilled craftsman. And yet how rich in value is the print, how
exciting in light and shade, how dynamic in movement! One
thinks of' the great Whirlpool of the Maelstrom in Edgar Allen
Poe's tale when "the mountain trembled to its very base, and the'
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rock rocked." Or of Swinburne's enchanting magic "Till the
slow sea rise and the sheer cliff crumble." Not that "The Wave
and the Cliff" is an illustrative print; we are sure that Mead had
no thought of Poe or Swinburne in mind; but shall we say that
a work of art is poorer for awakening connotations, for evoking
overtones that are part of our funded background? Of course not.
Let us not dismiss a picture as being literary simply because it
appeals to the literate. Else how would Rembrandt, Durer,
Blake, Delacroix, Daumier or Redon, artists who had the courage to look at life as well as literature, survive the vicissitudes of
taste, the whirligigs of passing aesthetic fancy?
Then there is the print of the "Sea Floor," that mysterious
realm where strange fish swim through stranger seas, and plants
unknown sway gently in the obscure deeps. Again the pattern
of light and shade, the coruscating swirls, the harmony of contrasting fOnDS that reveal a new world, a world more real-because more compelling-than reality itself. In the Fall of Icarus
we have a glowing version of an old theme. The movement and
weight of the body as it strikes the water are admirably expressed,
and the water itself a miracle of wood engraving. Strange that
water should occur in all these subjects, and indeed in so many
others-or is it so strange after all? As we said before Mead is not
a regional artist, except perhaps when he does an engraving like
the "Water Hole on the Range" (note the water again) , Qf the
"Carnival on the Plains," the last a glorious rendition of a merrygo-round, instinct with light and motion. But even in these the
regidnal aspect is never trite; if Mead does a cowboy or a steer it
is not·a hackneyed conception out of Remington or Russell but a
figure with a life, an artistic integrity, of its own. And how particularly true this is of the "Round Up:' without a doubt the
most original and absorbing interpretation of this subject it has
been our fortune to see. In it the range and all it connotes has
come of artistic stature. No longer is it necessary to sacrifice the
means in order to retain locale} or pictorial atmosphere. The
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same may be said. of the print done in Mexico, the "Fiesta at
Xochimilco," wh~e again the abstracted figures acquire a permanence more e~during because more vitally conceived than
reality itself. Nor can we overlook that perfectly delightful print
of the owls entitled "Eyes of the Night," in which while abstraction is not carried to the limits that Picasso sometimes carries the
dove, it is perhaps none the worse for that. For there is something
to be said for reality-be it ever so tenuous. It is a connecting,
perhaps a necessary, link without which language itself becomes
too personal to have a common denominator. Reality may be the
springboard from which. the artist takes wing, but woe betide if
he soar too high, for then we have nothing but chaos-the world
of sheer abstraction, that withered garden of Prosperine "where
no leaf blooms or blushes." Pure form~ like pure essence-or pure
anything-is intolerable; an alloy, an admixture of humauweakness if need be, is good for art in much the same way that it is
balm for the soul.
Perhaps it is in his copper rather than in his wood engraving
that Mead carries abstraction further, without at any time, however, divorcing his forms from their meaning. In the Desert
Fantasy, for example, we find a cadaver, an open shell of a desiccated horse, rooted like some strange desert growth in a world
that is not ours. A similar theme recurs in the limpid, rich and
technically beautiful "Conquistador (Florida)." Her~ too we
have an abstracted shell, this time of a fallen knight in mail, a
surrealistic image that unites the past and present in timeless
fantasy. Surrealism, in fact, is a phase that seems to interest
Mead as it has ~nterested others intrigued with the continuum of
time and space, that never ending conundrum which, defying
analysis, nevertheless pervades our entire being. It is a dream
world in which no clock strikes, and space itself stands frozen on
the brink of eternity. "Incident," a mixed engraving and etching,
is a page out of the Iliad in which several figures accoutered in
Homeric armor are locked in mortal combat. In its simplicity
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and rhythmical flow of line one is reminded of Braque's etchings
of the uTheogonie" of Hesiod. And qow omit mentioning the
plate of the uFabulous Birds," a conception straight from the artist's mind rather than from nature. Not even the Pterodactyl, or
the Archaeopteryx of the Jurassic age, could have looked like one
of these; but if there is anything in Whistler's dictum that nature
imitates art then we may be forgiven for believing that they
should have.
Mead, who has been a resident of the Southwest since 1940,
and fully intends to remain there, is obviously not insensitive to
the influences that have galvanized the world of art since Cezanne, Braque and Picasso. Modem art, which is merely traditional art brought up to date, is here to stay; what the contemporary artist does with it is fully as important as what it does to him.
Mead has been able to absorb the modem tradition without losing touch with his own background-with the Pecos Valley, that
microcosm which, visualized with ardor and imagination, can
encompass the world itself. He has succeeded in his quest which,
to quote his own words. "i~ to engrave or paint this locality and
the things around me without being strictly reportorial or illustrative.... In other words. I aim in an abstract way toward a universal art and eventually I hope to do something timeless."
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first through a pair ofshoes. Good sturdy Ameri·
can-made walking shoesl It was in the summer of 1936 in
Mexico; I arrived to attend the Seminar of the Committee on
Cultural Relations with Latin America which had assembled in
Cuemavaca, and there at the Hotel Marik I delivered to Ema
Fergusson a pair of shoes. For some months she had been in Guaterilala gathering material for her new book Guatemala (1936)
and had just come to Mexico to leeturefor the Seminar. Having
walked out a pair of shoes in Guatemala she requested that someone coming down from Albuquerque bring her a new pair. I did.
The transaction was to the point, perhaps somewhat like its
originator.
This energetic traveler, Ema Fergusson, is a woman of medium height with greying hair always well-groomed and expressive blue-grey eyes which sparkle with an infectious good humo~.
Her manner is reserved but charmingly friendly and her graciousness puts at ease whomever she meets, whether it be the
Spanish-speaking gardener, an Indian G.I., or a diplomat in formal dress. She is essentially a friendly person, but one whose
friendliness carries with it something more than the desire to establish equitable relations with those she' meets. She is much.
more than casually interested; her genuine concern is to know
the person, his background, manner of living, problems and reactions. She is a student of her fellow ma~, not for reasons of in·
quisitiveness, but because she is deeply aware of the conflicts
within our society, conflicts of race and religion, conflicts of class
and culture, conflicts to which an understanding, friendly approach is sometimes a key. My life, she says, has followed a very
logical pattern, one thing leads naturally to another. Indeed, this
may be true but the leading is inspired by a liberal outlook, in-
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tense intellectual curiosity, and the assets of a fine mi~d and an
interest in people.
,
In Cuernavaca that summer this friendly, serious student,
. quick of wit, genial in manner and always among the first to
catch the humor of every situation, was 'quite obviously a popular lecturer, and one whose advice was sought by young and old.
In Mexico Miss Fergusson was completely at home. She had
been reared in a rambling adobe house in the Old Town section
of Albuquerque along the Rio Grande. She spoke Spanish or English with her playmates and grew up amid the sand and sunshine
of the fast-vanishing customs of the Mexican plaza, for Albuquerque was moving east to the railroad which had come in along the
foothills eight years before. She drew from her birthplace and her
family the true spirit of the pioneer, and the free, liberal outlook
of the real frontier.
Her grandfather, Franz Huning, left his home in Melle (Hanover, Germany) as a very young man. He desired to escape me
.
heavy hand of Prussian militarism. Coming into St. Louis he
eagerly undertook the long trek westward and in 1849 bullwhacked his way across the plains to Santa Fe. Here the new
American began his western trading career which led him to the
position of distinguished citizen in Albuquerque. After twelve
or thirteen years he brought to his adobe home a gay German
bride. ErnestinaFranke from Bavarian Mulhausen married
Franz Huning in St. Louis, where he had gone to trade. To these
pioneers were born four children, the eldest of whom was Clara
Mary, mother of Erna Fergusson.
In the course of time this·young lady was sent back to Hanover
to school. Here for three years she studied language, art, music,
and had the usual training of the educated lady of her day. Upon
her return she entered into the gay social life of Albuquerque.
Huning Castle, the elegant new home of the merchant, Franz,
built southeast of the old Plaza, was the center for parties that
succeeded parties. The favored escort of the accomplished and
~
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popular Clara was a young lawyer born on an Alabama plantation, Harvey Butler Fergusson.
Sent from his southern home to Virginia. l\1r. Fergusson graduated in law from Washington College (now Washington and
Lee) . Here he had a place in the office of the president of that
institution, General Robert E. Lee, whom he saw daily and knew
well. Unwilling to return to the home where the aura of slavery
still hung heavy, he entered into his practice of law in Wheeling,
West Virginia. Presently he was chosen to investigate a case involving mining claims in the remote and wild frontier country.
So, in 1883, he came to White Oaks, New Mexico, to gather facts.
Harvey Butler Fergusson liked New Mexico; he decided to
stay, returning only to sever his business connections in the east.
He lived, a bachelor, in the thriving mining center of White
Oaks. His compadres, interestingly enough, were Albert B. Fall,
future senator and ill-fated Secretary of the Interior; William C.
McDonald, future governor of New Mexico; and Emerson
Hough, distinguished writer. Devoting himself especially to mining laws, H. B. Fergusson became an expert and spent much
time in traveling by stage and horseback over the territory. One
of the important centers where he worked ~ith the records was
the Lincoln County Courthouse. What a storehouse of taleS' for
his children were these ventures across the mountains and mesas
of this new-old country. Interested also in politics, a loyal Jeffersonian Democrat, he served one term in Washington as the Territorial Delegate for New Mexico, and later he was one of the
first representatives in the United States Congress for the new
state of New Mexico.
\\Then this young man came to Albuquerque he met Miss
Huning, lately returned from her years abroad. Their marriage
brought the establishment of a home in the old meandering
adobe in Pld Town, now the Manzano School, where Confederate officers once had their headqua,Tters.
Here Erna Fergusson, the first born, spent her girlhood. She
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was to have two brothers and a sister: Harvey, the second child,

I

...

now a distinguished novelist, formerly a newspaper man; Lena,
now Mrs. Spencer Browne of Berkeley, California, an artist; and
Francis, the well-known writer and critic of the theater, now at
Princeton University. This was a home where the gentle but firm
dignity of a Victorian mother was coupled with the energy and
freedom-loving intellectual outlook of the southern-gentleman
father. Here tales of the frontier were ever-present. Here was the
stimulus of the transforming frontier society, the moving town,
the quiet dignity of the Spanish, the deep philosophy of the Indian and the aggressiveness of the young Anglo. Here the intellectual atmosphere of the Old World-German, Spanish, and
English-lived side by side with the challenge of liberal thinking
in a rapidly changing frontier.
Education for Erna was varied, from the kinderganen and
some private instruction to First Ward and other public schools,
to High School, which was then conducted at the University of
New Mexico. She graduated in a class of four which included the
late Thomas Hughes, Gladys Childers, and the late Kirk Bryan.
As l\fiss Fergusson says, little girls of her day were expected to
grow up to be ladies, so she was sent to the Girls' Collegiate
School in Los Angeles, where she finished in 1907. Next came a
period of travel and visiting in Europe with her grandmother. Returning to Albuquerque she again attended the University and
in 1912 received her A.B. degree. Now eager"for more real training she went to Columbia University and secured, in 1913, an
M.A. degree in history. She had had the privilege of working with
such distinguished teachers as \Villiam R. Shepherd, James
Harvey Robinson, and James T. Shotwell. Enthusiastic and·
"trained," Miss Fergusson, as was the usual pattern, turned to
teaching. First she was at Chatham Hall in Virginia and then in
the public sch90ls of her home. She was to teach not the Latin
American history which she had so recently studied, but rather
such subjects as Spanish and even algebra. Several years sufficed
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for routine teaching, and with the outbreak of war new horizons
loomed, new adven~uTes beckoned. Erna" became the Red Cross
Home Servite Secretary and State Supervisor for New Mexico.
This meant traveling all over the state into the most out-of-the,.
way mountain villages and to lonely ranches. This, Miss Fergusson says, is when she really learned New Mexico. "I ran around
all over the state fixing up things for Mexican soldiers who had
enlisted under a couple of names, for mothers who asked me what
the ocean was, and for wives who had forgotten to marry." It took
a person of Miss Fergusson's generous friendliness, courage and
understanding to do such a job. The roads were all too often narrow trails, and miles loomed ahead unbroken by human habitation. She went into villages where no one spoke English nor
understood about this thing called the World \Var. The job was
pioneer social work on the frontier.
After the Red Cross experiences which had brought with them
increased knowledge of the natural beauties of the arid Southwest, there was also a deepened appreciation of the many and
varied customs, ceremoRials and celebrations, Indian and Spanish, which existed relatively unknown to travelers throughout
the region. Arranging a trip into some Spanish villages to see the
Penitentes one spring proved profitable, and led Erna along with
Miss Ethel Hickey, into a thoroughly pioneering business, dude
wrangling. For a number of years Erna managed the Koshare
Tours, planning trips for uninitiated tourists, trips of a day for
those who must cross the continent in record time, trips of weeks
and even a month for others. Armed with huge thermos jugs,
lunch kits, the handy spade for sand and mud arid a strong man
for emergencies, she toured her guests to Indian dances, to mountain streams for camping and fishing, over trails to little-known
and beautiful canyons, across long distances over the flat grassgrown mesas. Not only did she provide for the physical comfort
of her parties, but also she conducted ~em with zest, for everpresent good humor and understanding bridged many an emer-
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gency when motors failed and storms made roads impassable.
Also she was informed with facts and figures. She told the legends
and stories of the Indians, explained their ceremonies and introduced her visitors to her Pueblo, Navajo, and Apache friends. She
recounted the history of the Spanish conquest, the settlement of
the Rio Grande valley and many of the customs of medieval Spain
that continue in the villages where the language of Cervantes is
still spoken.
Between trips ,she was a newspapenvoman, holding the society
desk for the Albuquerque Herald, and for her own amusement
she wrote the "Do you remember?" column. Presently the Santa
Fe Railroad and Fred Harvey took over the Koshare Tours and
l'vliss Fergusson, as she says, "trained and costumed a bunch of
girl couriers ... and introduced them to the Indians."
Pioneering in dude wrangling had, however, shown Miss Fergusson a number of things, one of which was that her knowledge
of New Mexico, its people and their backgrounds was important.
So she wrote about it, and in 1926 sold two articles on New Mexico's transition from a Mexican frontier into an American state
to Century Alagazine. Even more important, however, was the
knowledge and understanding she had acquired of the Indian
dances. There was a market for a well-written, nontechnical book
on the Indian ceremonials, and in 1931 Miss Fergusson's first
book, Dancing God,s, was published by Knopf.
This volume more or less establishes a pattern for Erna
Fergusson's writing. The book is factual and popular, based
up~m written sources, first hand knowledge drawn from interviews with the people, and keen observation of the ceremonies.
Coupled with this is the author's sincere desire for a sympathetic
understanding of the Indian. The book was well received', and
had its effect in many quarters. For instance, in a long article on
the Shalako by Edmund \Vilson, which appeared in New Yorker
magazine (April 9 and 16, 1949), the critic credited Dancing Gods
with stimulating his original interest in the ceremony~ Dancing
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Gods found and continues to find an appreciative audience.
From this point on Erna Fergusson's life was the life of a writer.
Study of Indian dances in New Mexico led to the next book,
Fiesta in ~lexico (1934). This is an account of seasonal, as well
as certain outstanding, celebrations in Mexican villages witnessed by the author and offered as a "poignant picture" of the
Mexican people.
Fiesta in Mexico was the first of several books on Latin America. It was followed by Guatemala (1937), Venez~ela (1939),
Chile (1943), and Cuba (1946). OUT Hawaii (1941) completes
the list of Miss Fergusson's books concerned with countries other
than the United States. Her other volumes deal with the Spanish
Southwest. .
F
Designed primarily for travelers in foreign areas, these books
have an interesting phenomenon in common: The periods of
travel and research involved in preparation of the books had to
be undertaken at times of serious political, socia], religious or
international crises in the countries of which she was writing.
During the investigation of Mexican village fiestas, which are
frequently motivated by religion, M-exico was in the midst of an
anticlerical movement which had brought murders, the "Coyoacan massacre" and other violence. President Cardenas was politically linked with the anticlerical Governor of Tobasco and had
inherited the fanaticism of the Cristero movement from an earlier administration. Some churches were cl9sed, religious processions had been suppressed. and priests and bishops had been
deported.
Despite suspicions and the official forbidding attitude toward
religious celebrations Miss Fergusson traveled up and down
Mexico, witnessed village fiestas. gathered facts and impressions,
and strove always to weigh the human elements in the ceremonies. She reflects seriously upon the emasculation of the true
Indian dance when aspects of the European Church are superimposed upon it, and considers also the lat~r process which finds
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the fiesta rendered pointless by separation from its Christian re,
ligious background.
Checking her personal observations against sources of histo·
rians, anthropologists, and others, she recounts her experiences:
the colors, smells and movements of the fiestas-the dances, food,
Rowers, costumes, and crowds. Her reporting is not mere roman·
tic writing nor utilitarian recounting to produce an authentic
guide book. Her analyses show insight into what is happening
in Mexico. "Preconquest Indians coming to pray at a medieval
shrine lighted by Tungsten globes. And that is Mexico... .o'
Turning next to Guatemala Miss Fergusson continues the pattern of following the fiestas. This land of Indians had ceremonies
and customs little known to those outside their villages, for this
was the age of Ubico-suppressor, isolationist, Guatemalan dictator since February, 1931. In spite of political and military controls and rigid censorship Erna Fergusson went into this country
and traveled widely, often alone into isolated villages. She visited, interviewed, observed, and in 1937 published Guatemala. It
is a unique tribute to the skill, good sense, and understanding of
the author that Guatemala was accepted by the totalitarian dictator about whose country and government she, a foreigner,
wrote.
Intermixed with historical facts and references are descriptions
of places and people. The author's knack of learning customs and
courtesies with the aid of young native guides is often illustrated.
And yet even with much information and a sincere desire to
know, Miss Fergusson frankly confesses her lack of understanding for the Indian country of Guatemala whose antiquity, medievalism and modernity are generally but little known, and perhaps less comprehended.
Two ye':lTS after the volume on Guatemala, Venez.uela appeared. In this book for the first time Miss Fergusson broadens
the concept of her subject and writes most comprehensively of
the country rather than confining herself to the fiesta picture.
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The author includes many aspects of the life of Venezuela-economic, political, and social. She strives to present a rounded picture of varied classes and of both rural and urban living.
Courage, resourcefulness, the. pioneering spirit and ability of
the traveler a.re forcefully revealed here. In a country where tourist trails are, even now, confined to the capital city and its environs or to the thriving oil centers, Miss Fergusson traveled extensively. It was possible to do this in 1938, for this northern
South American country had emerged from the IQng restrictive
dictatorship of the military autocrat, Juan Vicente G6mez (19081935) . His death brought wild rejoicing, violence, and demands
for the restoration of civil liberties and a new constitution. But it
takes longer than three years to counteract the repressions of a
regime such as this dictatorship.
Travel was then a truly pioneer venture, especially for a
woman. By train, coach, horse, or mule, :whatever the conveyance,
Miss Fergusson struggled from place to place encountering filth,
heat, discomforts of all kinds-but she continued ~nthusiasticand
sympathetic. She traveled down the Orinoco into the delta and
across to the island of Margarita, as well as into the backlands.
She studied the people she met, from official to beggar. And from
them she gathered much information which, along with source
material from libraries, furnished the material for the volume.
It is written with understanding, humor, and intelligent analysis. Able to laugh at herself she reports her attempt to learn the
vernacular of high finance from a lad who shined her shoes. As he
"rolled up his wipers. he asked: 'Are you English, Senorita?'
.. 'No, North American.'
.. 'Oh,' he said with a sigh of comprehension, 'so that's why you
don't know anything.' "
Miss Fergusson reports accurately and writes well. Indeed, in
Venezuela she demonstrates her ability to picture the colors and
character of the landscipe vividly. Here she writes some almost
poetic descriptions, impressed as she is with the startling beauty
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of the tropics. By truck she had traveled across the savannas into
the interior, equipped with hammock, mosquito net, bread,
cheese and water. And she says:
Outside the corral fence away from the knoll where the ranch house
stood, we were afloat in a green boundlessness. The plain reached no
terminus; the green went on and on, rising and falling in its own
chromatic scale. . .. For the first time I appreciated the values of
green in every modulation from palest water clarity, through Nile
and jade tints, the yellow greens of noxious slime, to sane leaf green
of rush and palm and the strong chords of solitary saman and ceiba
trees. In that limitless verdure every hue leaped with unnatural intensity.... The spider lilies' white shone like a river, a water lily's
chalice in a pool was yellow like the sun; blues were ultramarine;
purples, regal velvet, and red was never red, but scarlet, crimson, or
flame. We had come to see the birds.... But most ... were herons.
Blue or gray or coral pink, they stood on one foot or flew slowly, trailing slim legs. Tall soldier herons, white-bodied with jet-black heads,
strutted with ridiculous dignity like armchair generals on parade.
Whi~ egrets stayed rooted like flowers or floated off in mass formation li'ke douds. And then, suddenly, with a whir rose the scarlet ibis.
. . . A"flight of them flickered up like a flame, a bright dazzle against
the pampa's emerald velvet, rising in a rush from green to pale dear
blue in one streaming flow; and then, behind them all, one lone bird,
a last flame drifting.
Yet in all the tropical beauty the author does not lose sight of the
desperate primitive life and the life of poverty.,ridden people in
Venezuela. \Videspread disease and suffering, need for communication, for education, for public health programs are apparent in
both city and country. The plan for improvement was begun in
the early months that followed the death of Dictator G6mez, but
fulfillment was far from accomplishment. Miss Fergusson studied
the people whose problems seem so overwhelming, people who
possess she says, "a spirit of liberty and the hope of independence."
The next book was OUT Hawaii, which took the au thortraveler far away from the Spanish-speaking lands where she is
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so at home. Based upon wriueh sources, observations and interviews, this book appeared in M~, 1942, Pearl Harbor gave the
volume the wide publicity that perhaps all publishers dream
about. OUT Hawaii covers quickly some of the history, legends,
folklore, superstitions, and business problems of the islands. Yet
notwithstanding the objective reporting, it lacks some of the
quick wit. the humorous tum of phrase, the deep-down enjoyment evident in earlier ventures. Perhaps it is the s<:>mnolence of
the tropics. the startling beauty of southern seas. the oriental
people so unlike the care-free Latins. but there is here a somber
undercurrent. an almost intangible serio~ness. OUT Hawaii does
not have the gay lilt and buoyancy of earlier travels.
Conscious always of the people. Miss Fergusson suggests that
perhaps Hawaii is the laborator.y where a "workable race tolerance and cultural amalgamation" may produce a truly democratic state. The book was well received even though one critic
said: "Events had reduced the value of ... chapters on the Army
and Navy in Hawaii ... to something less than zero...." Yet the
United States'Government thought well enough of it to purchase
hundreds of copies for the G.I.'s to read.
Chile (1943) and Cuba (1946) brought Miss Fergusson back
to the Latin countries. and the spontaneous presentation shows
her deep understanding of.Spanish-speaking folk. In her travels
for the book on Chile she again traversed a country in national
crisis. The European war caused economic difficulties. and strong
anti-Yanqui feeling was widespread. Publication of President
Roosevelt's "black list" of German and Italian business houses
and banks added to the dislike of North Americans. Yet Miss Fergusson traveled through Chile. visiting the beautiful Chilean
lakes and dense rain forests of the south. north through the predominantly German section of small. efficient farms, through the
lands of the unconquered Araucanians, into Central. "the real
Chile" of Spanish fundos and the underprivileged inquilino, and
on into the desperately arid deserts of the north where Chile's

'-
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wealth in copper and nitrates lies in sun-baked sands. She pays
tribute to the great Chilean poet: "For me Gabriela l\fistral ...
typifies Chile and the Chileans.... She is strong, profound, and
tragic as are her native cordillera and ocean, her heritage is Spanish, and some inexplicable quality of her nature is unconquerable Indian." And Miss Fergusson reports the political crisis at
the death of President Pedro Aguirre Cerda. Sure indication of
the objectivity of her reporting is the fact that the book found
and still continues to find an audience in Chile.
Between the publication of Chile and Cuba Miss Fergusson
was called for a tour of duty in wartime Washington. In 1944 she.
was with the Division of Education-Office of the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs. She laughingly says that her duties were
to entertain the ladies of the visiting dignitaries from Latin
America. Certainly her gracious friendliness and knowledge of
Latin American customs did much to smooth the often rumed
sensibilities o·f visitors. But she did more than merely entertain;
she wrote and lectured quite widely. In fact, interspersed with
all her writing, were lecture tours and special lectures for Latin
American Institutes in colleges and universities. Recognition of
her literary and educational activities brought to Miss Fergusson
an honorary Litt.D. degree from the University of New Mexico
III 1943.
The bureaucratic regime in the national capital, however, was
not suited to one who thought beyond the "chain-of-command."
Annoyed by instructions from those who sat at higher desks due
to longer service, but who had less knowledge, since desk-sitting
and books do not guarantee real understanding, Miss Fergusson
terminated her Washington sojourn for more travel. It was with
true zest that she sailed into the Caribbean and studied, as she
desired, the Pearl of the Antilles. Cuba. Although this island republic knows many tourists, this journey-maker went over both
the familiar and the little-known trails, met people and drew her
own conclusions. There is nothing stereotyped in this report.
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Sympathetic yet objective, she depicts something of the real life
of Cuba, its postwar problems in economics and politics, its so- t
cial evolution, intellectual movements, clericalism, and communism. Sh~ is not engulfed with either scenery or sugar. Suffice to
say that Cuba was well received in the island republic.
In 1940 the publication of Our South-qJest brought the author
into her beloved homeland. Knowing well the country and its
people, she set forth not a nebulous land of enchantment but an
area "neither South nor West, but a mestizo partaking of the
characteristics of both." Here the romantic history of a bygone
age is the backdrop for today's conditions and responsibilities.
Her many-sided presentation deals with historic currents shrewdly analyzed, and she is not afraid to state her convictions on ques-.
tions of soil conservation, agriculture and stock raising, Indian
affairs, the tourist business, federal land holding, railroads, and
the rising industrialism..
Miss Fergusson writes with a keen appreciation of people, a
warm, friendly social sense, and a delightful humor. With characteristic enthusiasm she visits her Southwest and aptly describes
centers: Fort Worth-Where Cattle Begin; Tucson-Deserts and
Dudes; the Mountain Villages of New Mexico-The Villages'bf
the Saints. She introduces many people by interview and they
. contribute much information. She interweaves suggestions for
further reading and gives anecdotes of a number of notables
which enliven and delightfully entertain. That she thoroughly
enjoyed writing th~ book is evident in its spontaneity.
It was followed later by other books cbnceming her native
surroundings: Albuquerque (1947); Murder and Mystery in
New Mexico (1948); and a revision of her Mexican Cookbook.
In Albuquerque she sets out to analyse the city which in war
years spread out all over the mesa, changing its ways and losing
much of its old character. The book is a disappointment, and the
author lost a fine opportunity to do a really good study of her native city. A lbuquerque incorporates some earlier writing done
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for magazines and some of the "Do you remember?" column of
newspaper days. It fails, however, to give a picture of the city; it
fails to review the problems of the new city; there is a lack of continuity in the structuJle of the volume. More important, it is
wanting in the real excitement and spontaneity-manifestly the
result of adventurous travel-shown in earlier books.
Murder and Alystery in New Mexico is a collection of "true"
tales, rich with vigorous telling. Each episode illustrates a fundamental social change, a crisis in the evolving frontier society of
New Mexico. The characters are sharply drawn, the facts clearly
stated, the mysteries unsolved. Again Miss FergUsson shows her
interest in people and their problems, and a keen analytical sense
of the times.
In November, 1951, another volume by Miss Fergusson was
published: New Mexico, a Pageant of Three Peoples. This rounds
out a dozen books. Her maturity in the study of New Mexico, her
thoughtful review of the colorful history, her understanding of
her homeland should be apparent. She is here again concerned
with the folk, and with the powerful influences of war on the
Indian G.I. returned from the South Pacific, on the Spanish lads
whO went to war carrying guitars and fought through months of
destruction, on the air cadets who have returned to live where
they learned to fly, on business men, bankers, and scientists. For
this New Mexico is not only the land of Spanish Conquistadores,
it is also the country of the first atomic explosion, of Los Alamos,
the \\ihite Sands, and Sandia Base. Pressures, tensions, soil erosion, drought, increased population-these are the problems and
considerations that enter into tqe new book.
Miss Fergusson does not, however, pose as a specialist; she is
not an economist, a historian, a sociologist. She but views the
world about her with an appraising eye, always alert to the human element. She visits with the influential rich and the exploited poor, the educated and the illiterate. She sees objectively and
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writes dearly. Her world is a kaleidoscope of peopl~, and her
courage, friendlinest humor and intelligence make her a woman
who has successfully pioneered.
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SOME INADEQUACIES OF
'CONTEMPORARY POETRY
reflects its time and place. Its strongest
works will also act as a kind of barometer of a climate yet
to come. Its minor works will register prevailing winds.
At its weakest it will go on recording a storm long since spent.
This is what American poetry, with the usual exceptions, seems to
have been doing since the big blow of the 20'S and 30'S.
These were peculiarly American winds, with their emphasis on
technique, their preoccupation with abstraction, and their sense
of moral outrage. They were good strong things in their time.
The trouble is that those who came after seemed to think that
one's proper task was either to imitate the fabulous storm with
his own faint thunder, or to crack his poetic cheek and blow away
the little curbings that had somehow escaped. Thus what once
was fresh grows stale and unprofitable. What once was true grows
false.
Take the matter of technique, for example, about which
Pound, Eliot, and others lectured us with telling effect. I wonder
if ever in history there were in one place at one time as many
technically competent poets as there are in America today. Technique can be learned, our communications are unexcelled, and
we seem to be the most facile of all civilizations. But technique
plus facility often add up to a kind of neon cleverness. Once it's
decided that April is the cnlelest month and poetry a game, art
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is on its way to becoming artifice. The question of our poetic diction is illustrative.
Originally it was fresh and exciting, though the 1913 Imagists
attached silly labels announcing it as "the language of common
speech." Except for folk~bal1ads, poetry has little to do with common speech other than to render it uncommon. All that can be
done is to substitute one kind of poetic diction for another.
Whether one describes the world in terms of roseate dawn or
bo3:rdinghouse beds is a matter of historical mood. But historical
appropriateness is important, and so the experimenting and adjusting that these people involved themselves in made possible a
"contemporary" poetic realization. What th;ey did was to take the
hard, unpoetic words of twentieth-century living, and by means
of juxtaposition and struttural relation make them "poetic," ,i.e.,
emotionally and intellectually evocative. It was more a matter of
unusual phrases than of separate words, but it was still diction.
Once it represented a fresh vision and a new kind of accuracy,
aut if a diction keeps welling long enough, some new generation
will eventually drown in it. Today's version is as inflated, as
straitening. and as boring as any rosy-fingered Victorianism.
The shock value 6f unusual word juxtaposition (often mistaken
for brilliant metaphor in our fr~e-association world) can cover
a lack of dramatic insight; free vei"se can disguise a lack of inner
form. The result is often a kind of unintegrated stylism that hides
everything but its blinding self.
This tendency is abetted by the charactqristic abstractness of
much of our poetry. America has always glowed with abstractions,
sometimes very ironically so. I suppose that the earlier twentiethcentury poets specifically needed to be abstract in order to express
the abstractiless of science and machines, and to tell us that a rose
is noma rose, that the inmost Chinese box of every truth contains
its opposite. So their poetry was charncterized by an indirection of
emotion and am~ivalence of conclusion. A great relief after a
hundred years of God's in his heaven all's right with the world.
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/ . . ...----...-Inut what a potential Pandora's box I Breaking down accepted
truths is a lot easier and flashier than putting them together, and
ambiguity is the finest possible camouflage for pretentiousness.
t'~)
'-, Once there's no pinning down to "conclusions," and no personal
\
commitment except to an established vision, it's easy to look like
a sage. But that matters less than the fact that by now the accepted
truth is ambiguity, and so we are overdue to involve ourselves
again with the concrete, to rediscover its identity in some way on
some level.
I know that contemporary poetry looks concrete. Sometimes it
is, magnificently so. But less and less does it find the directness of
lines like "An aged man is but a paltry thing, / A tattered coat
upon a stick, ... More and more it's a question of concrete detail inventecf (rather than "seen") to support some correlative,
some foreordained vision. There's something too deductive about
correlatives. Poetry, like all art, is more an inductive process. It's
at its best when it surprises hugeness coiled like a spring inside
some "small" fact. It's at its worst when it employs the kind of
intellectual "pathetic fallacy" that is basic to deductive systett
and generalization. The meaning of a poem ought to seep up from
underneath a tangible, somehow innocent, exterior; not club
down from behind a duck-blind. Poetic t~aps are for propaganda.
A poet doesn't usually propagandize anything but his own emotional attitudes, which can be a good or bad th"ing depending
upon the vitality and individuality of these attitudes. In 1917
Prufrock scored well on both points, but what is he doing around
here now being rewritten fifty times a day? His lines are said, and
he belongs offstage with streetcars and dead salesmen. A growing
sense of this fact must lie behind the current preparations for
crucifying Eliot, whose un-Christlike crime consists in having
been too much imitated. Imitated in a very unfortunate way,
since the followers were swallowing his propaganda whole at the
very moment that history was getting ready to cough it up. Fifteen years have been like fifty in rearranging the central facts of
tt
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our time, and yet the old indignations are still being screeched.
I don't know anything more discouraging. than second-hand
moral outrage which assumes a condition that no longer exists,
or does not exist in the assumed form. This $ituation is forever.
turning up when moral discoveries have been around long
enough to freeze into attitude.
The general poetic climate has moved from the moral tension
of Hopkins, to the occasional synthesis of Yeats and sometimes
Pound, to the j'accuse of Eliot and Pound at other times, to the
air of contemporary condemnation. It's already stale air. I don't
think the poets need any longer count th~ ways in which they do
not love this world. Even Hollywood has caught up with the
shameful truth. By now America the ugly is just as puerile as
America the beautiful. But the intellectuals, wearing sadness on
their sleeves, keep the old routine going. And the sad songs of the
POet turn to hurlings of self-pity.
What began as a realistic exposure of sickness in times that
were thought to be healthy, has lingered on to become emotional
attitudinizing in times that are known to be sick. It's a kind of
perverse romanticism: Camille among the lepers. The rotting
hull replaces the daffodils, and becomes in t.ime just as much a
cliche of attitudeL'"
I suppose that psychology, through little fault of its own, is
partly responsible. It was with a sense of shock that we came to
discover how many things were wrong with us; and' it was with a
sense of delight that we found out howl much others were to
blame for our plight. But contemporary man's awareness of his
delicacy, though it may make him sicker does not make him
uniquely delicate; nor does the medical identificatiQP ~f aggressive components make the world intrinsically more hostile. What
happened to the top of the iceberg? Obviously sufJering is not
automatically a bad thing. Quite the reverse: with allowances for
extent, suffering is the only way by which we learn the only things
that are really worth knowing. \Vithout it there is no art. This is
"t"
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antique philosophizing, but I think it clarifies what I'm trying to
say, or rather to ask: where is the visage of the strength of sadness,
which is that of wisdom? how can significant poetry derive from
an attitude basically anachronistic and superficial?
Even at the right time, only the finest poet who knows the most
personal despair can produce beauty out of a portrait of temporal
sterility and local doom. The others just produce the portrait. It
may have co~temporary accuracy and hence a real value, though
more social than artistic. Social phenomena gain significance in
ratio to the number of pe9ple sharing a like attitude; for the
creating artist the reverse is true. That step ahead, which he takes
or does not take, means everything. Much of his strength lies in
his perversity, which is really the perversity of truth by which
the idea too long established stands in need of destruction, and
the idea being destroyed needs preservation.
Perhaps the latter is wanted now to save from the scrap-heap a
.rationalism too long misapplied and misunderstood. Or perhaps
we have already entered an age of superstition (mystic political
and religious conversions, "secret" weapons, the fat, omniscient
"eye") . Or perhaps all such theorizing is relatively unimportant,
since the central facts of our time are pain and terror. This last
is the opinion of the published majority of our poets.
All right, but terror is a positive force, not at all the same as
wasteland sterility. What's on the loose now is not the national
salesman but the universal confidence man. Among American
writers, Melville had by far the greatest poetic understanding of
moral terror that is beyond mores. The idea frightened Hawthorne. It's probably frightening us too, so that we deal with terror on its surface. The surface of terror is where we select our
masks and choose our culpables; writing about it re$ults in a
parade of small, degrading fears-degrading because they show
that we have not gone near the door of our real terror. If we did,
the fear would be equally real, since good reason for it would be
apparent. Such fear is natural and valid. Obviously fear has al-
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ways been an integral pan of man's deepest experience, as well as
motive of much of his works and days. What is wanted is assimilation, not.sell-pity. What's the point of the poet's yelping that
fright is loose in a nasty age when in fact for the first time since
the discovery of the wheel all mankind is involved in a struggle
for simple survival. Bleats of wounded sensitivity just don't matter enough now. They are insufficient unto the day.
So is much of ~ontemporary American poetry, though my description of it here does not pretend to be a full portrait. Nor
even an impartial one, since I have principally concerneq myself
with exploring what I believe to be certain basic inadequacies.
But let me be most clear about this: my quarrel is with this poetry
("modern" poetry) on its own level. I am not waving a banner
b~po~~~~~~~b~~u~~~

of New Yorker magazine. My interest and what must seem pec~
liar allegiance are with the poets up' front. My complaint is that
the front isn't far enough up. And I think this has to do with laws
of diminishing returns, or with some corollary truth which makes
the heir rich and unlucky.
I know that there are other reasons for the failure, though I
have no faith in such bogeymen as bankers, conveyor-belts, and
bombs. They may mess up an age, but they don't make it prosaic.
Imitative critics and "intellectu!1ls" are more apt to do this,once
they start talking the guts out of art and building up the shibboleths of the group,l a process which has become both easier and
more effective because of our inescapable ,system of communications. To the detriment of both, there is less and less difference
between a garret and a university: the same prefabricated opinions come seeping through the walls. It's obvious that vitality and
individuality are needed in many places. But a poet must have
them.
If poetry is to be widely read again, it must, as has often been
said, move on toward artistic simplicity of diction. B\.1t it must
See Harold Rosenberg's excellent article in Commentary, September, 1948: "The
Herd of Independent Minds."

1
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also move toward some point of saying to more people more
things that they don't already know, of giving to more people
feelings that they don't already have. Vitality and individuality
are not simply assets of an artist: they are basic ingredients of his
genumeness.
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Katherine Simons

ITEM: SHAKESPEARE
the current additions to the vast store of Shake..J
'"
.
spearean and Elizabethan commentary, three recent
books follow already well-defined approaches to Shake. speare and the plays of his day. Alice Venezky's Pageantry on the
Shakespearean Stage 1 is an examination, from the standpoint of
the Shakespearean theatre, of the uses of pageantry; J. V. Cunningham's Woe or Wonder 2 views Shakespearean tragedy in
terms of the idea of tragedy inherited from classical and medieval
tradition and developed· by the Elizabethans; Harold C. Goddard 3 takes his place with the subjective qitics, since ·he is concerned not so much with Shakespeare the dramatist of his age as
with Shakespeare the poet for all time and particularly for us of
this troubled and violent<twentieth century.
All three move in distinguished company. Men like Sir E. K.
Chambers, Harley Granville-Barker, W. J. Lawrence, and John

A

0 NG

1 Twayne

Publishers, 1951.
Woe or Wonder: the Emotional Effect ofSh<zkespearean Tragedy. The University
of Denver Press, 1951.
3 The Meaning of Shakespeare. The University of Chicago Press, 1951.
2
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Cranford Adams, to mention only a few, have repeatedly demonstrated how a knowledge of Shakespeare's theatre and the physical conditions of his environment can enrich the understanding
of the plays. Investigations of the intellectual and historical currents of the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods by such critics as
E. M. \V. Tillyard, Theodore Spencer, Hardin Craig, or John
Dover \Vilson· have consistently illuminated the plays with
knowledge of their meaning and implications for Shakespeare's
contemporaries. Down through the centuries the realm of subjective interpretation has been the great field for controversy. It
is starred by the sane observations of Dr. Johnson, the rewarding
perceptions of Coleridge and A. C. Bradley; or it is marked by
the pleasant inanities of Mrs. Jameson and the seemingly inexhaustible follies of Hamlet theorists such as those ridden by excessive Freudian bias or-to cite a recent example-by such ingenious persuasions as that it was, after all, Horatio who poured
the leprous distillment into the ears of old King Hamlet. The
man who treads this dangerous subjective ground must walk
with wisdom and balance. His approach is not to be confused
with that of the theatrical or historical critics; he is entitled to
judgment as one who sets out to find in Shakespeare a meaning
for himself and for his time. This last is Professor Goddard's
chosen way, more perilous than the factlined paths of Dr. Venezky and Professor Cunningham. It may be well to record at the
outset the contributions of these two before passing on to the
more difficqlt task of comment on Professor Goddard's work.
Dr. Vene~ky's book is replete with illustrations of the pageantry
of the Elizabethan period-its entries, processions, receptions,
progresses, tableaux-of the part these ceremonies played in Elizabethan life, and of their reflections in the plays. She proves beyond question that Shakespeare's theatre knew how to extract the
dramatic values of "the splendors of entry" on the Elizabethan
stage, to employ the accompanying oratory, to make use of the
technical contributions of the pageant as manifested in the dumb
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shows, the parades of personified abstractions and tableaux, or
the activities of "hempen-homespuns" in honor of a lord, A final
chapter on Shakespeare's pageant imagery throws into relief as
part of this tradition passages such as the description of Cleopatra's barge on the River Cyndus, her picture of Anthony bestriding the earth "like a Colossus"-and like one of the fanciful
giants stalking the London streets in the Lord Mayor's show.
Through Dr. Venezky's awareness of the theatrical use of ceremony in the drama of 1581-1603, we come closer to a living Elizabethan theatre experience. (Strangely enough-and quite unintentionally-her book enriches, too, our musing regard for the
Elizabethan phrasing of a 1952 proclamation of a queen and of
the Renaissance pageantry which brings Elizabeth II to the
throne.)
With Horatio's phrase for the tragedy -of Hamlet; "What is it
you would see? / If aught of woe or wonder, cease your search,"'
Professor Cunningham seeks the meaning of tragedy to the Elizabethans. He is concerned "with understanding. precisely what
Shakespeare meant,"' on his terms, not on ours, not "what we
thought he was saying,"' but "with coming finally to appreciate"'
what he said "for what it is." What, in tragedy, is "woe"' to Shake!speare-and what "wonder"? Painstaking survey of classical and
medieval tradition enables Professor Cunningham, on authority
of Aristotle, Averroes, Donatus, Diomedes. Lydgate, Philip Sidney. and others to present this conclusion:
... the primary effect of tragedy is sorrow or woe, of which pity is a
species. The tragic atmosphere and the incidents leading to the catastrophe are fearful. This is the Donatan tradition in which the tragic
fact is violent, unexpected death, and corresponds to the medieval
tradition of psychology in which the anticipation of death is fearful
and its accomplishment woful. But since the catastrophe is unexpected, it will startle the audience. and so the emotion of fear which has
accompanied the course of tragic incident will become attached in
special measure to the catastrophe. But this will be that fear which
results from external events: wonder, astonishment. or shocked sur-
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prise. Hence woe and wonder are the effects of the tragic spectacle.
Horatio's phrase, then, as is Sidney's, is only a distillation of the tradition, and woe is even a more proper term than pity, wonder than fear.
In the final chapter, "Reason Panders Will," is a reading of Hamlet based upon the thesis that both the play and the character of
Hamlet are "in part constructed according to the scheme of moral
choice as it was analyzed in the scholastic tradition," erroneous
choice being presented as the result of the dethroning of Reason.
The conclusion: "the play whose plot had displayed the theme
of moral action ends with the renunciation of it."
Professor Goddard's initial position is antipodal to Professor
Cunningham's. Goddard is concerned not with what Shakespeare
meant in terms of his own age, but with what he has to say to ours;
not with historical or theatrical criticism of Shakespeare, but with
Shakespeare the poet and with his plays as "works of the Imagination in the widest and deepest sense: imagination ... that language within which the poet conceals himself as utterly from the
crowd and from seekers after pleasure and power as he reveals
himself to those rarer individuals who can enter his spirit." Here,
once more, is the great inevitable: strive as we may to come to a
poet "on his terms, not on ours," our terms, our experiences are
still the other half of the almost chemical combination-writer
plus reader, a reader whose obligation it is to absorb, as nearly as
he can, accurately and truthfully what the writer intended, but
whose absorption must always be conditioned by his powers of
perception and by the circumstances of his growth and time. The
.Meani1zg of Shakespeare becomes a meeting of the mind of Professor Goddard with the work of Shakespeare. The encounter is
memorable. \Vhat they say to each other has drawn both harsh
criticism and warm praise. From the Comedy of Errors to The
Tempest, Professor Goddard contends that Shakespeare's works
have an integrity and a wholeness, that his individual voice can
be heard over and above the c1ashings of plot and character crying
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out against the spirit of the Fathers-those ancestral voices prophesying war-against time-servers and flatterers, against lust and
violence, ~elling us finally that forgiveness is to be preferred to
revenge, and the wisdom of renewed childhood to the authority
of tyrannical old age.
Now, in discovering these themes in the early comedies, in
Romeo and Juliet, Jul~u.s Caesar, and Hamlet, Professor Goddard
seems at times to be drawing a fairly long bow..His Portia, hitherto unknown to the "seekers after pleasure," is a defeated spirit
because she turns her back on her own preachment of mercy;
Prince Hal as Henry V yields to the spirit of his father, ;violates
France and his own childhood vision; Hamlet is a defeated
prince, succumbing to ancestral demands for violence. Admittedly, the plays seem warped to fit the thesis. And yet the readings
are uncannily well defended. Strangely enough, Professor Cunningham's suggestion of Hamlet's abandonment of reason and
moral choice rises in all its armor of tradition to reinforce the
intuitive conclusions of Professor Goddard. And when the analyses of Othello, Macbeth, and King Lear are added, with theirwealth of interpretation looking back and forward over the
range of the canon to support. the Goddard vision of Shakespeare's integrity, the force and charm of the book exert genuine
power; what has been accused of being a Quaker version of Shakespeare strikes one as being actually a profound insight into the
~an who knew-not for an age but for all time-the beast and th~
angel locked in battle for man's spirit.
An effort to grasp the whole of his thesi~ should not ignore the
repeated evidences of Professor Goddard's power to read a scene
with all its implications and its nuances of speech and actio,n and
then to relate both speech and action to other parts of the whole.
\Vitness his port,ait of Desdemona, his description of the forces
of evil in Macbeth, his discussions of the knocking at the gate,
the "third murderer," Lady Macbeth's "feinting" which becomes
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"fainting." The Hashes of cross-illumination are often brilliant.
This is the work of a man who knew all of Shakespeare in detail,
knew him both with mind and spirit. Recognizing this, it is actually of little matter whether the work meets with agreement in
all aspects of the interpretation. Suffice it that the overall concept provides another rewarding study, that it will interest and
stimulate, that it will inspire even though inspiration be now
unfashionable.
As companion commentators, Professors Cunningham and
Goddard may well force us all into the refuge of George Eliot's
peaceable landlord, as he fell back on his incomparable analogies
concerning ghosts and the smell of cheese to different men: "I'm
for holding with both sides; for, as I say, the truth lies between
'em."

E. B. Mann
SOUTHWESTERN BOOKS
whose house faces west is apt, over th.e.years, to acquire a bias, pro or con, regarding sunsets. Similarly, a
man engaged in Southwestern publishing, a man who
reviews and collects Southwestern Americana, may be guilty of "
bias in his estimate of the importance of the literature of the
Southwest in relation to American letters.
Be that as it may, and skepti~al as I am of trends whether literary or political, it seems to me that there is a trend in recent
years toward increased recognition of the Southwest both as a
source and as a subject of literary material.
In fiction, the cowboy story, though seldom a best seller, has
been the longest lived and most prolific single genre in American

A
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writing. 1 Equally. recent years have seen a remarkable growth in
the quantity and quality of nonfiction writing in Southwestern
fields. A part of this growth is undoubtedly due to the revival of
American reader interest in nonfiction. Another part owes to·the
continually increasing activity of university press~. In any case,
the total is so large that I must reject the impossible task of summarizing the entire field of current (1950-51) Southwestern
Americana. Instead. I will attcinpt to cross-section the field by
means of brief mentions of twenty-four titles picked more or less
at random from myown reviews for those two years. My grouping is arbitrary; many of the titles might fit equally well into
one or more other groups.

.1

Four books particularly appeal to me in this field, if
only by reason of the examples they furnish of four widely variant
methods of history writing. These are Arizona: the History of a
Frontier State, by Rufus K. Wyllys; N§w Mexico: a Pageant of
Three Peoples, by Ema Fergusson; Tombstone's Epitaph, by
Douglas Martin; and Lieutenant Emory Reports, by Ross Calvin.
Arizona, by a professional historian, is a formal state history
which for skillful organization and smooth-flowing style might
well serve as a model for historical writing. New Mexico, by a
writer whose literary record proves her to be interested principally in people, is a history not so much of facts as of the people who
made them. Tombstone's Epitaph, by a professional newspaperman, is history as recorded in newspaper columns ..the day after
it happened," And Lieutenant Emory Re~orts, by a student of
Southwestern Americana. is a reprint with crisp comment and explanations of the diary, first published in' 1848 as an official SenHIS TOR Y.

"Whodunit" addicts and others may question this statement, but if they do they
are forgetting the long span of years through which the Western has lived, grown,
and maintained its steady popularity. In 1950 the Western reached an all-time record sales peak of 38 millio.n copies, 17.7 percent of that year's total sale of all books.
They are forgetting also that not all writing is in books, and that Western magaJines far outnumber the "detectives:' .

1
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ate document, of the first trained observer ever to study and map
the Southwest from Bent's Fon to the Pacific.
Here then are four methods, each by a writer of a different
"school," each in its own way readable, rewarding, and remarkable for its treatment of a selected facet of Southwestern history.
One title seems to stand alone within the strict
limits of this category, and that is B. A. Botkin's Treasury of
Western Folklore. Here, edited and compiled by one of America's
top folklorists, are the stories, legends, ballads, and tall tales of the
West, from the days of the Pony Express to the days of the SuPer
Chief. It is a big subject in a big book, as fascinating as fiction.
But many titles might logically be mentioned under this as
well as under one or more of the other groupings. In fact, some
titles seem to demand at least a combination listing. For example,
under "History and Folklore" might come The Texas Bo-rder,
by Robert J. Casey, which is characterized as "a history of the
Southwest and particularly of the Texas Border" plus stories
(amusing, extraordinary, and "tall") about places, events, and
people; Texans With Guns, byJames Farber; Rocky Mountain
Country, by Albert N. Williams, which combines "three centuries of fabulous history" with "spellbinding excursions into
hidden comers of fact and folklore"; and Life in the Far West, by
George Frederick Ruxton (a reprint edition) , which is a history
of a group of men (the l\fountain Men) whose lives are so inextricably mixed with legend that history and folldore combine almost indistinguishably.
Similarly, under "Biography and Folklore" might come such
titles as Hanging Judge, by Fred Harvey Harrington, the life
story of Judge Isaac Parker and the men upon whom his rugged
"justice" fell; and The Ben Lilly Legend, by J. Frank Dobie, in
which is combined the truth and the legend concerning "the
greatest bear bunter in history after Davy Crockett." Insofar as
folklore is merely another approach both to history and biograF 0 L K LOR Eo
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phy, these books combine in varying proportions the matenal of
all three.
Two books on Southwestern Indians stand out in
my memory among the 1950-51 titles: Masked Gods, by Frank
Waters; and No Dudes, Few Women, by Elizabeth Ward. It
would be difficult to find two kindred books more different in approach and treatment to what is essentially the same subj~t.
Masked Gods is a serious but intensely readable study of Navaho
and Pueblo Indian history and ceremonialism. It is a controversial book. Dr. Clyde Kluckhohn wrote of it, "This is heady wine.
It is not, however, old wine in a new bottle. It is a new vintage
from a rare soil. ..." No Dudes, Few Women depicts the Navaho
in simpler strokes, in simpler coJors, from the viewpoint of a
woman who lived among them as the wife of a range rider (Federal stock inspector) during the early application of the Taylor
Grazing Act under John Collier. Plain-spoken and full of an irrepressible humor, the book succeeds remarkably well in winning the reader's sympathy and liking both for the Navaho and
for the writer.
IN D I A N S.

Biography plays a major part in Southwestern
literature, as it does in all American nonfiction. Outstanding in
this field are James Bridger, by J. Cecil Alter, a definitive biography of "the West's foremost frontiersman"; pncle Dick Wootton,
by Howard Louis Conard, a limited reprint edition of the 1890
printing which has become a collector's item; and, Ruxton of the
Rockies, the autobiograhpical writings of George Frederick Ruxton as collected by Clyde and Mae Reed Porter and edited by Leroy R. Hafen. Equally definitive is Charles Goodnight, Cowman
and Plainsman, by J. Evetts Haley. Reprinted from the 1936 edition, this book makes available again the life history of a truly
great Southwesterner, a trail blazer who, at forty-five, "dominated
B 10 G RAP H Y.

I
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nearly twenty million acres of range country in the interests of
order."
Listable here also are Savage Son, by Oren Arnold; Cowboy
and Indian Trader, by Joseph Schmedding; and Frontier Fighter,
by George W. Coe as told to Nan Hillary Harrison. Savage Son
is the story of Carlos Montezuma, the Apache boy who became
one of Chicago's leading doctors. Written partly in the style of
fiction, this book provides factual background for a story that has
long been little more than a colorful bit of Arizona legend. Cowboy and Indian Trader is the autobiography of Joseph Schmedding who, with Richard Wetherill and later as a trader in his own
right, became a friend as well as a student of the Southwestern
Indian. Frontier Fighter (a reprint edition) tells the stories of
Billy the Kid and the Lincoln County War in the words of a man
who rode with The Kid through those vivid days. It is the truth as
one man saw it about the Southwest's most controversial conflict.
No listing· of Southwestern
books would lJe complete without at least several drawn from the
industry which, if not the greatest in the region, is the one for
which the region is best known. Of these, perhaps four will serve
to represent a well-filled category: The Trampling Herd, by Paul
1. \Vellman; The Texas Cowboy, by Charles A. Siringo (a reprint
edition); Cowboys and Cattle Kings, by C. L. Sonnichsen; and
Slash Ranch Hounds, by D. W. Evans.
This selection of titles, odd though it may seem, is not entirely
unreasoned. Two of the four-The Trampling Herd and Cowboys and Cattle Kings-cover perhaps as well as any two books the
history and development of the cattle business and the cowboy
as its prototype. Wellman has taken the story from its earliest
beginnings in the time of Cortez, telling the stories of the cattle
wars, the trails and the trail drives, the coming of the railroads,
the growth and death of the lawless trail-end towns and the men,
good and bad, who made them famous. This is the classic history
CAT T LEA N DCA TTL E MEN.
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of the industry, told in the classic style. Sonnichsen, in Cowboys
and Cattle Kings, has covered some but not much of the same
ground. Instead, he has devoted most of his book to today's cowboy and cattleman-the problems they face and the lives they lead
in a business that has changed greatly in method but not much in
character or in the characters of its people.
A Texas Cowboy, first printed in 1885, is not history exceptin
the sense that honest reporting of ordinary things provides the
grist from which good history is made. Charles Siringo was not a
scholar; he was just a plain, tough, hard-bitten little cowhand
who happened to be a keen observer and who happened to have
the urge to write. Those ingredients have made his writings live
as classics in Southwestern Americana.
Similarly, Slash Ranch Hounds is history at its source, written
by a man who had no intention of writing history but who, in the
guise of· telling another story entirely-the story of hounds and
their uses in the hunting of bear and lions (and cattle) -has told
the story of the cattle industry as he saw it and helped it develop
in western Texas arid New Mexico.

BOOKS RECEIVED
ALTER, J. CECIL. James Bridger. Illustrated. Columbus, Ohio: Long's
College Book Company, 1951. $10.
ARNOLD, OREN. Savage Son. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1951. $4.50.
f
BOTKIN, B. A. A Treasury of Western Folklore. New York: Crown
Publishers, 195 1. $4.
CALVIN, Ross. Lieutenant Emory Reports. Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1951.$4-5°.
CASEY, ROBERT J. The Texas Border and Some Borderlings. Illustrated. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1950. $5.
CaE, GEORGE H. Frontier Fighter. Reprint edition; illustrated. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1951. $3.50.
CONARD, HOWARD LOUIS. Uncle Dick Wootton. Facsimile reprint of

.
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1890 Dibble edition. Columbus, Ohio: Long's College Book Company, 1950. $10.
DOBJE~ J. FRANK. The Ben Lilly Legend. Illustrated Boston: Little,
Brown and Company, 1951'· $3.
EVANS, G. W. Slash Ranch Hounds. Illustrated. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 195 1. $4.50.
.
FARBER, JAMES. Texans With Guns. Illustrated. San Antonio: The
Naylor Company, 1950. $2.75.
FERGUSSON, ERNA. Ne.w Mexico: a Pageant of Three Peoples. Illustrated. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1951. $5.
HAFEN, LERoy R., EDITOR. Ruxton of the Rockies. Illustrated with
reproductions of Alfred Jacob Miller water colors. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1951. $3.75.
HALEY~ J. EVETIS. Charles Goodnight, Cowman and Plainsman. Illustrations by Harold Bugbee. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1951. $5'
HARRINGTON, FRED HARVEY. Hanging Judge. Illustrated. Caldwell,
Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1951. $4.
MARTIN, DOUGLAS D. Tombstone's Epitaph. Illustrated. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1951. $4'50'
RUXTON, GEORGE FREDERICK. Life in the Far West. Reprint edition,
No. 14 American Exploration and Travel Series. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1951. $3.75.
SCHMEDDlNG, JOSEPH. Cowboy and Indian Trader. Illustrated. Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers, Ltd. $5.
SIRINGO, CHARLES A. A Texas Cowboy. Foreword by J. Frank Dobie;
drawings by Tom Lea; typography by Carl Hertzog. New York: William Sloane Associates, 1950. $3.
SONNICHSEN, C. L. Cowboys and Cattle Kings. Illustrated. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1950. $4.50.
WARD, ELIZABETH. No Dudes, Few Women. Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1951. $4.50'

WATERS, FRANK. Masked Gods. De luxe edition designed and decorated by Ralph Douglass. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1950. $6.50.
\VELLMAN, PAUL I. The Trampling Herd. Illustrations by F. Miller.
New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1951. $4.
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WILLIAMS, ALBERT N. Rocky Mountam Country. New York: Duell,
Sloan and Pearce, 1950. $3.50'
WYLLYS, RUFUS K. Arizona: the History of ~ Frontier State. Illustrated. Phoenix: Hobson and Herr, Inc., 1951. $6.00.

BRIEF REVIEWS
MUS E S LIB R A R Y. Cambridge: Harvard University Press.
Selected Poems of William Barnes, edited by Geoffrey Grigson. 1950.
296 pp. $2.10.
Plays and Poems of Thomas Lovell Beddoes, edited by H. W. Donner.
195°.4 16 pp. $2·50.
.
Selected Poems of John Clare, edited by Geoffrey Grigson. 195 1. 246 '
pp. $2.10.
Englands Helicon, edited by Hugh MacDonald. 1950. 260 pp. $1.70.
Irish Poets of the Nineteenth Century, edited by Geoffrey Taylor.
195 1.4°6 pp. $2·5°·
The Poems of Sir Walter Ralegh, edited by Agnes Latham. 1951. 182
pp. $2.10.
The Collected Poems of Christopher Smart, edited by Norman Callan. 195°.2 v., 1020 pp. $5.
The Collected Poems of Sir Thomas »'yall, edited by Kenneth Muir.
1950. 298 pp. $2.10.

THE

KEY POE T s. Denver: Alan Swallow, W50. 24 pp. each. $2.50 the set;
. 30¢ single copy. Edith Sitwell, Poor Men's Music; George Barker, The
1 T~ue Confessions of George Barker; Randall Swingler, The God in
the Cave; Jonathan Denwood, Twinter's WJdding; Stanley Snaith,
The Common Festival; Dorian Cooke, Fugue for Our Time; Jack
Lindsay, Three Letters to Nikolai Tikhonov; Maurice Carpenter,
Gentle Exercise; Jack Beeching, Aspects of Love; Norman Cameron,
Forgive Me, Sire.

These two very different publishing ventures share the similarities
of English inspiration and relatively low cost.
.
The Muses' Library presents minor poets of considerable accomplishment in editions of their work carefully selected, annotated, and
introduced by a contemporary scholar who is a specialist in the period
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under consideration. The result is usually a volume as nearly definitive as most readers are apt to want. The introductions are of the type
that begin, "So-and-so was born in 1697, in the town of Twitchenham
in Wessex ..."; but they are no less interesting for that, since the distance of time lends fascination to homely detail. And despite great
differences in length, the introductions share a thoroughness of essential information as well as a liberal sprinkling of insight. As for the
poets themselves, much can be said for the charm and profit to be had
in discovering notable work by poets whose names are now on almost
no tongues (save those of the cognoscenti, who require no comment
from me concerning these books).
The Key Poets series presents in small brochure form work by ten
contemporary British poets. These range from well-knowns such as
Edith SitweU and George Barker to lesser-knowns like Maurice Carpenter (whose poetry seems particularly direct and lyric). Quite aside
from the quality of the poetry presented, which is necessarily uneven,
Mr. Swallow's idea of publishing roughly twenty pages of poems by a
contemporary in a paper-bound pamphlet which sells for thirty cents
or less seems an excellent one. Let no one say "It's not the money, ..."
where poetry is concerned: today a major part of the poet's audience
is nearly as broke as the poet himself. But unless the would-be audience is willing to wait an indeterminate number of years for the appearance of a contemporary poet's first or latest volume, its only
chance of owning samples of a desired work is to invest in motley anthologies. or to pay approximately seventy-five cents for each issue of
a literary review in which the work appears. Another advantage of
this method of publishing is that which accrues to poetry in small
doses. Poetry was never meant to be read, heard, or perhaps even seen,
by the hundreds of pages. This is especially true of the condensed, difficult poetry of today. A large volume of it can have a very forbidding
quality. Since theoretically an individual poem is just as complete an
accomplishment as a novel, there is perhaps no reason why, ideally,
each poem should not be published separately. The Key Poets series
moves in this direction.-A. A. K.
The Rent That's Due to Love, a selection of Welsh poems translated
by Gwyn \Villiams. London: Editions Poetry London, Ltd., 1950.
126 pp. is6d.

This is a fine book. Gwyn \Villiams' selections, ranging from the
sixth to the nineteenth centuries, remind us that the \Velsh force has
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been driving the poetic flower through the fuse f~r a long. long time.
It's interesting to know that Welsh literature "has the oldest continuously living literary tradition in Europe:' but it's better than interesting to discover how very good the old Welsh poems are. They're exciting enough in translation. but the way the originals look on the page
is dizzying. Ow' five little vo'Wels seem small pumpkins compared to
the Welsh forest of consonants. This richness makes plausible a metric
complexity which in English. if possible at all. could be little more
than a coup de theatre. If typesetters are still strong. silent (especially)
men. an example follows. It is "To the Nun ('Tr Lleian") by Daffydd
ap Gwilyrn. a poet "roughly contemporary with Chaucer":
Carn dyn Iygeitu Iwyd
Yn ddyfal a'm gwnai'n ddifwyd.
Os mi a'i car i arall
Myn Ouw gwyn mi nid wy gall.
Ai glvir, y ferch a garaf.
Na fynny fedw hoywdwf haC?
Ac na thewy ny ty tau,
Wythliw ser, ~'th laswyrau?
Crefyddes 0 santes wyd
Caredig i'r cor ydwyd.
Er Ouw paid a'r bara ~'r dwr
A bwrw ar gas y benvr.
Paid er Mair a'r pader main
A chrefydd mynych Rhufain.
Na !ydd leian y gwanWyn;
Gw~eth yw lleinaeth na llwyn.
Dy gt;efydd deg oreuferch
Y sydd \vrthwyneb i serch.
Gwarant modrwy a mantell
A ~d wisg a urddai well.
Dyre i'r few gadeiriog
I grefydd y gwydd a'r gog;
Ac yoo oi'n gogenir
I ynnill ne·f ny llwyn ir.
A chadw i'th gof Iyfr Ofydd
A phaid Agormod 0 ffydd.
Ninnau a gawn ny gwinwydd
Yo neutu'r allt enaid rhydd.
Duwa fyn, difai annerch,
A saint roi pardwn i serch.
~
A glvaeth i ddyn gwiw ei thaid
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Loving a holy black-eyed girl
steadily's made me starve
yet if I love another
blessed God I'm a fool.
00 you refuse, woman I love,
the brisk birchgrowth of summer?
Starlight, will you in that greel;l home
not mitigate your missals?
You're saintly and religious
you love the chanting choir.
Godl give up bread and water
throw aside watercress,
for Mary's sake leave rosaries
the faith of Romish monks.
Now's not the time for nunhood
here in the cloisters of spring.
Sweet paragon your prayers
go contrary to love.
Tak.e a mande a ring's mandate
a green gown's ordination
come to the chairing birch
the cuckoo's church in the woods.
None: will reprove us there
if we win heaven in the green grove.
Keep Ovid's book in mind
aod please not too much faith.
So we'll know states of grace
in the grove's tangled heart.
God and his saints will pardon
the tryst of this truest love.
Is it worse for a well·bom girl
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to win a soul in the woods
than to do as we have done
in Rome or Compostella?

The book contains foreword and notes by Gwyn Williams. Its publishers call it "the first authenticated collection of Welsh v~rse with
English translations" published in England. Some of GeraTd Manly
Hopkins' secrets can be found in it. Some of the fine twisting feeling
of Dylan Thomas is here. There are many reasons why it's a desirable
book. But the best one I know is-well, just go back and take another
peep at that poem in Welsh.-J. V.
Phases of English Poetry, by Herbert Read. Norfolk, Conn.: New Directions, 1951. 192 pp. $1.50'

This revised and expanded version of a work first published in
England in 1928 is a solid addition to The Directions Series (generally
an excellent buy). Because the book deals with certain generalities of
poetry toward which Read's attitude has not fundamentally changed,
and because nothing radically new has appeared in English poetry
since the original publication of this book, it is not "dated" in any
important sense. Read has never shared much of the credo of the "new
critics"; his strengths and weaknesses are those inherent in his particular blend of scholarship and "appreciation." His comments are
more apt to be cultivated than inspiring, but his fine sense of style reminds one that cultivation can itself be inspired. While he informs
us in an introductory note that this work is intended to be "initiative
rather than critical," it represents an initiation that few of us are totally above. It is characterized less by cliche than by such questions as,
"Are we to conclude that poetry and civilization cannot exist together?
I think we must. .. ."-T. T.
Achievement in American Poetry, 19°0-195°, by Louise Bogan. Chicago: Rcgnery, 1951. 157 pp. $2·50.

I can't think that this work is adequate to the needs of any audience.
Its only visible credits are a quiet tone, a balanced view of today's
situation in poetry, and the inclusion of samples from the poets it
discusses. I ts debits, aside from occasional feminism, are debts-debts
to depth, to complexity, and to modesty. This kind of pinched, surveydigest structure sits ill under such a handsome, top-hat title.- T. T.
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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST, XL

T

a service of the University.ot New Mexico's Research Bureau on Latin America and Cultural Relations
in the Southwest, the School of Inter-American Affairs, the Department of Sociology, and the New Mexico Quarterly, attempts to list,
with such thoroughness as time and resources permit, current materials dealing with the Southwest. The Southwest, as here defined,
includes all of New Mexico. Arizona and Texas. and parts of Utah,
Oklahoma. Colorado. Nevada and California.
In order to conserve space. items from periodicals that are indexed
in the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, the Education Index,
the Industrial Arts Index and the Agricultural Index have been
eliminated.
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which were published
or came to our attention between September 1 and November go.
H I S BIB L lOG RAP H Y,

BOOKS
AR.NOLD, OREN. Savage son. Albuquer.
que, Vniversity of New Mexico Press,
1951. $4-5°. Carlos Montezuma, Apache.
BANCROFT, c.uOUNE. Famow Aspen, its
complete story as guide and souvenir.
Aspen, Colorado, Aspen Times, 1951,

75t.
B.uuu:a, S. OMAR. Born to battle. Albu·
querque, University of New Mexico
Press, 1951, $4.00.
.
BARR.ETT, EDWARD L., JR. In California's
r~d glar~. Ithaca, Cornell University
Press, 1951, $5.00. Legislative investiga·
tion of subversive activities.
BENEFIELD, HATIlE STONE. For the good
of the country. Los Angeles, LaTTin L.
MoTTison, Publisher, 1951, $10.00.
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BoLTON, HElmUT E. Pageant in the
wilderness. Salt Lake City, Utah State
Historical rSociety, 1951, $5.50. Escalante's trail.
BoTKIN, B. A. A treasury of western folk·
lore. New York, Crown, 1951, $4-00.
BURT, MRS. OUVE WODLEY. ]edediah
Smith, fur trapper of the old west. New
York, Messner, 1951, $2.75.
CLEVELAND, ROBERT GLASS. The cattle on
a thousand hills, southern California:
1850-1880. San Marino, California, The
I Hun tington Li brary. 1951, $5.00.
COE, GEORGE W. Frontier Fighter. Albu·
querque. University of New Mexico
Press, 1951, $3.50. Billy the Kid.
CoRLE, EDWIN. The Gila, river of the
J
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Southwest, illustrated by Ross Santee.
New York, Rinehart, 1951, $4-50.
EVANS, G. \V. Slash ranch hounds. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico
PreM, 1951, $4.50.
FERGUSSON, ERNA. New Mexico, a pageant of three peoples. New York, Knopf,
195 I, $5.00.
FLETCHER, SYDNEY E. The cowboy and
his horse. New York, Grossett and Dunlap, 1951, $2.95.
FRANTZ, JOE B. Gail Borden, dairy-man
to a nation. Nonnan, University of Oklaho!"a Press, 195 I, $5.00.
F~MANN, GEORGE. Houston; land of
the big rich, illustrated by Lowell Collins. Garden City, Doubleday, 1951,
$3·50·
GoULD, FRANK W. AND OntERS. Grasses of
southwestern United States. Tucson,
University of Ariwna, 1951, $3.00. (University of Ariwna. Bulletin, V.22, No. I;
Biological Science Bulletin, 7)
HEIZER, ROBERT FLEMING AND M. A.
WHIPPLE, editors. The California Indians; a source book. Berkeley, University of California Press, 1951, $6.50.
HEUSINGER, EDWARD WERNER. A chronology of events in San Antonio, being a
concise history of the city year by year
from the beginning of its establishment
to the end of the first half of the twentieth century. San Antonio, Standard,
195 1, $2·5°·
HIBBEN, FRANK C. Treasure in the dust;
exploring ancient North America. New
York, Lippincott. 1951, $5.00.
V'
HOLLOWAY, CARROLL C. Texan gun lore.
San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1951, $2.95.
HUNT, FRAZIER. Cap Mossman, last of the
great cowmen, illustrated by Ross Santee. New York, Hastings House, 1951,
$3·75·
HUNT, ROCKWELL, D. History of the College of the Pacific. Stockton, College of
the Pacific, 1951, $4.00.
KEARNEY, THOMAS H. AND ROBERT H.
PEEBLES. Ariwna flora. Berkeley. University of California Press, 1951, $7.50.
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KELEHER, WILLIAM A. Turmoil in New
Mexico, 1846-1868. Santa Fe, Rydal
Press, 1952, $6.00.
LISTER, ROBERT H. Excavations at Helrs
Midden, Dinosaur National Monument.
Boulder, University of Colorado Press,
1951, $1.00. (University of Colorado.
Studies. Series in anthropology, 3)
MAASS, ARntUR. Muddy waters; the army
engineers and the nation's rivers. Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1951,
$4-75·
MATHEWS, JOHN JOSEPH. Life and death
of an oilman, the career of E. W. Marland. Nonnan, University of Oklahoma.
Press, 195 1, $3.75.
MAUDSLEY, ROBERT. Texas sheepman;
the reminiscences of Robert Maudsley,
edited by Winifred Kupper. Austin,
University of Texas Press, 1951, $3.00.
MILLER, AJ,.FR.ED JOSEPH. The West of Alfred Jacob Miller (18]7) from the notes
and water colors in the Walters Art Gallery, edited with an account of the author by Marvin C. Ross. Nonnan, University of Oklahoma Press, 1951, $10.00.
MILLER, JOSEPH. Monument Vall~ and
the Navajo country. New York, Hastings
House, 1951, $3.00.
NEFF, JOHN C. Maria. New York, Ives
Washburn, 1951, $2.50. Fiction with New
Mexico setting.
PARKER, GEORGE. Guaracha trail. New
York, Dutton, 1951, $3.50. Doctor in
Texas and New Mexico.
PEFFER, E. LoUISE. The closing of the
public domain, disposal and reservation
policies, 1900-1950. Stanford, Stanford
University Press, 1951. $4-50.
PFLUEGER, DONALD. Glendora, The annals of a southern California community. Claremont, California, Saunders
Press. 1951, $5.00.
PRYOR, ELINOR. The big play. New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1951, $3.75. Fiction about
Oklahoma-Texas oil industry.
SAMUELSON, RUBE. The Rosebowl game.
New York, Doubleday, 1951, $3.50.
SANTEE, Ross. Hardrock and silver sage.
New York, Scribner, 1951, $3-00.
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Navaho means people; photographs by
Leonard McCombe. Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1951, $5.00.
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W ARB, EuuBEnt. No dudes, lew women.
Albuquerque. Uni~ity of New Mexico Press, 1951., $4.50.
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PERIODICAL ARTICLES
AGRICULTURE
BAm, JOHN E. "The health seekers and
early southern California agriculture."
Pacific Historical Review, 20: 847-863.
'Nov. 1951.
McLAIN, JElUlY. "Hegan. the inspired
sorghum." Arizona Highways, 27: 28-81,
Oct. 1951.
ifODO, FRANK E. "Farmers friend." Retlamation Era, 37: 218-220. 229. Oct.
1951. Bee culture in Arizona.
. WIUJAMS, WILLIAM C. "Raising production on an Arizona farm:' Soil Conseroation, 17: ll7-ll8. Dec. 1951.
ANTHROPOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY
AND SOCIOLOGY
BELL, ROBERT E. AND DAVID A. BAERREIS.
"A survey of Oklahoma archaeology:'

Texas Archaeological and Paleontological Society. Bulletin, 22: 7-100. 1951.
BRIGHTON, HAROLD D. "Archaeological
sites in Custer County. Oklahoma:'

Texas Archaeological and Paleontologi.
cal Society. Bulletin, 22: 164-187. 1951,
CoSNER, AARON J. "Arrowshaft straightening with a grooved stone:' American
Antiquity, 17: 147-148, Oct. 1951.
CREssMAN, L. S. "Western prehistory in
the light of carbon 14 dating:' South·
western Journal Of Anthropology, 7: 289313. Autumn. 1951.
ELus, FLORENCE HAWLEY. "An 'Ameri·
can' the hard way:' New Mexico QUar.
terly, 21: 299-312. Autumn. 1951. Acculturation of the Navaho.
.E1LIS, FLORENCE HAWLEY. "Pueblo social organization and southwestern archeology:' American Antiquity, 17: 148151. Oct. 1951.
EsPINOSA, AUREUO M. "Spanish and
Sp\lnish-American folk tales." Journal of
American Folklore~ 64: 151-162. AprilJune 1951.
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EVANS, GLEN L. "Prehistoric wells in
eastern New Mexico:' American Antiquity, 17: 1"9. July 195 1,
FERGUSSON, £RNA. "Modem Apaches of
New Mexico:' American Indian, 6: 8-14.
Summer 1951.
FOllRESTEa, ROBERT E., JIt. "A series of
eighteen Indian skeletons excavatm in
Shackelford County, Texas:' Texas A.r-

cheological and Paleontological Society.
Bulletin, 22: 18lH43. 1951,
GAUEHER, ART. "The Goodman I site•
Custer County. Oklahoma:' Texas A.rcheological and Paleontological Society,
Bulletin, 22: 188-216,1951.
GROSS, HUGO. "Mastodons. mammoths
and man in America:' Texas Archeolo·

gical and Paleontological Society. Bulle·
tin, 22: 101-131.1951.
HARRINGTON, M. R. "Latest from Little
Lake," Masterkey, 25: 188-191, Nov,·
Dec. 1951.
HEIZER, ROBERT F. "Preliminary repon
on the Leonard rock shelter site. Pershing County. Nevada:' American Antiquity, 17: 89-98, Oct. 1951.
HmBEN, FatANKC. "Sites of the paleoIndian in the middle Rio Grande Valley," American Antiquity, 17: 41-46.
July 195 1•
JONES, VOLNEY H. "Garryowen:' Masterkey, 25: 186-188. Nov.-Dec. 1951.
JUDD, NEIL M. "N~peyo. an additional
note," Plateau, 24: 92-93. Oct. 1951.
K1w:GER, ALEx D. "A radiocarbon date
on the Davis site in east Texas:' American Antiquity, 17: 144-145, Oct. 1951.
LA FARGE, OLIVER. "A way out for the
NaVajos:' American Indian, 6: 14-16.
Summer 1951:
Lu<;AS, BARBARA J. "Tree-holes at the
Stahl site:' Masterkey, 25: 191-193. Nov.ne~. 1951.
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M<;,GIMSEY, CUAJlLE5 R. III. "Peabody
Museum Upper Gila expedition-pueblo
division preliminary report, 1950 season." £1 Palacio, 58: 299-!12, Oct. 1951.
MAJlTlN, PAUL S. A.... D JOHN B. RINALDO.
"The southwestern co-tradition." South-

western Journal of Anthropology, 7:
115-22 9, Autumn 1951.
MATTHEWS, HAROLD J. "The state youth
development council in Texas:' State
Government, 24: 2~11-2!2, Sept. 1951.
MOHR, ALBERT. "The hunting crook its
use and distribution in the Southwest:'
Masterkey, 25: 145- 154, Sept.-Oct. 1951.
MOORE, Mas. GLENN E. AND Mas. JOE
BEN WH£AT. "An archaeological cache
from the Hueco Basin, Texas." Texas

Archeological and Paleontological Society. Bulletin, 22: 144- 163, 1951.
MORRIs, EAJlL H. "Basketmaker III human figurines from northeastern Ari·
zona." American Antiquity, 17: !!-40,
July 195 1 •
PIU.lNG, ARNOLD R. "The surface archaeology of the Pecho Coast, San Luis Obis·
po County, California:' Masterkey, 25:
196'200, Nov.-Dec. 1951.
ROSENBERRY, STANLEY. "Recent political
moves in the native American church,"
Southwestern Lore, 16: 43, Sept. 1951.
In Oklahoma.
SCHMITT, JOE A. "The night of the
dead," Ariwna Highways, 27: !O-3I,
Nov. 1951.
SMITH, WILLIAM NEIL, 11. "Why bring
Seri Indians from Tibur6n Island to visit
the United States?" Masterkey, 25: 16']16g, Sept.-OCL 1951.
UNDERHILL, RUTH AND OTHERS. "Modem
Arapaho:' Southwestern Lore, 17: !8-42,
Sept. 1951.
WENDORF, FRED. "Archaeological investigations in the Petrified Forest; Twin
Butte site, a preliminary report:' Pia·
teau, 24: 77-83, Oct. 1951.
WENDORF, FRED AND TULLY H. THOMAS.
"Early man sites near Concho, Arizona,"
American Antiquit)" 17: 107'1 '4, Oct.
195 1.
WENDORF, FRED. "The 1951 Pecos con·
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ference." £1 Palacio, 58: 313-!1I5. OCL
1951.
WILSON, EDDIE W. "The spider and the
American Indian." Western Folklore, 10:
290-297, Oct. 1951.
ARTS AND UTERATURE
ANDERSON, DIlLON. "Forty years of firewood:' Southwest Review, !6: 267'276,
Autumn 1951. Shon story.
BUNTING, BAINBRIDGE. "A handy guide
and more." New Mexico Quarterly, 21:
369-371, Autumn 1951. Review of The

architecture of the Southwest, Indian,
Spanish, American, by Trent Sanford.
CASSIDY, INA SIZEIl. "An and artists of
New Mexico:' New Mexico, 29: 3°,45,
Sept. 1951. Monthly feature.
CHAPMAN, KENNETH M. "Bird forms in
Zuni pottery decoration," £1 Palacio, 58:
516'524, Oct. 1951.
CHAPMAN, KENNETIt M. AND BRUCE T.
ELLIs. "The linebreak, problem child of
Pueblo pottery." £1 Palacio, 58: 251-291,
SepL 1951.
CoLTON, HAllOLD S. "Hopi pottery firing
temperatures:' Plateau, 14: 73-76, Oct.
195 1.
DESPREY, FRANK. "Lasca:' Southwest Review, !6: 304-!05, Autumn 1951.

F1uEDMAN, RALPH. "The Montez legend:' Western Folklore. 10: 17!-284, Oct.
195 1.
HAAS, LEz. "Frederick O'Hara:' New
Mexico Quarterly, II: 194'298, Autumn
1951.
K..E1.EHER, JUUA M. "Books bound in
heritage:' New Mexico Quarterly, 21:
!60-!66, Autumn 1951.
LEONARD, A. T., JIl. "Rambles in Cali·
fomia, a question of authorship." Cali·

fornia Historical Society. Quarterly. 50:
25!-235, Sept. 195 1•
MAJOR, MABEL "The man who wrote
'Lasca':' Southwest Review, !6: IgS-504,
Autumn 1951.
MASTEll'l, CHARI.IE. "Citizen Martinez:'
Arizona Quartt!'Tly, 7: 209-224, Autumn
1951. Short story.
PEAIlSON, LoRENE. "Harvey Fergusson
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and the crossroads." New Mexico Quarterly, 21: 534-355, Autumn 1951.
RAY. TERRY.

"Across~e

footlights."

New Mexico, 29: 16-17. 50-52, ~pt. 195 1•
Albuquerque Little Theater.
BIOGRAPHY
BoWMAN, J. N. "The Peraltas and their
hou~es."

California Historical Society.
Qudrterly, So: 217-2!P, Sept. 1951.
CHICKEUNG, ALLEN L. AND AUBREY DavRY. "Duncan McDuffie." California Historical Society. QUQTterly, 50: 280-181,
SepL 1951.
CoNIlUN, EDWIN G. "Edmund Montgomery. neglected genius." Southwest &view, S6: SI5-322. Autumn 195 1.
GRANT, ADAM. "The reminiscences of
Joseph D. Grant:' California Historical
Society. Quarterly, So: 207-215. Sept.
195 1•
HINDMAN, FuNT. "Daniel Freeman,
scholar and rancher:' Historical Society
of Southern California. Quarterly, 55:
197-212, Sept. 1951.
KING, C. RICHARD_ "John Tarleton."

Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 55:
140 - 253, Oct. 1951.
"New district supenisor _at San Antonio:' U. S. Immigration and Naturali:.ation Service. Monthly RnJiew, 9: 40,
Sept. 1951. John W. Ho~land.
NEWMAn, MARCO R. "Two community
builden of Los Angeles." H istorical So~

ciety of Southern California. Quarterly,
53: 135- 146, June 1951. Judge Robert
Maclay Widney and Dr. Joseph Pomeroy
Widney.
O'CoNNOR, NolUtEYs JEPHSON. "Magnificent adventurer:' Arizona Quarterly, 7:
141-252, Autumn 1951. Horace Annesley
Vachell in CalifornIa.
{ROLFE, fRANK. "Addi W. Lyon:' Historical Society of Southern California. Quarterly, 55: 221-225. Sept. 1951.
WAGNER, HENRY R. "George Robert
Graham Conway." California Historical
Society. Journal, 30: 178-280, Sept. 195J.
WARREN, AUGusTA B. "'Judge' Robert
Thompson," based on his personal pa-
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pers and arranged for publication by his
daughter. California Historical Society.
Journal, So: 257-248, Sept. 1951.,
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

C1.ARJt, Wll1IAM K.. "Ecological life history of the armadillo fn the eastern Edwards Plateau region:' American Midland Naturalist, 46: 537-558, Sept. 1951.
EssIG, E. O. AND OTHERS. "The history of
the Pacific Coast Entomological Society:' Pan-Pacific Entomologist, 28: 97119, July 195 1•
GARDNER, J. L. "Vegetation of the creosotebush area of the Rio Grande Valley
in New Metico:' Ecological Monographs, 21: 379-4°5. OcL 1951.
GEISER, S. W. "Porcellis quadriseriatus
(lsopoda) at Dallas, Texas:' Field and
Laboratory, 19: 163-166,OCL 1951.
GoULD, F. W. "A new s~ies of Andropogon from the Edwards Plateau of
Texas:' Field and Laboratory, 19: 18S186, Oct. 1951.
HARMSTON, F. C. "New species of Dolichopodidae from California and Utah
(Diptera) :' Great Basin Naturalist, 11:
11-17, SepL 29,1951.
HAu, CHEsTER M_ AND OTHERS. "Pheasant cooperative hunting area results,
1950." California Fish and Game, 37:
395-457, Oct. 195 1.
HUGGHlNs, ERNEST J. "A survey of the
helminths ~nd ectoparasites of roof and
cotton rats in Brazos County. Texas:'
American Midland Naturalist, 46: 230244. July 195 1.
KOCH, LEo FRANCIS. "Mosses of California. IV. Fissidens Milobakeri sp.nov.
Bryologist, 54: 204-207, Sept. 1951.
KOSTER, WILLIAM J. "The distribution of
the Gila Monster in New Mexico:' Her_ petologica. 7: 97-101, Sept. 13, 1951.
"
J~.AN M. "A list of birds of
Nevada:' Condor, 53: 228-249. SepL-OcL
1951.
LrrrLE, ELBERT L. Key to southwestern
trees. U. S. Southwestern Forest and
Range Experiment Station. Research
Report. 8, Sept. 1951.
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MITCHELL, DoNALD F. AND CAu. EPuNo.
"The diurnal periodicity of Drosophila
Pseudo-obscura in southern California:'
Ecology, 52: 696..,08. Oct. 1951.
MU1UE, AooLPII_ "Coyote food habits on
a southwestern cattle ranch:' Journal of
Mammalogy, 52: 291-2g6. Aug. 1951.
MVIlPIIY, GARn. I. "The fishery of Clear
Lake. Lake County, California." California Fish and Game, 57: 459-484. Oct.
195 1•
PEQUEGNAT, WILLIS E. "The biota of the
Santa Ana Mountaill5:' Journal of Entomology and Zoology, 42: 1-84. Aug.
195 1.
PORTEll, C. L "Astragalus and Oxythropis in Colorado." University of Wyoming Publications, 16: 1-49. July 15.
195 1.
QUICK, HORACE F. "Notes on the ecology
of weasels in Gunnison County. Colorado." Journal of Mammalogy, 52: 181z9o, Aug. 1951.
SANDERS, OTITs AND HOBART M. SMITH.
"Geographic variatioll5 in toads of the
debilis group of Bufo." Field and Laboratory, 19: 14 1-160, Oct. 1951.
SHINNERS. LLoYD H. "Agava lata. a new
species from North Texas and Oklahoma:' Field and Laboratory, 19: 17117 2 , Oct. 1951.
SfUNNERS, LLOYD H. "The north Texas
species of Mirabilis (Nyctaginaceae):'
Field and Laboratory, 19: 175'182, Oct.
1951.
SHINNERS. LLoYD H. "Two new species of
Physostegia (Labiatae) :' Field and Laboratory, 19: 166-168, Oct. 1951.
SHINNERS. LLOYD H. "Yucca Fremanii. a
new species from northeastern Texas:'
Field and Laboratory, 19: 168-171. Oct.
195 1•
SMITH, HOBART M. AND J. P. KENNEDY.
"Pituophis melanoleucus ruthveni in
eastern Texas and its bearing on the
status of P. Catenifer." Herpetologica, 7:
93-9 6 , Sept. 13, 1951.
SNYDER, DANA P. AND J. FRANK CASSEL.
"A late summer nest of the Red Crossbill
in Colorado:' Wi/son Bul/etin. 63: 177-
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ISo. Sept. 1951.
TIIOItNBVItG, Ross AND FLORENCE THOftNBu.G. "Birds of Arizona's mountaim.··
Arizona Highways, 27: 6-g, Oct. 1951.
TIMISEItI.AKE, P. H. "Western bees of the
genus Collctes (Hymenoptera: Apoidea). Wasman Journal of Biology, 9:
181-258• Summer 1951.
TRAVIS, ROBERT AND C. C. HOFF. Records

and descriptions of fleas from New Mexico (Siphonaptera). American Museum
Novitiates. 1550. July 24. 1951.
VAN VLEET, ROBPJlT L "Phenotypic variatioll5 of Erigeron strigosus Muhl. (compositae) in eastern Texas:' Field and
Laboratory, 19: 161'163. Oct. 1951.
WILSON, VANEZ T. AND RACHEL L CAR·
SON. "Bear River. a national wildlife ~
fuge:' U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Conservation in Action, 8, 1950.
CONSERVATION AND
RECLAMATION
BEDICHEK, Roy. "Rivers in action:' The
Land, 10: 305-308. Autumn 1951.
FINNELL, H. H. "The plowup of western
grasslands and the resultant effect upon
great plains agriculture:' Southwestern
Social Science Quarterly, 32: 94-100,
Sept. 1951.
McDoNALD, LEON 1- "Conservation clinic
for scouts:' Soil Conservation, 17: 57-S8.
Sept. 1951. Oklahoma.
VElHMEYER, F. J. "Don't waste water:'
Reclamation Era, 37: 244'246, Nov. 1951.
WORK, R. A. "Water report:' Reclamation Era, 37: 249-251.260-261. Nov. 195 1.
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS.
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
BOTTER, DAVID. "Calculation down
south:' Southwest Review. 56:287-290.
Autumn 1951. Segregation in Texas.
GRISSOM, BEE. "Southwestern states reo
gional conference:' Public Welfare. 9:
195-194.
Oct. 1951. American Public
Welfare Association.

'99.

STANTON, MARY. "The development of
institutional care of children in Califor·
nia from 1769 to 1925:' Social Service
Review, 25: 820-331. Sept. 1951.
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DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
ConE, EDWIN. "Shoot 'em if they don't
wear a hat." Arizona Highways, !7: 4-5,
10- 15, Oct_ 1951.
GoLnWATElt, BAJUt.V. "Trail to Hawkeye
Natural Bridge:' Desert Magtuine, 14:
4-8, Oct. 1951.
JAMES, HAuv C. "Who hath smelt wood
smoke at twilight?" Pacific Discovery, 4:
5-10, Sept.-Oct. 1951. Arizona mountains.
MdULVEY, NAT. "Ghost trail to Lochiel:' Ariwna Highways, 27: 52-55, Nov.
195 1•
"A northern New Mexico house-type
and a suggestion for the identifying of
others:' Landscape, I: 20-21, Autumn
195 1.
PEPLOW, BoNNIE AND ED. PEPLOW. "Sedona and Oak Creek Can)'On country:'
Ariwna Highways, 27: 12-29, Nov. 1951.
SHALLENBERGER, IvAH MEAD. "Memory of
San Marcial:' New Mexico, 19: 16-17,
58-59, Sept. 195 1.
"Southwestern landscapes'as seen from
the air." Landscape, I: 10-19, Autumn
195 1.
TIWEN, FREEMAN. "On the big bend:'
The Land, 10: Sag-SIO, Autumn 1951.
EDUCATION
ROMERO, JUUAN J. AND JOSEPH R. GAilCJA. "Indian School graduates find vocational careers:' Employment Security
Review, 18: 11-14, Nov. 1951.
RU1l..AND, ROBERT. "The beginnings of
Texas Technological College:' Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 55: 131239, Oct. 195 1.
SPLITIEIl, HENRY WINFRED. "Education
in Los Angeles: 185°-1900:' Historical

Society of Southern California. QuarterIY,3S: 101-1l8. June 1951.
WOLF, ERNEST M. "New regulations concerning the foreign languages in the
state colleges of California:' Modern
Language Forum, 56: 75-80, Sept.-Dec.
195 1•
FINANCE AND INDUSTRY
ArullNGAST, STANLEY A. "Notes on the in-
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dustrialization of Texas, castor beans.
a commercial oil seed crop:' Texas Business Rwiew, 25: 16-17, Oct. 1951AuINGAST, STANLEY A. "Notes on industrialization of Texas. interest revived in
Texas lignite:' Texas Business Review,
15: I. 16- 17. Sept. 1951.
Au.INCTON, LEoNUD J. "Iron manufacturing in southern Utah in the early
1880's: The Iron Manufacturing Company of Utah:' Business Historical Society. Bullt!tin, 15: 149-168. Sept. 1951"Austin:' Federal Reserve Banlc 01 Dallas. Monthly Business Review, 56: 167175. Dec. 1. 1951.
"Business trends in Utah:' Utah &onomic and Business Review, 2: 6-7, Aug.
195 1.
CE.u.A. FRANcs R. "Income of Oklahoma
hi 1950." Olelahoma Business Bulletin,
17: 1"'8. Oct. 1951.
CoFFIN, J. W. AND OmERS. A report 01

the out-ol-state purchases 01· Texas organizations, '950. Texas Engineering Experiment Station. Research Report, 18,
Aug. 1951"Corpus Christi." Federal Reserve Banle

I

of Dallas. Monthly Business Review, 56:
133-141, Oct. 1. 1951,
CROSBY, JAMES W. III AND SAMUEL R.
HOFFMAN. "Fluorspar in California."
California Journal 01 Mines and Ge{)logy, 47: 61 9-639. Oct. 195 1•
"Current business trends:' Olelahoma
Business Bulletin, 17: 4-8. Nov, 1951.
Monthly feature.
DALE, PHYLLIS AND J. O. B£ACH. Mineral

production of Olelahoma, 1885-1949.
Oklahoma Geological Survey. Circular
29, 1951.
DAVIS, FENELON F. AND JA~{ES W. VERNON. "Mines and mineral resources of
Contra Costa county:' California Journal of Mines and Geology, 47: 561:0617.
Oct. 1951.
FITZPATRICK, GEORGE. "San juan's gas
bonanza:' New Mexico, 29: 13-17.51-55.
Oct. 1951,
GARDNER, JAMES H, "San Juan Basin development poss!bilities:' Independent
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Petroleum Association of America.
Monthly,22! 58.8,5-86. Oct. 1951.
"The growth of metropolitan areas in
the Tenth District." Federal Reserve
Bank of Kansas City. Monthly Review,
56: 1-6. Sept. 50.1951.
JOHNSON, K£lTH W. "Defense construction in the southwest." Federal Reserve

Bank of Dallas. Monthly Business Review, 56: 120-124. Sept. I. 1951.
JOHNSON, KEITH W. "Implications of
population changes in the Southwest,"

Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. Monthly Business Review, 36: 151'156. Nov. I.
1951.
KUTNEWSKY, FREMONT. "Perlite. the popcorn mineral." New Mexico, 29: 17.57.
59, Nov. 1951.
"The location of petroleum refineries,"

Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City.
Monthly Review, S6: 1-5. Oct. 51. 1951.
"New Mexico Business at a glance," New
Mexico Business, 4: 1-2. Sept. 1951.
Monthly graphic feature.

Pedestrian traffic in downtown Denver.
University of Denver Reports. Bureau
of Business and Social Research and College of Business Administration. Busi·
ness Study 119. v.27, NO.2, Aug. 1951.
"The petroleum industry in Utah,"

Utah Economic and Business Rnnew,

2:

4-5. Aug. 1951.

Population of New Mexico counties and
cities. New Mexico University. Bureau
of Business Research. Business information series, 18, Sept. 1951. 1950 compared
with 1940.
"Recent business activity." New Mexico
Business, 4: 2. 4, Oct. 1951. Monthly
feature.
"Review of business, industrial, agricultural and financial conditions." Federal

ReseTl'e Bank of Dallas. Monthly Business Ret,iew, 36: 176'182, Dec. I, 1951.
Monthlv featur".

Selected sources of business and ecanomic data for New Mexi~.
New Mexl

ico Cniversity. Bureau of Business Re·
search. Business Information series. 17,
JUlv 1951.
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TEMPUN, JOHN JEROME. "Chattel mort·

gages and conditional sales with regional
consideration devoted to recordation
statutes in the southwest," Southwestern

Social Science Quarterly,

S2:

101'109.

Sept. 1951.
"Texas imports and exports, 1950, by
customs districts," Texas Business Review, 25: I, Aug. 1951.
"Treasures of an ancient sea," Sun
Trails and Fly and Shell, 4: 18-19,48,5°,
51.59. Nov. 1951. Potash in New Mexico.

•

GEOLOGICAL SCIENCFS
CAu..ACHAN, EUCENE. "Field projects of
the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and
Mineral Resources in 1951." New Mex·
ico Miner and Prospector, IS: 6'7. Ill,
Sept. 1951.
EVERHART, DoNALD L. "Quicksilver de·
po5its of the Cachuma district. Santa
Barbara County, California," California

Journal of Mines and Geology, 46: 509532, Oct. 1950.
GOODIN, MAURV. "OU in the Rockies,"
Mines Magazine, 41: 50, 56, 120, Oct.
195 1.
HACF.R, DORSEY. "The search for gas and
oil in Utah and northern Arizona,"
Mines Magazine, 41: 51-53.56. Oct. 1951.
JACKSON, ROBERT L. "Stratigraphic relationships of the Supai formation of central Arizona," Plateau, 24: 84-91, Oct.
195 1.
LEOPOLD, LUNA B. AND C. T. SNYDER.
Alluvial fills near Gallup, New Mexico.
Contributions to hydrology, 1948-51. U.
S. Geological Survey. Water-supply paper, Ilia-A.
LEVINGS, WrUlAM S. Late Cenozoic ero-

sional history of the Raton Mesa region.
Colorado School of Mines. Quarterly, v.
46 , No. S' July 1951.
LOCAN, C. A. "Mines and mineral resources of Madera County, California,"

California Journal of Mines and Geology, 46 : 445-482. Oct. 1950.
PAlTON, LEROY T. "Igneous rocks of the
Capitan quadrangle, New Mexico, and
vicinity:' American Mineralogist, lJ6:
713 -7 16• Sept_-Oct. 1951.
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RUNN. JOHN R. "Utah's unusual unique
Uintah." I~dependen' Petroleum Association of America. Monthly, 22: 54,56,
82-8 5, Oct. 1951.
SEVERy', CHARLES L. "Development in
western and southern Colorado duting
the past year." Mines. Magazine. 41: 5942, Oct. 1951.
STRIMPLE. HAUELL L. "New crinoids
from the Pitkin of Oklahoma:' Washington Academy of Sciences. Journal, 41:
260-265, Aug. 195 I.
UPSON, J.-E. "Former marine shore lines
of the Caviota Quadrangle, Santa Barbara County, California." Journal of
Geology. 59: 4 15-446, Sept. 1951.
WENGEJlD, SHEllMAN A. "Oil in the Four
Comers region:' Mines Magazine. 41:
55-59, Oct. 195 1.
WILSON, ROBERT W. "Preliminary sur·
vey of a paleocene faunule from Angels
Peak area, New Mexico:' University of

Kansas. Publications. Museum of Natural History, 5: H I , Feb. 24,1951.
GOVERNMENT
BERARD, BERN. "Detention facilities
along the Mexican border:' U. S. Immi-

gration and NaturaliU1tion SeroU:e.
Monthly Review, 9: 52-33, Sept. 1951.
CuNE. DoROTHY I. Albuquerque and the
city-manager plan, 1917-1948. New Mexico University. Depa..{lment of Government. Division of Research. Publication
28, April 1951.
Co:'llNOR, SEYMOUR V. "The evolution of
county government in the RepUblic of
Texas," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 55: 163-200, Oct. 1951.
EICHELBERGER, LEsLIE E. "The special
service unit of the Los Angeles Youth
Project headquarters at All Nations
Foundation:' California Youth Authority Quarterly, 4: 11-15, Fall 1951.
. HARKEY, PAUL. "Televising the l-egislature in Oklahoma." State Government,
24: 249-25°,260, Oct. 1951.
"Highway planning, I. The municipal
view." by Conrad L Ball: II. "The county view" by Walter A. Stout. Colorado
Municipalities, 27: 177'182, Sept. 1951.
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STIMSON, MAltSHAu.. "The organized bar
in Los Angeles:' Historical Society of
Southern California. Quarterly. S5: 119154, June 195 1.
HISTORY
AyERS. MARY C. "Howardsville in the
San Jua~." Colorado Magazine. 28: 241257, Oct. 1951,
BAKER, HUGH SANFORD CHENEY. "A history of the book tra~ifornia,

1849-1859." California Historical Society, Journal. So: 249-=67. Sept. 1951.
BARNES, GERTRUDE G, "History of Silver
Bow Ranch, Livermore," Colorado
Magazine. 28: 280-290, OcL 1951.
BEAN. LtrrnEll .E. "San Luis Valley,"
Colorado Magazine. 28: 266-26g, Oct.
195 1.
BoLUNER, EDWARD .T. "Middle Park
stage driving:' Colorado Magazine. 28:
26g-28o, OcL 1951.
CAROTHERS, JUNE E. "Colorado Woman'.
College-the Colorado Vassar:' Colorado
Magazine, 28: 290-298, OcL 1951.
"Colorado's
diamond
anniversary
stamp." Colorado Magazine. 18: ~98-300,
Oct. 1951.
CoVINTON, JAMES WARREN. "Federal relations with the Colorado Utes, 18611865:' Colorado Maga%ine. 28: 157-266.
OCL 195~.

HASTINGS, JAMES K. "A boy's eye view of
the old Southwest," New Afe~ico Historical Review, 26: 287-301, OcL 1951.
HERRINGTON. GEORGE SQUIRES. "An early
cattle drive from Texas to Illinois:'

Southweste" Historical Quarterly. 55:
267-26g. Oct. 1951.
HoYT, FRANKLYN. "The San Gabriel Valley Rapid Transit Railroad." Historical

Society of Southern California. Quartjlttly. 38: 2 IS-220, SepL 1951.
~..
HUNNICUlT. HELEN. "A Mexican view of
the Texas War:' The Library Chronicle
of the University of Texas. 4: 59-74,
Summer 1951'1
IHDE, IRA C. "Washington Ellsworth
Lindsey:' New Mexico Historical Review, 26: 177- 196 , July 1951; 3°2-324.
OcL 1951.
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LA TOURllETTE, GENEVlEVE. "Fort Union
memorie!:' New Mexico Historical Review, 26: 277-286, Oct. 1951.
"Local hJstory societies in Texas."

party in Colorado:' Colorado Magazine,
28: SOI-SII, Oct. 1951.

Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 55:
275- 279, Oct. 1951.

CARR, J. A. "The rains over Arizona,
~ug. 26-29, 1951:' Monthly Weather
Review, 9: 16S-I67, Aug. 1951.
HOPKINS, PAGE F. "Establishing control
for aerial mapping test area in southern
Arizona." Surveying and Mapping, II:
288-29 1, July-Sept. 1951.
HOUSE, Roy TEMPLE. "Blind baggage,
Brenham to Guthrie:' Southwest Review, 86: 277-280, Autumn 1951.

McGREGOR, G. C. "Journal of a saddle
trip through central Texas in 1871."

Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 55:
262-266, Oct. 1951.
MORRISEY, RICHARD J. "The northward
expansion of cattle ranching in New
Spain, 155°-1600:' Agricultural History,
25: 115'121, July 1951.
SUEAIlER., ERNEST C. "The Carvajal disturbances:' Southwestern Historical
Quarterly, 55: 201-230, Oct. 1951.
WELTY, RJCHARD C. "The greenback

MISCELLANEOUS

MEAGHER, GEORGE. Service record of
wood posts in the Southwest. Southwest-

ern Forest and Range Experiment Station. Research Note, 120, Aug. 1951.

BACK ISSUES
Several libraries are interested in completing their collections of the
New Mexico Quarterly. The following issues are exhausted or ven
scarce:
II, NO. I, February 1932
VOL. IV, NO. I, February 1934
VOL. III, NO. I, February 1933
VOL. XIII, NO. I, Spring 1943
VOL. III, NO.2, May 1933
VOL. XIII, NO.2, Summer 1943
VOL. III, NO.4, November 1933
VOL. XIII, NO.4, Winter 1943
VOL. XXI, Summer 1951
VOL.

We request our readers to mail us any copies of these issues. The Quarterly offers in payment for each copy a year's subscription to thelptagazine, which may be applied to new subscriptions, or renewal or ~ten
sion of any current subscription. If cash payment is preferred, please
write.
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ics from Harvard. He works in television at NBC in New York. "Crazy
Like a Fox" is his first publication.
B01~B DAVIS writes ip Oklahoma
City. He has appeared in such magazines as Furioso, Quarterly Review of
Lit~rature,

[magi, Accent.

DONER lives in Moscow, Idaho. Under her maiden name-JaQ>bsen~he has previously published
two short stories in the - Quarterly
(Spring, 1944, and Winter, 1946), as
well as one in Perspective and another in Atlantic Monthly. This is
her first poem.
CHARLES EDWARD EATON is Assistant Professor of English in charge of
Creative Writing at the University
of North Carolina. He has published
poetry in everything from the Sewa·
nee Review (Sewanee) to Kavita (In.
dia). A volume entitled The Bright
Plain appeared in 1942; another,
The Shadow of th~ Swimmer (New
York: The Fine Editions Press) in
1951. A third is "nearly ready for
publication," and a collection of
short stories is being worked on.
HOWARD GRIFFIN, whocontrlbutes
widely to literary magazines, has appeared several times in the Quarterly.
His first book of poems, Cry Cad~nce,
appeared in 1947 (Farrar, Straus).
PETER HANKE was born in Beirut,
Syria. His family lives in Texas. He
graduated from Harvard last Spring,
faced with the alternatives of army
LoiS
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and law school. \Ve -:.can't imagine
which be chose. "Hunting Party" is
his first published poem.
INGEBORG KAVKO, born in Ger·
many, teaches Latin and R~mance
languages in Miami. She has published a book of poems, The Island
(Decker Press, 1948), and has con·
tributed both prose and poetry to
literary reviews.
E. B. MANN is Director of the Universityof New Mexico Press.
RODERICK MEAD began his fonnal
training at the Yale School of Fine
Arts. He later studied painting with
George Luks, water color with
George Ennis, and engraving with
(S. W. Hayter at "Atelier 17" in Paris.
Mr. Mead has had many showings
both here and abroad. He is represented in the. collections of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Carnegie
Institute, Victoria and Albert Museum (London), New York Public
Library, and California· State library at Sacramento.
J. S. MOODEV, who taught English
"as long as I could stand it," now
farms eighty acres in Sanger, California. He is a frequent contributor to
the Quarterly, as well as to numerous
other journals and reviews.
HAROLD NORSE is thirty-three,a
New Yorke/r, and probably by this '
time a merchant-seaman. He has
been a ballet dancer, beach boy in
Florida, editorial assistant, sheet
metal worker, English instructor, et
al. Bis poems have appeared in practically every major literary review.
New Directions rJ contains a .long
poem by Mr. Norse called "Warnings and Promises," which is the title
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of a volume of his poems now being
looked at by publishers.
GENEVIEVE PORTERFIELD is Reference Librarian at the University of
New Mexico.
CLARENCE ALVA POWELL is on the
administrative staff of the Ford Motor Company at Dearborn. He has
published a great deal of prose and
poetry both here and abroad (including poems in three previous issues of NMQ: Autumn. 1945; Summer. 1946; Winter. 1948).
ALBERT REEsE is with the Kennedy
Galleries in New York. He is the author of a book. American Priu
Prints of the Twentieth Century,
and of frequent anides appearing in
magazines of the arts.
JOHN DONALD ROBB is Dean of the
College of Fine Arts of the University of New Mexico. His opera. Little Joe, had its premiere in Albuquerque in January of 1950. His
piano conceno. commissioned by
Andor Foldes. was presented by the
pianist in February of this year.
LEON SIEGEL is a student at Har·
vard. His shon story. "The Strangers," is his first publication.

CORNER

KATHERINE SIMONS is Associate
Professor of English at the University of New Mexico.
JUDAH M. TURKAT was born in
Kiev, lives in Brooklyn. He has an
LL.B. from SL Lawrence University. Mr. Turkat's work has appeared
in Arizona Quarterly, North Carolina Quarterly, Experiment, et al.
STANLEY T. WILLIAMS is Sterling
Professor of American Literature at
Yale. Mr. Williams has long been
known as an authority on American
literary history. He has recently published (in Uppsala. Sweden) a volume entitled The Beginnings of
American Poetry, and intends to
publish within the year a work which
may well be of particular interest to
many NMQ readers: Spanish and
Spanish-American Influences in the
Literature of the United States.
HAROLD V. WITT has publis4ed
both poetry and shon stories widely
since 1944. Recent poems have appeared in Fun'oso, Experiment, Yale
Rmew.
DOROTHY WOODWARD is Professor
of History at the University of New
Mexico.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
announces its 1952

Summer Session
JUNE 9, TO AUGUST;2, 1952
A axnprehemive propam of counes in the mUeges of Arts and Sc:ieDceI,
, Businea Adminimation, Education (special oeteriDp fol' teac:hen and
adm)nistraton), Engineering, Fine ~ School of Inter-American AIaiD

and Graduate School.

Distinguislud Visiting Professors,
-

B~ ADIDNIS'1'&ATIOH:

N. Gilbert Riddle, Ptofe.or of BUIinea Administration, OhiQ State UniYe11ity.
CJmnsray: Hobart H. WilJud, PIOfeJlOl' of ClemiItry, UniYel'lity of _

Michigan.
EcoHOIllCS:

Philip S. FIomKe, ProfellOr' of Ec:oDomia, University of

BinDingb 'D1. ) Birmingham,
Engluid.
.
EDvcATIOH: Marth L Addy, ProfetaOr' of Education, EuterIl Oregon State
Q»llege of Educatioo; Charlet Eo Gamel', Superintendent of Schoob,
Webiter Groves, MiIIouri; Lotteben L Hunter', Curricular Director,
Wichita, Kinas Public Schools; Suter E. Ryan, PIO!etIoI' of Education,
Sam Houston State Teachers College; Donald Swuuon, PIOfellOl'. of
Education, Chico State Q»Uege.
EHGum: E. E. EaICSOH, ProfealOr of EngliIb, GustaYUI Adolphus College;
John C. Gerber, PIOfessor of EngliIh, State University of Iowa.
GmLOGY: Robert W. Webb, PIOfellOl' of Geology, Univenity of Califor·
nia.
HuroI.y: Ray W. Irwin, PIOfetlOl' of History, New YorI:. University. _
M'ATHDIATJCS AND AsnowOMY: Frederick Co Leonard, Profeaor of Math·
ematia and Aatronomy, University of California.
MODDN LANGUAGU: Juan R. Castellano, Professor of Romance Lan·
guages, Duke University; John E. Englekirk, ProfellOr- of Modern Lan·
guages. Tulane University.
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ALaUQUDQUK is a modem mmmunity of over 100,000 ~, a mile above lea
level, with dear skies, exhilarating afro and coollUDUDer ~tL To the north
are Santa Fe and TIOI with their renowned art aJIonies. 1li ita Deighborbood
are Indian puebb, the Carlsbad" Caverns and other interesting ~
For the General Bulletin, special announcementa. or informatIOIi of an1 kincL
pleue write to: Director. SUIOID SDIION. The Univenity of N~ Mexico.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
.
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